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Retro is a novel which attempts to depict the psychological reality of the

spiritually isolated individual characterized in traditional gothic novels, in this case the

alienated individual in the contemporary American South. The novel follows the

doctrine set down by Roland Barthes, Frank Kermode, and other postmodern critics,

which holds that, as Kermode puts it, "all closure is in bad faith." Therefore, rather

than offering resolution to the problems and events presented in the text, the novel

attempts instead to illustrate the psychological effects its main character experiences

when confronted with a world that offers only irresolution and uncertainty. The

novel's strategy is to depart from conventional, realistic modes of narration and to

adopt instead certain characteristics of satire, surrealism, and the type of grotesque

often associated with the gothic novel.
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INTRODUCTION

REALISM, GOTHICISM AND THE CONTEMPORARY AMERICAN NOVEL

I.

The realistic novel has dominated American fiction since the time of William

Dean Howells and Henry James. Realism, in fact, as Howells himself defined it--

"nothing more or less than the truthful treatment of material" (qtd. in Kirk cxliii)--has

become the controlling element in the American novel and the standard by which all

works of fiction are judged for the majority of the reading public, for book reviewers,

and perhaps even for most literary scholars as well. In casual conversations about

books, in graduate classroom discussions about them, and in fiction workshops, the

first comment one is likely to hear about a given piece is that it either is or isn't

"realistic"; meaning, I would argue, that it does or doesn't conform to the standards

of conventional realism, as if such standards were basic criteria any fiction must meet

before earning the right to further discussion.

Howells laid the foundation for this mode of critical inquiry by suggesting that

all books, even those which have long been in the canon, should be first analyzed in

this way:

I am not afraid to say that the greatest classics are sometimes not all

that great, and that we can profit by them only when we hold them,
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like our meanest contemporaries, to a strict accounting, and verify their

work by the standard of the arts which we all have in our power, the

simple, the natural, and the honest. (14)

Aside from the fact that Howells deals here in the most nebulous terms--who decides

what is "the simple, the natural, and the honest"?--he seems, incredibly, to suggest

that one should only consider great those works of literature which appeal to the

lowest common denominator, to the simplest, most limited perception of reality; and

by implication, he suggests that those works which stretch the boundaries of the

common perception of reality, which attempt to present a stylized view of the world,

should be summarily dismissed as not worth the trouble.

Howells' comments may in part be excused since he was reacting, out of a

seemingly genuine concern, to a rather sophomoric trend in the contemporary fiction

of his day, "the horrid tumult of the swashbuckler swashing on his buckler" (xiii-iv)

as he called it; and admittedly Howells was instrumental in maintaining a vibrant and

significant literature in the United States by promoting Realism at a time when

American fiction was in danger of losing direction. Lamentably, however, Howells'

populist mode of literary criticism is still with us. One need only read a smattering of

current book reviews--in which inevitably the reviewer will attack a writer's every

movement toward the "improbable" and exalt all wallowing in the pleasures of

"everyday things"--or glance at a list of recent Pulitzer Prize Winners for Fiction to

see how, in this respect at least, the banality and conservatism of late nineteenth-

century America yet lingers.
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What is perhaps most amazing about the popular demand for realism in serious

contemporary fiction is that the followers of William Dean Howells have not yet

proposed the wholesale revision of the American canon in an attempt to eliminate its

romantic elements. These same implicit and explicit advocates of the realistic school,

who are inclined to dismiss contemporary explorations of the romantic and gothic,

would be hard-pressed to deny that the first bona fide professional novelist in America

was Charles Brockden Brown, that our first significant literary theorist was Edgar

Allan Poe, that the great American novel is still Moby-Dick, and that even in this

century America has not produced a better novelist than William Faulkner or a better

short story writer than Flannery O'Connor.

Certainly there are exceptions, but for the most part America's greatest writers

have traditionally been romanticists, and indeed, many of them have concentrated

their efforts on the gothic mode. As Leslie Fiedler notes in Love and Death in the

American Novel:

of all the fiction of the West, our own is most deeply influenced by the

gothic, is almost essentially a gothic one. In general, the European

gothic reaches the level of important art only in poetry or drama, not in

fiction; in America quite the opposite is the case.

....................................................

Certainly the three novels granted by general consensus to be our

greatest works [Moby-Dick, The Scarlet Letter, Huckleberry Finn] are

gothic in theme and atmosphere alike. (142)
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So what then explains the pervasiveness, nearly the imperative, of realism in

contemporary American fiction? Are contemporary writers, critics, and readers,

while acknowledging the superiority of our gothic tradition, simply willing to concede

that the time of our literary greatness and significance has passed and likewise the

need for its most powerful and effective mode? Are we afraid the contemporary

consciousness is not up to producing significant art? This seems to be the prevailing

attitude.

Frank Lentricchia, for one, sees this trend in American fiction as an

unfortunate democratic, populist movement, a means of escaping the dread labels

"pretentious" and "immodest" by hiding in a sort of linguistic mediocrity. In the

Spring, 1990 edition of The South Atlantic Quarterly, Lentricchia takes the

practitioners of contemporary American realism to task in stating that too many

writers are "impressed by the representative directive of the literary vocation of our

time, the counsel to 'write what you know,"' which he further defines as "the

chastely bound snapshot of your neighborhood and your biography" (240) and

"domestic fiction of the triumphs and agonies of autonomous private individuals"

(241).

Lentricchia's attack on "the new regionalists"- is similar to comments Frank

Norris made nearly a hundred years ago about Howells' Realism, which he called

"'the drama of the broken teacup, the adventure of an invitation to dinner"' (qtd. in

Howells 279). In both cases, these critics seem, admirably, to call for a mode of

fiction which addresses the problems of an entire society rather than the relatively
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insignificant problems of a few of its individual members, a bolder approach than

Howells' "truthful treatment of material," a fiction of greater scope.

II.

Of course the ostensible reason some readers object so vehemently to stylized

presentations, to those works of fiction which don't fall under the heading of realism,

is that they regard them simply as examples of literary horseplay, inherently too

capricious to warrant critical attention. They relate all stylized presentation to

fantasy, vapid comedy, incomprehensible absurdity, or gratuitous horror. Fiedler

assesses their attitude toward alternative fictional modes, in this case gothicism, as a

sort of double-edged fear:

Simply to acknowledge the existence and importance of such a tradition

is embarrassing to some readers; for it means, on the one hand, a

questioning of the sufficiency of realism, which justifies art by

correlating it with science; and on the other, it suggests a disturbing

relationship between our highest art and such lowbrow forms of horror

pornography as the detective story, the pulp thriller, and the Superman

comic book, all of which are also heirs of the gothic. (156)

The reason realists assume defensive postures toward other modes of fiction is

perhaps because even the most adamant practitioners among them realize their

fictional strategy simply doesn't go far enough, that there are areas and levels of

human consciousness realism cannot depict.
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All serious novelists are realists in that they attempt to investigate aspects of

reality, or more specifically, human perceptions of reality. Henry James, perhaps the

foremost practitioner of Howells' Realism, freely acknowledged that there exist other

ways of presenting life. In the preface of The Portrait of a Lady, he states:

one is far from contending that this enveloping air of the artist's

humanity--which gives the last touch to the worth of the work--is not a

widely and wondrously varying element; being on one occasion a rich

and magnificent medium and on another a comparatively poor and

ungenerous one. Here we get exactly the high price of the novel as a

literary form--its power not only, while preserving that form with

closeness, to range through all the differences of the individual relation

to its general subject-matter, all the varieties of outlook on life, of

disposition to reflect and project, created by conditions that are never

the same from man to man (or, so far as that goes, from man to

woman), but positively to appear more true to its character in

proportion as it strains, or tends to burst, with a latent extravagance, its

mould. (4)

And this is precisely the point of my argument: that the more a fictional mode

"bursts" out of the mold of conventional fiction, the deeper it may probe into reality.

The farther it strays from the common perception of reality, the more it will be able

to say about perception and reality.

Adopting experimental fictional styles to present new, or at least unmined,
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aspects of consciousness has always been the strategy of the tradition's most

influential writers: Melville, Faulkner, Henry James, Flannery O'Connor--these are

all writers who redefined the fictional instrument in the process of creating a mirror

of human consciousness. To present contemporary perceptions of reality, what it is

like to be a member of society at a given time, may in fact mandate the use of

experimental modes that attempt to reproduce the characteristic effects of the

contemporary environment.

In his essay "The English Novel, Circa 1907," Frank Kermode discusses

Conrad's radical method of presenting, in The Secret Agent, the deeper significance

about "Empire, the English poor, [and] the impact of Englishness on alien and often

horrible thoughts," a method Kermode establishes as more successful than

conventional approaches to the same subject; and here Kermode hits on the imperative

nature of experimenting with the fictional instrument:

Thus it was the alien [Conrad] who saw that the Condition of England

was but a shadow of a deeper condition, which could only be diagnosed

with transformed instruments. So radical is the change [in fictional

method] that in order to understand it we should have to look back at

least to Nietzsche to discover how a text might have to stand in a new

relation to reality to be truthful.... (49-50)

Kermode's point is significant to any discussion of the validity of a mandate for

conventional realism in serious fiction, for he suggests that only through technical

innovation and disregard for convention can the novel approach truth. His assertion
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may seem too drastic, a categorical denial of convention merely for the sake of

appearing unconventional, unless one remembers that it is generally only books

written by authors who break with convention that serious readers of fiction are

willing to read at a distance of, say, ten or more years after publication.

Conventional approaches tend toward mere rehashing of material already covered, and

so lose their appeal.

III.

Gothicism holds the distinction of being perhaps the only fictional mode which

is both a long established literary tradition and a possible method of achieving the

unconventional in each new novel in which it is practiced. Certainly there are

hundreds of booklength "gothic" fictions published each year which are merely copies

of a gothic formula, but these are generally in the area of popular genre fiction and

have few claims to serious literature in the first place. The very nature of the gothic,

the amount of latitude it allows, provides that a book may at once be both gothic and

avant-garde. The term is commonly associated with the fantastic--and rightly so--and

this is, of course, in the opinion of some readers, the mark of insignificance for a

novel. What they fail to see is that the gothic novel-is a means of expressing

psychological reality; and because of its ability to shock, to revile, and above all to

fascinate, it is a more effective means of exploring what it is to be human than the

realistic novel. In short, there is more between human perception of heaven and earth

than is dreamed of in objectivistic philosophy.
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Flannery O'Connor, in supporting her own gothic mode of fiction--and at the

same time, supporting her position as a fiction writer with a Catholic world view--

makes some concessions to conventional realism, but maintains that it can be

successful only when used as a means to an end. She writes:

All novelists are fundamentally seekers and describers of the

real.... Such a writer [a conventional realist] may produce a great tragic

naturalism, for by his responsibility to the things he sees, he may

transcend the limitations of his narrow vision.

On the other hand, if the writer believes that our life is and

will remain essentially mysterious, if he looks upon us as beings

existing in a created order to whose laws we freely respond, then what

he sees on the surface will be of interest to him only as he can go

through it into an experience of mystery itself. (40-41)

The problem with contemporary realism is that too often authors don't seem to be

seeking to probe the nature of human mystery.

Mostly what contemporary realism offers is story that makes its stabs at

significance and universality through garden-variety pathos, sentimentality, and

attention to political correctness. The contemporary realists have added to "the drama

of the broken teacup" their relatively safe and, in actuality, complacent attitudes about

societal ifls--namely inequality. Theirs is a fiction that, rather than seeking to open

new areas for discussion, seeks to find readers who already agree with the prevailing

political opinions, to, figuratively speaking, put their arm around that reader's
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shoulders and say, "Aren't we civilized for recognizing the inequality that exists in

society." Are they morally justified in their assertions? Of course. But with respect

to their continuing advocation of commonly shared political and social opinions,

shouldn't those with a serious regard for the state of contemporary fiction and

intellectual discourse be asking, What's the point?

Interestingly, this same question is the first thing realists are likely to ask

about an "unrealistic" work--after, of course, they point out the work's aberrant,

unconventional bent. So, generally speaking, what is the point of the gothic mode

and its use of exaggeration and the grotesque? O'Connor supplies the obvious answer

to this question while at the same time hinting at the intellectual sloth and trepidation

inherent in conventional realism:

When you can assume that your audience holds the same beliefs you

do, you can relax a little and use more normal means of talking to it;

when you have to assume that it does not, then you have to make your

vision apparent by shock--to the hard of hearing you shout, and for the

almost-blind you draw large and startling figures. (33-34)

Here, O'Connor uses the words "relax" and "more normal means" as danger signals--

the danger being complacency--and as signifiers of the conventional realistic mode.

O'Connor's critics hold that she errs in the direction opposite conventionality,

that her fictional creations are excessively dark, obsessed with the grotesque, and, in

terms of plot, conspicuously improbable. The answer to this claim is simply that

O'Connor and other writers like her are following what Fiedler calls an "implicit
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aesthetic," one that, as he asserts, "replaces the concept of nothing-in-excess with the

revolutionary doctrine that nothing succeeds like excess" (134). Fiedler also points

out how this trend in the gothic is healthy for the art of fiction, calling it "an anti-

realistic protest, a rebellion of imagination against confining fiction to an analysis of

contemporary manners and modes" (135).

William Faulkner, whose work is distinctive--perhaps even more so than

Flannery O'Connor's in this respect--in that it so effectively juxtaposes subjective and

objective realities, was more successful at representing the dreamlike quality of reality

than any other American novelist of this century. His work is criticized less often for

its presentation of the grotesque than for its sometimes stultifying use of language,

both in narration and in his characters' dialogue. The criticism of his characters'

speech is, again, that it is often not realistic. Faulkner puts sophisticated dialogue in

the mouths of rustics and has characters sometimes break into hyper-extended

soliloquies, to name just two examples of his unconventional techniques. In his

discussion of Faulkner's style, the critic Warren Beck attributes the author's radical

use of language to his aiming at "not objective realism but revelation of theme" (151).

Although Faulkner was an undisputed master at duplicating Southern speech, it seems

obvious he did not view verisimilitude as an end in itself; his use of language in

dialogue and narration always serves more than one purpose, and one of those

purposes is to recreate psychological reality.

Perhaps the most significant purpose to which Faulkner applied language was

the duplication of varying levels of consciousness. On the dreamlike quality Faulkner
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achieves through language and gothicism, Beck states:

Such a product is not necessarily mere nightmare; it is often a real

quality of experience at its greatest intensity and acuteness. In his most

characteristic writing Faulkner is trying to render the transcendent life

of the mind, the crowded composite of associative and analytical

consciousness which expands the vibrant moment into the reaches of all

time, simultaneously observing, remembering, interpreting, and

modifying the object of its awareness. (153)

Although Faulkner is certainly to be admired for his ability to render "realistic" detail

and dialogue, the aspect of his writing that seems most worthy of admiration is its

ability to simulate the workings of the mind, to depict varying levels of

consciousness.

Jean-Jacques Mayoux sums up Faulkner's use of technique by saying he

"pursues his own proper object, the direct communication of a complex and sorrowful

human reality" (162), a statement which leads to an important conclusion about gothic

writing in general: that it is used as a means of describing the human reaction to an

unsatisfactory social milieu. Mayoux says of Faulkner's caricatures that they "serve

to compliment the characters found in a more sinister world...and are scarcely less

menacing to man, despite the extremely comical detail" (163). Mayoux points out

that this method of satire is not a technique invented by the American gothicists: "Has

not the world of the grotesque been ever thus, since Bosch and Breughel?" (163).

But the American gothic--and more specifically, the Southern gothic--has
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established itself as distinct perhaps from any other type. While adopting

characteristics from European gothic and New England gothic, the Southern variation

has maintained a certain distance even from those earlier forms. There is still a great

emphasis on the grotesque, on gothicism's particular bent with respect to familial

relationships, and with, as Fiedler points out in Mathew Lewis's novel The Monk,

"an awareness of the spiritual isolation of the individual in a society where all

communal systems of value have collapsed or have been turned into meaningless

cliches" (131).

The difference in the Southern gothic comes from its emphasizing the

idiosyncracies of the Southern character and of Southern life in general: the South's

unique brand of Protestantism; Southerners' view of history as a continual presence

and factor in society; Southerners' awareness of how its society is perceived by the

rest of the country; and, of course, the South's racial makeup and the condition of

race relations in the South. Beginning with Poe, continuing through Faulkner,

O'Connor, and contemporary writers like Barry Hannah, gothicism has established

itself as the central mode for depicting the particular nightmare that is the American

South.

IV.

Although Retro departs from traditional Southern gothicism in many ways, the

book, in my opinion, has its roots in the gothic tradition: it displays a mixture of

darkness and light; it reaches, at times, for the characteristic quality of nightmare;
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many of its characters are grotesques or caricatures; and it takes part of its tension

from the main character's history, which is emblematic of Southern history, familial

relationships, politics, and Southern life in general. I began writing with a single

image in mind, the image of Rafe Holland, the novel's hero, sitting atop the

gatehouse lost in a nightmare vision. The image was inspired by a scene in Carson

McCullers' The Ballad of the Sad Cafe; although, in that instance the image is of a

man with a guitar on the front porch of a wooden shack. In both McCullers' book

and mine, the character depicted is an individualist, the spiritually isolated individual

Fiedler speaks of who finds himself in a crumbling, valueless society. And I think

it's safe to say that in both books the reality depicted is the psychological reality the

individual in such a society experiences, what it's like, psychologically speaking, to

be that individualist.

While writing the book, I felt, emphatically, the influence of a number of

contemporary writers, particularly Thomas McGuane, Martin Amis, and Don

DeLillo, three writers who avoid, admirably I think, the unfortunate trends in

contemporary fiction I've already discussed, writers who artfully juxtapose comedy

and tragedy, darkness and light, and who use exaggeration, satire, and the grotesque

to advantage in producing their individual forms of social commentary.

Although it certainly was not a primary consideration when I began, form

became a central issue for me during the course of my writing. I can't say that the

shape the book has taken was informed from the beginning by the following

statements by Flannery O'Connor and Roland Barthes, but I think they do have some
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bearing on my final product. The first, from O'Connor, is from her essay "Writing

Short Stories":

When you can state the theme of a story, when you can separate it

from the story itself, then you can be sure the story is not a very good

one. The meaning of a story has to be embodied in it, has to be made

concrete in it. A story is a way to say something that can't be said any

other way, and it takes every word in the story to say what the meaning

is. You tell a story because a statement would be inadequate. (96)

This statement, I feel, holds true for novels as well, perhaps even more so since

novels, because of their length, present larger blocks of experience. I can honestly

say that in writing my book, however much I attempted to develop certain themes, I

attempted for the most part to present a block of psychological experience.

The second quote is taken from Roland Barthes' essay "Style and Its Image"

and supports O'Connor's comments:

if up until now we have looked at the text as a species of fruit with a

kernel (an apricot, for example), the flesh being the form and the pit

the content, it would be better to see it as an onion, a construction of

layers (or levels, or systems) whose body contains, finally, no heart, no

kernel, no secret, no irreducible principle, nothing except the infinity of

its own envelopes--which envelops nothing other than the unity of its

own surfaces. (qtd in Kermode's "The Use of the Codes" 90)

Again, the idea is that one cannot separate a story's meaning from the story itself: the
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story is the meaning. This, in my opinion, is verisimilitude, and more realistic than

stories that, while they offer realistic detail, try to click like a box, to offer closure,

resolution, a kernel of meaning--elements which life itself does not offer.

The one other comment I'd like to make about the structure of my book is the

fact that it is so obviously aware of its structure. It is a book, a thing between

covers, and will be read as such. To try to mask this fact through whatever means

seems futile: does anyone ever really imagine while reading a book that he or she is

actually, physically, involved in the story? I doubt it. As Hugh Kenner points out in

discussing Ulysses, Joyce was obviously aware that he was producing a work that

would be experienced by other people as a thing between covers, words on a page

(39). And Kermode goes a step further in saying "the crucial date is often given as

1870, give or take a year or two; and after that date no text ought to be naively

unaware of its own existence as something written" ("The Use of the Codes" 75).

The structure of a story is part of the story, and there seems to me no way--or reason,

for that matter--to get around that fact.

The book that follows is a performance of the doctrines I've espoused here. It

is a novel in the Southern gothic tradition which attempts to depict the psychological

reality of the isolated individualist in contemporary society. It avoids closure at

virtually every turn, and it invites the reader to acknowledge along with the writer

that it is a thing between covers, a literary artifact, and should be judged as such.
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April, 1957

All right, a man in his early forties, well-dressed, groomed, polished.

Connected. Marted, of course. And a woman some years younger. A striking

blond. A woman striking in her blondness.

They were just blind drunk, both of them.

They drove to a motor court on the old Shreveport highway. The woman had

taken over the driving by then, and since she was lost in this part of the country, had

never been in the South before this, the man called out directions, rolling around on

the seat, sloshing his drink, slurring the words so the woman had to ask, repeatedly,

what he was saying. Oh Shreepo ha way. Oh Shreepo. Oh... Oh... oh....

It was a borrowed Lincoln, a new one, black on black. A car bigger than any

the woman had ever driven, and she had not driven many. This woman rode buses.

To her, the steering wheel of the Lincoln seemed as big as the steering wheel of a

bus. It was like a hula-hoop. The hood seemed to stretch out a full car length. And

she would later remember how, looking over the hula-hoop steering wheel, over the

long stretch of the hood, the trees crowded the road, reached their limbs out like

arms.

Words rolled out the man's mouth like empty barrels. OH! SHREEPO HA

WAY! OH SHREEPO! OH! OH SHE PO! SHE PO! SHE PO! HA! A-hey, hey,
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hey....

He couldn't remember the woman's name, had asked what it was when they

met just a few hours earlier, but, already drunk, had immediately forgotten what she

told him. He was calling her Blondie.

The woman knew who he was. And she knew that "Blondie" meant he couldn't

remember her name.

They were almost to the state line when the man told the blond-haired woman

to pull off at a motor court. She wouldn't have known how close they were to the line

except she saw the sign. Skully 13. The man was from Skully. She knew that.

Where she'd picked up that little piece of information she couldn't remember. Why of

all things she held on to that she had no idea. But there it was: he was from Skully,

and they were nearing the town when he told her to pull off the highway.

The owner of the motor court lived on the property and could be awakened any

time of the night. The man knew this, the man slurring around in the front seat.

They parked the Lincoln in front of their "cottage."

Later, the woman sat up in bed. On the nightstand there was a bottle of

schnapps, about three fingers left. She pulled the sheet up over her breasts, picked

up the bottle and held it on her lap. The label was printed in gothic type, in German,

except where it said the liquor was bottled in New York.

"What is this stuff anyway?"

The man rolled to his right and grabbed a pack of Lucky Strikes off the
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nightstand. He had a stupid grin on his mouth. "Liquid candy," he said.

"Peppermint candy."

He lit the cigarette and lay back, smoking, grinning into space.

"Oh, She Po! She Po!" he yelled, and laughed.

She lifted the bottle to her lips and drank a small sip, cautiously. Although

she'd already drunk a good bit of it a little while before, he'd taken the thick sweet

taste of it out of her mouth. And now, she recalled the taste the instant the schnapps

reached her tongue. She remembered the bar, the crowded floor, the heat. Sure-

faced black men on the bandstand in hardback chairs. The brass of their horns

barely flickering through the smoke. She remembered thinking, This is the South.

This is the ruin. This is it.

But what was he doing there, in a place like that? She'd asked herself that

question in the beginning. Now, she asked it again.

She turned to him, to give the question voice, and found he'd passed out with

the burning cigarette in his hand. She pried it loose, and staring down at his

corrupted face, held the burning cigarette over him like a wand, like she was

conducting his stupid sleep. And she thought, If I hadn't been awake...in a few more

minutes.... HE ADLINES!

Then the woman leaned back against the headboard, and she smoked the Lucky

Strike.



STEEL PONIES

I.

The instant of Stick's death, Rafe had the ghost train running, a gauzy image

in his head. He was trying to relax and not bear down on it so he could get a good

sketch, transfer the image cleanly. This was the technique. This was the way to do

it. He was up on the gatehouse, half lying, half sitting, with his butt on the watch

platform, his back against the center wall, his beat-up work boots sprawled in front.

The sketchbook rested against one knee. Before him stretched a large flat grassy

meadow surrounded by a dense wall of pines and hardwoods. But what he saw,

mostly, was this ghost train, this diesel locomotive he imagined booming through his

skull like a pack of bikers on industrial-strength amphetamines. It had a face: a

grimly smiling mouth, a pair of eyes set close together, flared nostrils. Ears cocked

back for low wind resistance, aerodynamics. A bona fide mean-looking fucker. A

freight train, an iron horse, a locomotive.

Locomotive, Rafe thought. Now, that's a pretty good one. Loco. Motive.

Look at it, it's got the crazy built right in. It's got motive. It's got a crazy motive.

It's an iron horse with a goddamn crazy motive.

Engine, as a railroad term, had never worked for Rafe. Same sound as injun,

as often heard in bad westerns. The only good injun is a dead injun. There's injuns

4
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in them-ther hills. The hills are alive with the sound of injuns. Etc. Dumb, just

plain dumb. Injun. In jun. Inside of jun. What the hell does that mean? Engine

did nothing for him. Locomotive, iron horse, steel pony: these were good ones.

Freight train: okay, not bad. Train car: weak, very weak. AmTrak: going nowhere

fast.

But this pony, this particular locomotive apparition, first appeared spying on

Rafe from the point a quarter-mile away where the track turned and disappeared into

the trees. It reared, hesitating for a second, looking Rafe square in the face; then it

charged wide-open toward the gatehouse, gnashing its teeth all the way and finally

blowing right through his head, a long line of boxcars rattling along behind it, one

after the other, as if Rafe were sitting astraddle the tracks of a ghost railroad. The

noise in his head was so great it muffled, for a split second, the sound of Stick's

crash, delayed Rafe's reaction, kept him from realizing at the first instant exactly

what had happened. And what happened was that Stick, the guy who drove the dozer

in the pit, flipped his machine and killed himself. Unbelievable. Right there, just a

couple hundred yards away. While Rafe was lost on a ghost train, a man was killed.

Rafe had worked six weeks as the dump's gatekeeper. His job was to turn

away every stray vehicle that found its way to the dump's gate. The gate was located

two miles off the farm-to-market road running south out of Skully, which was the

closest town, eight miles away. Orlan Gits owned the dump and the property on both

sides of that two miles of gravel drive snaking through the woods. The drive came
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through the clearing, the meadow that Rafe sat staring at every day, and on the side

of the clearing closest to the lake was Orlan's little clean white frame house, its

matching garage, the eight-foot cyclone fence emerging from the trees on one side of

the clearing and disappearing into them on the other, and the twelve-foot gatehouse

where Rafe held watch. The property abutted Lake Rayford Yancy, sat right on the

bank., Five miles away and also sitting on the bank was Rafe's own place, his

"cabin," a plank-wall shack where he lived and worked his art, which was scrap-iron

sculpting, creating sculptures out of pieces of scrap iron.

Orlan was contracted by the United States government in general and the Lake

Rayford Yancy Army Ammunition Plant in particular for the disposal of the plant's

scrap. "Top-secret, highly classified refuse," he told Rafe. A solid stand of pines

separated the front gate from the actual dump site, a buffer that kept Rafe and

anybody he stopped at the gate from observing the dump's strategically important

trash, garbage central to our national defense.

Stick drove the bulldozer at the dump. His job was to scoop craters in the

dump's red-clay floor, drive the piles of junk metal into them, and cover the stuff

with the leftover dirt. A few times, on his lunch hour, Rafe tromped down the gravel

road to the pit's edge and watched him work. The man was without fear: a cigarette

hanging from his lips, cap riding back on his narrow head, his slack lanky arms and

legs working the pedals and levers, he crawled the stocky yellow Caterpillar sideways

across the steep sides of the pits and never flinched. As huge sheets and heavy beams
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of jagged metal wheeled and tumbled around him. Never flinching. Good Old

Unflinching Stick. Stick the flinchless. Flinchless Stick. Stick the stump.

On those lunch breaks when he watched Stick work, Rafe drifted between

realities, between, as he called them, the Jective brothers, Sub and Ob. Things tended

to mesh in Rafe's head. They tended to get welded together. So the dozer became a

gigantic insect crawling across a wall, material for a piece of art, a sculpture that was

part bug, part bull, and part machine, made from pieces of scrap metal Rafe cut,

welded, and hammered into shape. Caterpillarus Bulldozei.

But on this afternoon in early May, while Rafe was on the gatehouse with a

ghost train running through his head, the dump ground gate keeper keeping the dump

ground gate, Stick Withers finally crawled too steep a wall. Rolling the Cat, he

threw himself out of the cab and onto an uneven pile of stee-where the dozer found

him.

From Rafe's seat, the Cat's heel-over and roll was all noise: engine roaring at

high pitch, box frame howling the measure of steel-bending torque, reverberating

crash as the machine landed in the bottom of the pit.

Coming out of the ghost train, after he finally realized Stick had crashed, that

a man was possibly hurt, Rafe sprang over the outer railing and off the gatehouse in

one thrust. He landed on his feet, fell to the ground, jumped up running. He didn't

stop until he reached the second guard shack, where Orlan often held "back-up"

watch.
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Orlan was there now, just hanging up the phone. He bolted out the door,

heading in Stick's direction, then stopped long enough to shout orders at Rafe.

"Get your ass back to your post, son, and don't let nobody through that gate.

Goddamnit. Goddamnit. Shit!"

Rafe held ground a moment and stared at the remnants of Stick's body molded

to the scrap heap, twisted, bent, lacerated.

After tossing him out onto a pile of jagged steel, the dozer had cart-wheeled

over Stick's body and landed upright at the bottom of the pit. It now sat there, the

big yellow Cat, snorting through its exhaust pipe, at a low, uneven idle.

Bulldozer, Rafe thought. Bull. Dozer.

Bull.

"Mamie's calling the ambulance," Orlan yelled, still staring at Rafe. "Me and

Kenny'll get Stick to the road so they won't have as far to come. Now, go on and

go!"

Hesitating another second, Rafe finally turned and started trotting back toward

the gate. He looked back after twenty yards or so and saw that Orlan was almost to

Stick. Kenny Mims, the guy who drove the dump truck, was already there, bending

over Stick's mangled body and twisting his own features into a sick face. Rafe kept

running.

Back on the gatehouse, breathing hard, sweating, his hands trembling, he

stared at the spot across the clearing where the gravel drive made its bend into the
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trees. He was waiting for something to come down that road. An ambulance, a

police car. He watched for a few minutes before realizing there was nothing to look

for--the paramedics wouldn't get there for another ten to fifteen minutes, at least.

And until then there was probably no one else coming. He started wondering if Orlan

meant he and Kenny would bring Stick all the way to the gatehouse, or if he meant

they would carry him just to the edge of the pit. Or, Rafe thought, why wouldn't

they put him in the back of Orlan's golf cart and haul him out that way? Sure. That

was the thing to do. The golf cart was parked right there by Orlan's guard shack.

Rafe could see it in his mind's eye. Then he could see them putting Stick's body in

the back of it, where the bags of golf clubs were supposed to go.

A bag of golf clubs, Rafe thought. Stick Withers as a badly damaged bag of

clubs. Bent irons, broken woods, a warped putter. Stick's limbs bent to unlikely

angles, critical angles.

Rafe found himself thinking in terms of sculpture: words and critical angles.

Stick Limbs Bull Dozer Loco Motive.

He heard Orlan and Kenny coming up the road behind him. They were

dragging Stick by his arms, grunting, straining under the weight. They had covered

the distance very quickly. A blood trail marked their course. Reaching the foot of

the gatehouse, they loosened their grips and let Stick slump to the ground. Rafe

retraced the trail of blood, a red stripe running the center of the parallel tracks made

by Stick's dragging feet. He remembered the train, the locomotive. Trains and
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bodies. Blood on the Tracks.

The screen door slammed with a loud report, like the sound of a gun shot.

Rafe snapped out of the vision. He looked up to see Mamie coming out of the house,

wearing gray stretch slacks, her salt-and-pepper hair pulled back in a bun, her pear-

shaped body leaning forward as she walked. She was drying her hands with her

apron, like she was just moving from one kitchen task to another.

Orlan looked up to Rafe. "Call and see what the hell happened to that damned

ambulance! Goddamnit. Goddamnit. Shit!"

"The dispatcher just called back," Mamie hollered. "They're on the way."

Rafe's eyes stayed on the body, a mass of color, a jumble of shapes resting on

the ground twelve feet below and feeding a growing stain in the dirt. Then Rafe

noticed Orlan was staring at him rather than at Stick, defensively, almost

suspiciously, it seemed. This is really all your goddamned fault. You and people like

you. Your people. To Rafe, this is what Orlan's expression said.

Mamie reached them. "Can't we stop him from bleeding?" she whined. She

pushed Kenny and Orlan away from Stick so she could kneel beside him. And just

then, Rafe saw them, Stick and Mamie, as Jesus and Mary in a sort of slipped Pieta,

as though Mary had been holding him together on her lap until just now, when he

slipped off and became this haphazard bundle of bones.

"You shouldn't have moved him," Mamie yelled. "That's the worst thing to

do when somebody's hurt, is to move them, Orlan--good God!"
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"They would have to carry him off that junk pile anyway," Orlan said. "We

were just trying to--"

"You were just trying to keep people out of that dump," Mamie snapped. She

had turned to face Orlan and her eyes flashed, glinted in the sun.

Rafe looked to Kenny, who had known Stick Withers and the Gits longer than

he had, to see how he was reacting. But the driver turned away, his long ponytail

swinging like a pendulum, like a noose, across the back of his overalls. Rafe's eyes

were drawn to Kenny's boots, which were like cowboy boots but sleeker, made for

show and not work, black, with a silver chain around the instep arch and ankle.

They were worn out, scruffy, the heels crooked from the loose, loping way Kenny

walked. They looked so out of place here--this was what struck Rafe, with Stick

lying there on the ground, these worn-out rock and roll cowboy boots, out of place.

"I just wanted to get him closer," Orlan said. "That's all I was doing."

"Why didn't you just stop at the road then?"

Orlan didn't respond.

"It don't matter anyway," Mamie said, removing her fingers from Stick's

neck. "The boy's dead."

To Rafe, her saying it seemed like a happening in itself. He swallowed hard

and contemplated the weight of the word "dead" as it hung in the air. A spitefully

beautiful kind of word. Heavy-sounding, well-balanced, symmetrically shaped. It

was dense. It carried weight. A word to cast in steel. A sculpture word. With
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angles....

Dead, dead, dozer dead.

Words and angles, ways to go.

Orlan stepped back a few feet and stuck both hands in the pockets of his khaki

pants. He was a man in his fifties, short but with a long-torsoed body that was thin,

flat, taut. He had a straight thin-lipped mouth, dark oily hair jutting out under his

ball cap. A man who seemed always nervous, and who was very nervous now, and

kept glancing down at Stick's body and away again.

Kenny, who was still turned away from them, looked alternately at the ground

and off into the distance. Removing her apron, Mamie draped it over Stick's face

and upper body.

In a few minutes, the ambulance came, later the police, the coroner, then the

morbid on-lookers the official traffic drummed up. The yard bubbled and boiled with

nervously gliding human traffic, people with real things to do, people with nothing to

do.

Rafe stayed on top of the gatehouse to keep himself out of the way. Kenny

came up the ladder to join him. Together, they sat quietly and watched the spectacle,

which was, Rafe thought, the spectacle of Stick Withers' death, something that he

would always have to remember.

When the police began questioning Orlan, Rafe saw him point in the direction

of the dump. The investigators walked toward it, and Orlan kept pace beside them,
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talking continuously for as long as Rafe could see him.

And Rafe thought, Blood on the Tracks.

He vomited over the side of the guard shack, then lay back on the platform

while Kenny went for a cup of water.

II.

It was a fifteen-minute boat ride home. Rafe had an old aluminum V-hull

runabout, a sixteen-footer, the shape of a tug or commercial fishing boat. It looked

like the scaled-down, semi-commercial, freshwater version of a fishing trawler--with a

little boxy half-covered cockpit, by design open floor to roof at the rear, and by

Rafe's knocking out the cracked front windshield, open in front also. A worn sixty-

five-horse Evinrude hanging astern. He recently welded on the tailfins off a '62

Caddy and applied a coat of olive drab marine lacquer. It lent the craft an absurdly

militaristic quality he liked. On the way, Stick's image kept popping into his head,

right out in front of the pointed bow.

Big Fat Dog met him at the dock with a dead squirrel in his mouth, champing

it down, wagging his tail, the faithful companion. Rafe got him at the shelter. They

said he was black lab. Rafe now thought they must have meant he was bred in a

black lab, a dark laboratory, a place where doggy scientists were tinkering with

mutant strains and there was maybe some problem with the lighting. But loyalty,

companionship, making do with table scraps and supplements of live game, these
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were qualities Rafe looked for in a pet, and BFD had them. Simple needs. A

number of bad habits, but these could be overlooked, Rafe felt. In addition to his

given name, the dog answered to Bif, Big Fucking Deal, and You Stinking Beast.

One of his more constructive habits was hiking a leg on failed sculptures Rafe

chucked in the bone yard beside the cabin: good, honest, gut-reaction criticism Rafe

could understand and build on.

He tied off the boat and gave BFD a pat on the head, a series of friendly slaps

to the rump. BFD responded with profuse tongue wagging and vigorous tail action.

"Endangering more wildlife, I see."

The dog grunted.

"Good boy. Take a bath and I'll get you a date with Mamie's poodle. You

stink."

With the dog on his heels, Rafe made his way up the dock and across the

small shady patch of yard between the bank and his cabin, a place cleared out of the

pines and now littered with scrap metal of various sizes and shapes, like pieces of

shrapnel, big pieces, little pieces. He occasionally mowed around them with a scythe

to maintain a clear line of vision between the cabin's rear windows and the lake. His

bone yard was on the cabin's left side, the collection of sculptures that didn't make

the grade, a denser outcropping of iron than the rest of the yard, a place where the

pieces of shrapnel seemed to collect and organize themselves in more complex forms

and shapes. They stood among a profusion of wild vines, a mat of vegetation so
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thick it completely covered the ground. Having already wound their way around the

bases and lower extremities, the vines secured the sculptures to the forest floor and

threatened to consume the collection entirely.

A two-gallon bucket full of rusty tools sat on the ground next to the concrete

porch steps. Rafe selected a blade-tip screwdriver, his "house key," and unlocked the

door. He made his way to the kitchen via the path cleared through more piles of

scrap iron, various metal working and welding tools, beer cans, bread wrappers,

fuming Oscar-Mayer packages, the rotting fibrous shells of kiwi fruit, etc. From the

refrigerator, he grabbed a package of baloney, a loaf of bread, a single kiwi, and a

beer, and returned to the boat dock. BFD stayed close behind, ready to assist in the

event Rafe dropped any solid foodstuff.

Rafe plopped into a lawn chair at the end of the dock and slapped together a

crude sandwich. He ate it, or most of it, while staring straight up into the sky and

seeing Stick's face in first one cloud, then another, then in the blue sky itself. He

threw his scraps to BFD and searched his pockets for a cigar. Nothing. The cigars

were in the boat. He saw them now, a four-pack of Garcia y Vega English Coronas,

resting on the dash. He picked up a rusted bolt that lay there on the dock and looked

BFD squarely in the eye while pointing to the boat. "Dog," he said, in a firm voice,

a commanding voice he thought, "fetch." He threw the bolt at the pack of cigars and

it landed on the dash.

BFD cocked his head, seemed to regard the items on the dash, yawned.
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"It's a pack of beef jerky. I'll share. I'm definitely sharing with whoever

might fetch me that pack of jerky off the dash of the boat."

BFD scratched his fleas.

"You're fired," Rafe said, and raised himself from the lawn chair with

tremendous exertion. "On waivers, a free agent as far as I'm concerned." He

stepped into the boat and got the pack, returned to the dock with a lit cigar--a short,

fat smoke, an English Corona--and sat down again, closed his eyes, drew smoke into

his mouth and blew it out in a thick stream. He was waiting for the sun to set, to

separate the evening from the day so he could go inside and work. A little less than a

minute passed before Stick's mangled corpse appeared on the back of his eyelids.

Dead, dozer dead.

Getting to sleep should be mostly impossible, he thought. Sleep will be

strictly out of the question. A sleepless night, tossing and turning, the tossed salad of

nights, salad days, salad nights.

He dozed off and didn't wake up until sometime after dark.

Rafe's work bench was in the cabin's main room, running in an L shape along

two walls. Above it, assorted tools and a smattering of his hand-crafted iron masks

and other metal-sculpture wall hangings hung on a pegboard. It was an enormous

room he'd made during the initial phase--the only phase he got around to--of his

remodeling program, just after he bought the place. The program consisted of
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knocking out some walls, taking in two bedrooms, building the work bench. He'd

left as separate rooms only the kitchen, bathroom, and a large utility closet where he

slept. In the process of consolidating space, he'd hoped to find out just how

extensive, just how advanced, was the level of dry rot in the twenty-year-old

infrastructure. The conclusion: what he had was the basic extensive, advanced-stage

dry rot. Cabin cancer. Not to mention termites. He applied various chemicals

guaranteed to cure these problems--and was fairly sure they wouldn't.

White light from three banks of fluorescent bulbs illuminated the room and

played across the surfaces of a half-dozen wire and found-object mobiles dangling

from the ceiling. The mobiles were powered by a soft breeze, their shadows gliding

smoothly across the walls and cement floor. Rafe watched them float around, let

them soothe, comfort. Soft shapes riding the currents. Animal silhouettes.

Buffaloes, longhorns, stallions. Stick Withers' body after an industrial accident.

Rafe popped open a beer, took a long draw.

Power tools of every size, shape, and description lurked in the room's

recesses. They hung from the pegboard, leaned against walls, covered benches and

tables, sprawled on the floor, lay in the window sills. Drills, presses, gauges, hoses,

saws, pumps, compressors, grinders, torches. Electrical, mechanical, hydraulic,

pneumatic.

Power. Tools.

He studied his current project, a stallion rearing back on its hind legs, laid out
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in five separate pieces, each just under twelve-feet tall. A sixty-foot sculpture after

final assembly. It was constructed mostly from old ammunition shells and other

military parts he'd "mined" from the dump. "Top-secret, highly classified refuse,"

Orlan told him. Found objects, Rafe thought. The five pieces of the sculpture, each

with a custom made dolly on steel casters, took up most of his floor space. Standing

back a moment, imagining the completed work, the final assembly, he stacked the

five pieces in his mind, projecting them through the cabin's roof. He looked around

the room, searching for his professional-class McCulloch chain saw, a self-oiling

model, and spotted it, resting in a far corner, waiting.

Stick reared his head again, demanded attention, a sign--as he saw it--to go to

work. He moved toward the bench.

The night before, he'd prepared a dozen pieces for mounting on the sculpture's

top section, the head of the stallion. Tonight, he'd tack them on with the welder,

work his hands would do automatically, unassisted. His mind could play all the tricks

it wanted. He put on his welding visor and gloves, placed a new rod in the pincers,

flipped on the welder's power switch, and began tacking steel to the sculpture. After

a few minutes, Stick disappeared in a flashing spray of light and sparks.

In an hour or so, all the pieces were mounted. He went to the pile of

ammunition scrap to select more for preparation. Taking up the blow torch, he began

cutting the scrap into pieces for the sculpture. That done, he shut the valves on the

gas bottles and started beating on the pieces with a ball-peen hammer, molding them,
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creating uniform textures.

Rafe worked with his back to the center of the room and the doors leading into

it, one of which was the back entry facing the lake. He'd been hammering for twenty

minutes, maintaining a constant racket that drowned out all other sounds around the

cabin, when he felt a hand touch him on the left shoulder. Bolting upright, he lost

his grip on the hammer. It flew across the room, smashing into the wall and

bouncing off, then landing with a clatter on the workbench.

"Whoa there!" Kenny held up the offending hand.

Rafe just stared at him.

"Kenny Mims. I drive a dump truck for a man named Orlan Gits. Perhaps

you've heard of him."

Rafe continued to stare.

"Yep. Just a poor dumptruck driver who's maybe slipped his clutch. Of no

possible danger to your person or property."

Rafe stood back and looked away, let his heart slow to its normal pace,

considered the fact that, in the year he'd lived at the- cabin, Kenny was the first

person to just drop in. The cabin's dirt drive was badly washed out, a major

deterrent. Only those with serious off-road capability could get to his place. Four-

wheel-drive, half-track, amphibious landing craft, etc.

The hammer had just missed Kenny's head.

"Sorry, Mike. I wasn't aiming at you."
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He had started calling Kenny by this name, short for Michelangelo. It made

Kenny nervous.

"Have a beer," Kenny offered, holding out a heavily perspiring can of Lone

Star.

Without reaching out to accept the beer, Rafe asked, "How'd you get here?"

"Our ever-obliging big boss man lent me the use of his motorized flotation

device. Beer?"

Rafe maintained his distance.

"Aarruff!" BFD was wagging his tail furiously just behind Kenny. The two

had obviously met.

Kenny looked down at the dog. "You already lapped up that whole beer?

Why, man, that's a king-size thirst. Come on, let's go find your bowl."

Rafe watched them make their way down the cleared walk space, BFD's tail

still moving rapidly from side to side, Kenny's ponytail swinging slowly across his

narrow back. He picked up his own beer, now warm, took a slow sip, and wondered

at how the simple rapture of work, the absence of thought, had exploded in a

moment, shattered like a glass pitcher. In a way, though, he was glad Kenny had

come. He hadn't intended to make friends with his co-workers--that might involve

obligations he didn't feel he had time for. Besides, the job was just temporary, as far

as he was concerned, gatekeeping, just a way to earn money for welding rods and

other collaterals--food, beer, etc. But after what had happened today, Stick's death,
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the strange way Orlan and Mamie had acted, he was interested to know more about

the dump.

"Fine watchdog," Kenny said, coming back through the cabin door.

Snapped out of thought, Rafe flinched noticeably.

"Little nose candy?" Kenny said, making a joke of Rafe's nervousness. "Little

magic dust this evening?" He looked around the room like he thought there might be

drug paraphernalia lying out.

"Not used to visitors," Rafe said.

Kenny kept looking around the room. "I see," he said. He was obviously

taking note of the impressive clutter. "Looks like your maid pulled out, huh? Poor

gal. Probably pulled her hair out and went for early retirement."

Kenny was just making talk, Rafe could tell that. He helped himself to a Lone

Star.

"There you go," Kenny said. "That's it. Little nectar, little life. If it's good

enough for the armadillos, it's good enough for us, idnit."

"Armadillos?"

"Sure.

"Like the TV commercials?"

"So you have seen TV?"

"I saw one once. In a store front down on the square. I went inside and

drilled a hole right through the picture tube. Black and Decker. Three-quarter inch.
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Reversible. Mostly reversible."

Kenny nodded significantly.

Rafe took a draw off the Lone Star, relaxed some, and made a sweeping

gesture with his arm, encompassing the entire room.

"This was all my interior decorator's idea," he said.

Kenny seemed pleased. "Well, I must admit," he offered, "she has the touch.

Why, her ability with the little things, you know--baloney wrappers, power tools,

rusting steel. Shell casings stolen from a nearby munitions plant. Inspired. I'd say

she is a bona fide virtuoso."

Kenny moved over to the wall, studied the iron masks hanging on the

pegboard, and selected one cast in Rafe's version of an ancient Greek motif. He held

the mask in front of his face and pulled its wire hanger over the back of his head. He

looked Greek.

"Well, I--I don't know, Penelope. The girl looked so much like you and all.

I must have been delirious from all that confusion with the Trojans."

Kenny was getting wound up now.

"Why, yeah, Hon, that's a fine piece of sewing. Looks like you been working

your fingers to the bone. The thread's so frazzled and everything, you been working

it so long. A fine homemaker to come home to. How about a kiss? Oh, I know, I

know. Hadn't had a good bath in twenty years, but you just hold your nose, now,

and--"
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"Kenny, what's an educated man like you doing in a place like this?"

Kenny pulled off the mask. "An educated man?"

"I mean where in the hell did you come from?"

"I'm a product of my environment. Why?"

Environment, Rafe thought. He saw the word in his head. Envy: sure, it was

there. Iron: very nice; look at it, right there. Ment: well, men, mint, minty, the

cool green, the greenness, the greenery, the scenery--

"Are we drinking beer, or not?" Kenny asked.

Rafe took another slug, waited while Kenny pulled one from the ring and

opened it.

"Mom and Dad had a thing for books."

Rafe pondered this a second.

"I didn't read them, you understand. It was strictly osmosis."

Kenny Mims. A thing for books. Mims. Books. Mims the word.

"The fumes, as they decay, see. Gets all over you."

"School teachers?"

"Librarians, a swinging couple to be sure."

"Here in Skully? Isn't Miss, uh, what's her name--"

"Before Miss Chesterwick."

Rafe nodded. "Oh, okay."

Kenny turned away and began looking at the masks again. Rafe thought about
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the Skully Memorial Library. A forgotten image appeared. It was from a story

Grandpa told him. A middle-aged couple had run the library. Two "peculiar souls"

from out of state. Nobody knew them very well because they always kept to

themselves, in one of those quiet little houses where there never seems to be any

movement. Nobody works in the yard or sits on the porch. One spring morning,

their son came to school and asked his principal for help. "At home," he said, "at

home." The principal escorted him to the house and, leaving the boy on the porch,

went inside. There, he found the librarians, where they lay in bed, a pile of empty

sleeping-powder envelopes beside them on the nightstand, stacked up like bedtime

volumes which were slow to satisfy. As the son must have, found them when he

awoke that morning.

Kenny turned and looked at him with a knowing expression. He took a slow

sip of his beer while keeping his eyes on Rafe, then said, "You remember the way to

the cemetery?"

Rafe nodded, looked to the floor. He was thinking about a train.

III.

When Rafe was twelve he and Grandpa left town for San Francisco. They

started out on a Monday morning, four days after getting a letter from Jack, a letter

in which Jack explained he was living in Haight-Ashbury. For several months, Rafe

and Grandpa hadn't known where Jack lived, but that was not unusual. The unusual
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thing was, this time, Grandpa decided they were going there, to hook up with Jack

before he moved off. Jack was a big one for moving off.

When Grandpa presented the idea, Rafe balked. He balked because it was just

October and school was on, and because Grandpa couldn't explain to his satisfaction

why they needed to go in the first place. "We oughten to let your daddy get all the

round-heeled women," Grandpa said.

Round-heeled women, Rafe thought.

But he was only twelve, and so it wasn't a good enough reason.

Still, Rafe knew that for whatever reason Grandpa had made up his mind to go

and there was no getting around it. Rafe's stalling those four days was just to wait

for good weather, to let some bad weather pass.

That morning, with the sun out and the skies clear, Grandpa walked along

with Rafe on his way to school. For a while the old man said nothing. They were

on a route through Skully's oldest neighborhood. Shady, curbless streets, victorian-

style homes, squat-framed bungalows. Vacant lots where only the heavy stone steps

or red-brick remnants of a fireplace remained to show a house had once stood. They

crossed these lots on sidewalks cracked by hundred-year-old oaks crowding the

narrow streets and shoving up the ground with their polished roots. Thick vines

crawled over the tree trunks and sturdy lower limbs. It's the place Rafe would

always think of when somebody said, just out of the blue, the word historical. The

historical district.
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Grandpa shuffled along with his head down, wiry gray beard tangling in his

chest hairs, his hands in the pockets of his overalls. After a moment, Rafe lowered

his head also. Grandpa's rough leather workboots slipped smoothly and casually over

the walk's uneven surface. Rafe watched them and speculated on the nature of the

old man's prolonged silence. Grandpa was normally a man of much talk. He once

sustained a six-hour filibuster during a meeting of the Skully PTA. An inspired

performance. But on this clear, bright morning he said very little.

Finally, when they were almost to the schoolyard, he turned sharply to Rafe,

grabbed him by the arm. "Shit, come own," he said, "let's play hooky."

"They're gonna start teaching us algebra today," Rafe said.

"What the hell is that?"

"Math."

"Well, cipher this: if you got a hunnerd dollars from hauling hay for Jimmy

Ray Clark, and a Shreveport whore wants twenty-five for a poke, how much you got

left after the poke?"

"Seventy-five dollars," Rafe answered.

"You know enough math. Let's go to California."

They went home to pack, and that's when Rafe got his clearest indication that

Grandpa was more out-of-control than usual. The old man pulled a quart of I.W.

Harper from under his bed, cradled it in one arm, and announced, "I'm packed. You

ready to go?"
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Rafe held him off for a half-hour while he gathered provisions: his G.I. Joe

walkie-talkie set, Swiss army knife, flashlight, collection of Sgt. Rock comic books,

three cans Van de Camp's pork and beans, one pair extra underwear, one pair athletic

socks, a tie-dye T-shirt Jack sent with the letter, his Johnny Cash Live at San Quentin

album, Boy Scout trail guide, canteen, a copy of The Tibetan Book of the Dead found

in Jack's old room, Mattel Young Scientist chemistry set, an army blanket, his

sketchbook, and, of course, his first power tools--hand-held drill, jig saw, a staple

gun. His needs were simpler then.

Rafe was a skinny kid and couldn't carry the duffel bag. Grandpa bitched

about its weight, drank one-quarter bottle I.W. Harper during the packing.

Since Grandpa's pickup was in no condition for serious travel, they thumbed

it, catching their first ride just west of Longview in the back of a flatbed Chevy. A

cowboy and his two girlfriends en route to the Fort Worth stockyards rode in front.

Rafe watched the sky, an unending plate of blue that day, and the grills and headlights

of cars and tractor-trailer rigs plowing up behind them. There were prankster grins in

those grills. Shark eyes in the headlights. They were there, and Rafe could see

them.

Grandpa was still dressed in his pinstripe overalls and plaid wool shirt. He

reclined against the pickup's cab, making room for his substantial paunch by

sprawling his legs wide in front of him. He amused himself by drinking whiskey and

waving at passing motorists. Rafe felt this was appropriate for Grandpa. This was
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par for the course.

"You seem to be back to your old self," he said.

"How's that?"

"Half drunk."

"Well, then you mean I'm only half my old self, don't you?"

It was a bad joke, Rafe thought, but for the next few minutes he couldn't keep

it from replaying in his mind.

Old self How's that? Haf drunk. How's that? Old drunk. How's that?

Half self. How's that...

When these echoes faded, he started thinking about seeing Grandpa and Jack

together again. The initial reunion was bound to be a strained moment for everybody

involved, but the matter causing their nervousness--whatever it was Rafe wasn't quite

sure--would resolve itself in some peculiar, unexpected way. Nobody had to tell him

his family wasn't normal. Rafe was no dope, he could see.

"Hey, Grandpa."

"What?"

"Opal ran off with that oil-on-velvet painter when I was eight. Jack's been

everywhere in the country except his own house. And you're--well, you know,

you're just you. How come I'm the only one in our family that ever grew up?"

"Rife, you're what they call pre-cursive--"

"Precocious."
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"Yeah, that's what I meant. Precocious. But don't you worry. You'll pull

out of it."

When they parked in front of a boot shop, the cowboy's first stop, the old man

was drunk enough to step off the tail gate and fall face-first into the street. He

shattered the near empty bottle, but in the process, provided an emotional lift to a

trucker who just happened to be watching. The trucker had just dropped off a load of

cattle and was headed back to Clovis, New Mexico. He and Rafe stuffed Grandpa

into the sleeper and drove all night.

Rafe and Grandpa spent the next day hitching rides across New Mexico's

desert. Luckily, they didn't have to do much walking: the duffel bag was proving a

burden, bending Grandpa's back. Rafe walked with a hickory staff he'd picked up

right outside of Skully. They got a lift from Clovis to Fort Sumner in a '60 model

Lincoln with a GOD IS MY CO-PILOT sticker on the bumper. A fifty-year-old

evangelist in crocodile boots was the pilot. His "niece," a tight red sweater with

elaborate blonde hair (that's all Rafe remembered), navigated from her position in the

center of the Lincoln's front bench seat. From Yeso to Willard, Rafe and Grandpa

rode in the back seat of a yellow school bus with a group of Pueblo Indians whose

taste in whiskey was not good, according to Grandpa, not good at all.

A traveling beautician-supply salesman named Yarborough transported Rafe

and Grandpa from Mountainair to Belen in his new Plymouth. He was a big, red-

faced man who smoked Hava-Tampa Jewels and talked dirty. Grandpa sat up in the
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front seat with him. Rafe, observing the utmost restraint, sat with his butt flush

against the vinyl seat cover rather than leaning over the front seat, which is what he

really wanted to do so that he could be closer. Closer to the men's conversation,

closer to the engine's rhythmic throb, closer to whatever it was that lay ahead. He

resigned himself to a civil distance and the view from the cheap seats.

"What you fellows up to?" Yarborough asked them.

"We're on vacation," Grandpa said.

Rafe liked the sound of it. Vacationing was a thing rich people did, wasn't it?

People who owned houses with "drawing rooms." People who carried umbrellas.

"Vacationing on foot?" Yarborough inquired.

"Well, it's a good way to meet people," Grandpa said. "Thumbing rides,

keeping folks company." He was just saying whatever it pleased him to say. Rafe

could tell that.

"Good way to get your damn throats cut," Yarborough said, adopting the tone

of experience. "Lots of things have changed out here, but there's still plenty of

highway men. Shit-sucking trash. Course, you oughta look out for the police too."

"What would the police want with us?" Grandpa asked, folding his arms about

his chest.

Yarborough took a long draw on his cigar, blew smoke out the window, then

spat out a bit of the tobacco wrapper. "Well, it's none of my business," he said.

"But it looks kinda strange, you two traveling like this. I guess you can see that."
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"I can't see nothing about it," Grandpa said. He was paying close attention to

Yarborough now. He had turned to face him. "Just what are you getting at?" he

said.

"An old man like you, with him being just a boy. Nothing but that shitty little

old duffel bag. Most folks don't travel in their overalls--not even piss-ant farmers.

And I could smell the whiskey on you soon as you got in the car. Hell, I guess I

took a risk just giving you a lift."

Rafe watched Grandpa's face turn to steel. "Well, you can just by-God let us

off wherever's handy," he said. "We ain't aiming to put you out none."

"Keep your pants on, old man. It's none of my business what you're up to."

"We ain't up to anything," Grandpa said.

To Rafe's surprise, Grandpa was taking Yarborough seriously. Rafe had seen

his grandfather deal with stupid men like this before. He'd always paid them little

attention. Once, at a back-alley pool hall in Skully, a man Grandpa beat out of

twenty dollars at the snooker table became irate and cursed him in front of the rest of

the crowd. During the course of the man's tirade, he reviled the entire Holland

family, calling Jack and Opal dope-smoking beatniks, Grandpa a drunk. He implied

that Rafe was probably a bastard, a love child. Grandpa simply ignored the man and

called for his next opponent to rack. Later, when Rafe asked him why he hadn't

retaliated, Grandpa explained that it was always a bad idea to get into a "pissing

contest with a skunk," and added, "Can't anybody insult you unless you let them,
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Rafe." But now he seemed to have forgotten that advice. Yarborough's comments

had riled him, and he was apparently against just letting it rest. "We ain't up to

anything," he said again, staring intently at the driver.

"Course not," Yarborough said, backing down a bit. "Of course not-just

forget I said anything."

"Well, you ain't said anything," Grandpa snapped. "I've got to get this boy

out to California, before the damn gut rot--"

Grandpa's voice trailed off and he looked over his shoulder at Rafe. He had a

strange expression on his face that Rafe realized had come from his saying something

he hadn't meant to say.

"--we're on vacation, is all," he finished, turning back to the driver.

Yarborough dropped them off soon after that. He parked in the yard of a

small frame house beside the highway, where several other cars were parked, and a

thin, heavily made-up woman sat on the porch smoking a cigarette. She was barefoot

and Rafe took note of the fact her heels looked very round. They were rounded heels

this woman had. Yarborough also got out of the car, then waved them off and went

up to the woman on the porch. An hour later, as Rafe and Grandpa were walking

along, Yarborough passed them on the highway and kept going.

That night, Grandpa was tired but fairly sober. They heated a can of beans

over an open fire built next to the tracks, a few miles west of Albuquerque. The sky

was bigger and filled with more stars than Rafe had ever seen. Coyotes howled
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against the stillness, amplifying the deepening sense of night. With Grandpa close

by, Rafe held that peculiar form of satisfaction that comes when a person lives

dangerously but somehow feels safe in doing it. This is really living, he thought.

But Grandpa chose to sleep.

It was about midnight and Rafe was feeding the fire when he heard the rails

sing. A single headlight moved steadily toward him, followed by the snaky shadow

of the train. He couldn't hear the engines at first, as he stood up straight and

watched, the hickory staff in one hand, the other hand stuffed in his pants pocket. For

the moment, Grandpa remained asleep. Rafe noticed how strange it was to see the

freight moving toward them while hearing instead the soft and familiar whistling

noises of his grandfather's snoring. In the next moment he began to pick up the

diesels' low hum, building to a solid roar. Then the horn blew, turning the cool

darkness of night into a single sound.

Grandpa came awake shouting, "Good God-ah-mighty." He rose to his feet,

his eyes on the train, and after watching it a moment he turned to Rafe. "Boy,

there's something to see. Hot-damn, the iron horse!"

Rafe nodded, watching the headlight as it bore down on them, a piercing,

single-minded force.

Iron horse, he thought. Iron horse, saw horse, Trojan horse. Hoarse horse,

laryngitis. He was young and prone to fanciful detours, to getting sidetracked.

"Steel ponies," Grandpa said. "Your diesel-burning locomotives."
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The train rolled past for a quarter of an hour, pounding, rocking and rattling,

throwing up dust, giving Rafe the impression he was in the presence of something

bigger than life, something exciting and dangerous and unstoppable. His heart began

to race, sustaining the pace until long after the caboose was out of sight.

When the sound was gone, Rafe felt the darkness settling back around them

again. He tossed the hickory staff aside and curled himself in front of the fire.

Grandpa lit a cigar.

"Care for a smoke, Rafe?"

"No thanks."

"May as well have one. We're on vacation."

Rafe propped himself up on one elbow. "Then you mean we are on

vacation?"

"Sure."

"Well, we've never taken one before."

"Bout time then, ain't it?"

"Yeah, I guess so," Rafe said. But he wasn't satisfied. He studied Grandpa's

face to see if he could find any clue about what they were doing. Grandpa stared

back for a moment, then picked up a the hickory staff and poked the fire.

"You looking forward to seeing your daddy?" Grandpa said.

"Yeah, but I guess he would have come for a visit this summer."

"Well, he might have done that. And then again, he might not. You can't
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ever tell about your daddy."

"He would have come sometime."

Grandpa didn't respond to that. He just stared into the fire, poked it with the

staff. He pushed a hot coal out of the flames, a small blistering lump, glowing red in

the dirt. Rafe watched as he drew concentric circles with the tip of the hickory staff,

ripples, emanating from the coal. He had one of the blankets wrapped around his

shoulders, covering his clothes. He looked like Old Man Time. Rafe noticed the

crow's feet around his eyes, the liver spots on his cheeks, the way the skin sagged

and pinched around his mouth.

After a moment, Grandpa looked up and said, "What'd you think of seeing

that train up close like that?"

"That was something. I've never been so close to one moving that fast. How

does a thing like that ever stop?"

"When they put on the brakes." Grandpa wagged his head. He was making a

joke.

"What if the brakes give out?"

One of Grandpa's hands emerged from the folds of the blanket, the cigar held

between two fingers. He pushed the end of the hickory staff into the bed of coals at

the fire's center, then lit the stogy with the glowing tip, blew out a thick stream of

smoke. Forgetting, apparently, the hickory staff was Rafe's walking stick, he threw

it in the fire.
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"If the brakes give out, it'll make a mess of something," he said. "Sometime

or other it's got to reach the end of the line."

Rafe watched the hickory staff burn and imagined a locomotive plowing

through the walls of a train station. Crazy, he thought. Insane on a train.

"Don't all the people riding it get killed?"

"I reckon some makes it and some don't."

"You ever ridden a train?"

"I've jumped a few freights."

Rafe sat up straight and cocked his head.

The next morning, they were packed and waiting beside the tracks at the

coming of the six-forty out of Albuquerque. At the first sign of it, Rafe positioned

himself a few steps behind Grandpa, as instructed. The train was long, powered by

four engines. They could see its full length stretched out in the sun against the

backdrop of the mountains. And, as it drew closer, they could tell this train was

moving slower than the one from the night before, just building speed, Grandpa

guessed, as it came out of the train yard. It was moving slow enough to jump.

Rafe felt his adrenalin pumping. His gaze alternated between the train and

Grandpa. Then they spotted an open boxcar, and Grandpa pulled Rafe closer to the

track. They started running alongside the train, amid its howling noise and kicked-up

debris, their feet wallowing out shallow divots in the brown railroad gravel.
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When the time came, Grandpa tossed the duffel bag into the boxcar and made

his lunge. He grabbed a hold on the open door and hung there as Rafe raced to catch

up. Rafe felt his temples pounding. I'm about to jump a train, he thought, and

imagined himself hurdling the entire machine, landing on the other side. He pumped

his legs harder, keeping his eyes on Grandpa, who hung on to the door with one hand

and pointed to a hand hold with the other. Rafe drew his bead and prepared to jump.

But, as he felt his hand touch the cold steel, a flash of color swung down in front of

him.

Grandpa just disappeared.

Rafe jumped away from the track, landing on his knees. He stared between

the passing wheels.

Under the train, Grandpa's body lay in pieces. Rafe felt a sickness come over

him, sudden and permanent, a deep throbbing pain, a fire in his gut. He watched the

stillness under the train as the boxcars rolled by. It seemed like five hundred went by

before the caboose finally fled past, leaving Rafe alone.
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June, 1957

"Is the senator in?" She sat on the bed in her slip, her back against the

headboard, smoking a cigarette. She had been drinking. Not much. Some.

"May I ask who's calling?" An efficient voice.

"Who's calling?... You mean he is in?"

"He's very busy. May I ask who's calling?"

"Yes, fine. Tell him--tell him it's Blondie. Miss Blondie."

There was a short silence, then, "One moment please."

She puffed nervously on the cigarette while she waited. Looking down at her

stomach, she thought it seemed, already, much larger, fuller. She put the cigarette in

her mouth and rubbed her hand across the silky material of the slip, assessing the

roundness of her midsection. After a moment, he came on the line.

"Hellooooo." The word rolled out the receiver like an empty barrel. "A-hey,

hey, hey..."

There it was. That was him. That old man's laugh coming out in his still-

young voice. The young man's voice already mounting its depravity. It took her back

to the interior of the borrowed Lincoln, the narrow highway, the trees with bare limbs

like arms....

OH! SHREEPO HA WAY! OH SHREEPO! OH SHE PO! SHE PO! HA!

"Hello," he said again. "Miss Blondie?"
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"Hello." She could feel her voice quaver.

"Say, it's damned fine to hear from you, Miss B. You miss me, you miss me?

A-hey, hey!"

There was a short silence because she couldn't say anything. There was

nothing she could say.

"You in town?" he said, still pleased with everything.

"In town?... Yes. Yes, I am."

"Well, then let's get together. Highballs? Are you here all weekend?"

"Wll, yes. But I--I have plans this evening."

"Hmmm. That's no good. Can't you break them?"

"No, I really can't. But tomorrow, tomorrow afternoon. I'm free then."

"Tomorrow afternoon, you say." She heard him turn away from the receiver,

call for his appointment book. Then, he was back on the line. "Let's see.

Tomorrow, tomorrow, tomorrow-- Yep. Tomorrow's good. Tomorrow's fine. Look,

we'll just scratch through that guy's name and fill in Miss Blondie. There we go. Is

the same place all right with you? I get a deal there."

"Same place?"

"Yeah, the Rosewood. Very discreet, those folks. They'll take care of you."

She hesitated a moment, not knowing what to say. He had clearly forgotten

who she was, another thing she'd been afraid of.

"Hellooo...." Another empty barrel.
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"The Rosewood," she said tentatively. "In the lounge?"

"Sounds good, hon. I'll see you at, say, three o'clock. And, uh--yeah, you

might want to keep the rest of the night open. There's some fellows here that stay out

late. We might go to a party. You'd like that, wouldn't you? Plenty of wine.

Champagne. Oh, I almost forgot. Martini's your drink, idnit. Martinis then, hun.

We'll have plenty. You be there at three. Gotta go now. See you, we'll see you at

three.

He hung up.

She held the receiver a moment, trembling slightly.

Later, she called the train station. She'd take the evening train to give herself

plenty of time. She went through her closet and found the black cocktail dress, which

she hadn't laundered: it still retained the faint odor of peppermint. She sprayed it

with her atomizer and hung it on the doorknob. Then she lay back on the bed, placed

the palms of her hands on her stomach, pressed her swelling midsection, tried to

think. There was a big muddle developing there, in her head, just as there was

something developing below. There was a strangeness coming on there.



HEADLIGHTS

I.

At seven the next morning Rafe's clock radio blasted him awake. He sat up in

bed, feeling, acutely, the thick residue of a hangover: the slimy coating in his mouth,

the incessant pounding in his head, the gravitational pull on his face. Not a big one,

he thought. Not really. A fairly small one. Worst part is the taste and the cotton

mouth. Third-degree cotton mouth. He swallowed hard and tried to make saliva.

Whew! What taste, what cotton mouth.

BFD seemed also to be affected. Bif of the iron stomach. He lay part in, part

out of Rafe's tiny room, trying, apparently, to expel his tongue from his mouth, to

just get the damn thing out of there. BFD was obviously offended by this tongue.

Something was unusual here. Something didn't jibe with Rafe's experience,

something in this taste. Then he remembered Kenny's visit, that Kenny brought the

beer.

Lone. Star. Lone Star. Lonestar. Lonester. Lone Stir. Lone Steer. Steer.

Bull.

He threw himself in the shower and turned on the cold, let it rain in his mouth

for almost a minute, let the runoff gurgle out of his mouth. Then he climbed to his

feet, pulled off his underwear. He noticed the brief's white cotton cloth was

41
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peppered with fleas. He cursed BFD openly. He found more of the tiny black

specks nestled in the hair on his shins and began raking them off in quick, downward

strokes. With a sense of satisfaction, accomplishment, he watched them swirl into the

drain. After the shower, he checked his bed and discovered a large and vibrant

colony of the insects. Flick, flick, flick along the yellowing surface of the fitted

sheet. He hurled insults at the entire animal kingdom. Vowed revenge, warfare,

murder.

Later, he breakfasted on kiwi and milk, his morning passion. He loved the

combination. The startling color of the inner fruit, the sweetness, the contrasting

sandy grit of the seeds. Covered, in the end, with a smooth blanket of milk.

BFD had tracked down a blue jay with an injured wing. He ate it.

After breakfast, the two of them went out back to dig through a pile of found

objects, stuff he'd mined, one of many such piles behind the cabin--in this case, a pile

of objects found at the railroad yard, mostly at night. A pair of headlight assemblies

off diesel locomotives rusted in place at the bottom of the pile. Rafe dug them out,

hauled one down to the boat.

"Bye bye, BFD," he said, pushing off the dock. "Kill an armadillo for Christ.

For christ's sake."

From Orlan's dock, the yard and house looked like it had every morning

before Stick's accident: a quiet, solitary outpost of civilization lazing cool amid
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nature's elaborate handiwork. Reaching the gate, he saw how the grass had matted

under the feet of ambulance drivers, coroners, policemen, etc. Stick's blood formed

a kidney-shaped black spot in the dirt at the base of the tower.

He unlocked the gate and swung it open, then went into the gatehouse to

phone Orlan. The boss would be in his kitchen eating breakfast at the small table

covered with a check-print oilcloth. A plain black phone with a rotary dial hung on

the wall next to his chair. He'd shown this to Rafe the first day, explained just how

he'd be sitting there, eating fried eggs, over-easy, waiting for the phone to ring,

showed him how he'd pick up the receiver, actually picked up the receiver by way of

example, instructed him to call every morning just after opening the gate. "This is

the control center," he'd said. "This is where it happens." He'd farted. A nervous

fart, Rafe thought at the time: he was feeling sympathetic, and a little nervous

himself. Sure, just a nervous fart, he thought. The guy couldn't help it. It even

sounded nervous. Orlan eyed him confidently, one split second of blatant self-

confidence, lifted a leg, let one rip, maliciously.

While punching in the number, Rafe tried to anticipate Orlan's mood.

Normally, he favored one of two basic attitudes: he was either consummately pissed-

off at the entire world, or in his more forgiving moments, consummately pissed-off

only at the person nearest at hand. But maybe--and Rafe knew this was probably just

misplaced optimism--after yesterday's tragedy Orlan would have awakened with some

degree of charity in his demeanor.
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The phone rang once.

"What?" Orlan barked.

Rafe frowned in resignation, pulled the receiver away from his ear.

"Gate's open. I'm on the job." He looked at his watch and prepared a

defense to Orlan's next charge. It was five to eight.

"I don't guess you ever consider the ramifications of an event like we had

yesterday, do you?" Orlan said, his grating, nasal voice accompanied by the morning

news issued from a five-and-dime radio on the table.

"Ramifications?" Rafe asked. His mind's eye, his internal camera, flashed to

a shot of the cemetery. He saw himself on the brink of an open grave, dressed in a

black suit, sculpting steel with his bare hands. Stick's open casket below him.

"We're liable to get overrun by ever nosy asshole in the county. Somebody

gets killed, people wanna go look at the spot. You oughta been here at sunup. If

you's worth a shit. Goddamnit. Goddamnit. Shit!"

"You had a posse at sunup?" In Rafe's six weeks at the dump, he'd actually

turned away only two vehicles, both of them occupied by people who were obviously,

genuinely lost.

"Don't smart-ass me, you little shit."

Three shits in under-twenty seconds, Rafe acknowledged. A quick triple.

"Why, god damn your hide! I oughta-I oughta--Now, listen. Some boys

from the plant are coming out this morning, and some from the Sheriff's Department.
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You can let them through. But not one goddamned body else, you got it?"

"Sieg heil, Commandant. You can count on me. Just out here fending off the

hordes. Of course, I'll need bullets for the Luger. Or do I simply go it bare-

handed?"

Orlan hung up, leaving him with a click and a dial tone. He climbed the

tower, hauling up the bulky headlight assembly with him, and began sanding its

rusted metal. In about ten minutes, he saw the pinched hood of Kenny's gray VW

bug coming toward the gate. The front end was slightly damaged. The hood came to

a point now. The headlights were full of purpose. It looked like an armadillo. The

Lone Star bug. Rafe remembered the taste he woke up with and considered pushing

the vehicle into the lake first chance he got.

Kenny had stayed until two last night. A conversationalist. A guy looking for

a place to converse. An artist whose medium was conversation. The conversational

aesthetic. He was good, Rafe admitted. A talking genius. Michelangelo. Mike.

Kenny stopped beside the tower and craned his neck out the VW's window to

shout up at him.

"Texture?" he yelled. "Where does texture come into play?"

Rafe thought, Hmmm. It's morning. He's asking about texture...?

"Beg pardon?"

"Words and angles," Kenny prompted. "Words and angles. The theory.

Where's it handle texture?"
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He was continuing the conversation, sans transition, very clever, postmodern.

Or was it cubist? A cubist device?

"Words," he said.

"Words?"

"Words have strings attached. You weave the threads. You get texture. Or

textiles. Tactile text."

Kenny nodded. "Of course," he agreed. "But it makes the inconsistency all

the more obvious, don't you think?"

"Inconsistency?"

"Sculpture's a visual art. You seem more in the verbal mode, the word vein."

Rafe said nothing, let Kenny work toward the solution.

"Poetry."

Keep going, Rafe thought.

"A wordsmith."

"Bingo."

"Bingo?"

"Sculpting words. Hammering them out. Heat and sparks. The long steamy

ssssssss of red-hot iron in water."

Kenny thumped his forehead. "Naturlich."

Naturlich, Rafe thought. Not your lick?

"Say, bring your lunch?"
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"I'm out of baloney."

"I'll bring us something from the nutrition center when I come back in at

noon."

Rafe rolled on his hip and reached for his wallet.

"It's on me, amigo," Kenny said. "See you later."

Rafe nodded once and mumbled, "Obliged."

Kenny shifted down to first and rattled away in his bug. Rafe watched it

disappear behind the stand of pines, then went back to sanding. After a few minutes,

he noticed that the scratching noise, the coarse sandpaper on metal, had become the

only sound in the clearing. Without the rumble of Stick's dozer, it was a peaceful

place. Leaving the headlight assembly, he stood and walked around to the other side

of the tower. From that vantage point he could see his runabout bobbing gently

against Orlan's dock a hundred yards away, the lake stretching out behind it almost to

the horizon, the dark, rolling line of indistinguishable trees on the opposite shore. A

trio of large, white egrets came into his vision from the right. He watched them pass

in front of him, low to the water's surface.

Kenny's dump truck barked in the distance, whined, turned over. By the time

he could see the truck approaching, he'd remembered that he was expecting a letter

from Janis Blarney, his agent in New Orleans. He pulled his post office key off the

ring and waved for Kenny to stop at the tower.

Kenny leaned over in the seat and yelled at him before he could speak. "Well,
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you're getting the hang of it, Rafe, but, now, just remember--you stop the vehicles

coming in, not the ones going out."

"Thanks for the advice," Rafe said. "Do me a favor?"

"What's that?"

"Pick up my mail while you're in town."

"Expecting a love letter?"

Rafe rocked back on his heels. A love letter? he thought. How long had it

been? A year? Two? He tossed Kenny the key.

"It's a letter from a business woman. Romance isn't in that picture."

"Ah heck, Rafe. No perfumed stationary or anything? If you're gonna have

me toting your mail at least let it be interesting."

"Sorry, friend. I'm boring."

Kenny chuckled and shoved the truck into gear. "Me and you both, Bubba.

Me and you both." He let out the clutch and drove away.

Rafe sat on the platform and watched the dump truck disappear into the trees.

Love. Letter. Love Letter. Love let her. -

He went back to work sanding the headlight assembly.

Four men from the munitions plant drove in around ten-thirty. They were in a

plain white Plymouth, a government vehicle. A car governmental in its plainness.

Plymouth, Rafe thought. Ply. Mouth. A car for people who ply their
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mouths. A governmental car. Plymouth is part of Chrysler Corporation, a word

carrying a misspelled cry, and suggesting, of course, crisis, crux, double-cross, etc.

This was all making a great deal of sense to Rafe.

Dodge, he thought. Another car made by this corporation.

Orlan came out the door and waved to Rafe, signaling him to let the

government men come through. They parked in the driveway and got out of the car

but didn't go into the house. Twenty minutes later, they were joined by two Sheriff's

Department investigators, plainclothesmen, in an unmarked Plymouth. The whole lot

of them--seven men including Orlan--stood in the shade on and around the porch.

The house was thirty-five yards or so from the tower, too far for Rafe to hear

what was said. He was content to watch them at first. Then, he set down the

headlight assembly and began sketching the group. They were paying him no

attention.

Rafe recognized one of the government men as Marvin Ferguson, the plant

manager. He'd taken over the lead job while Rafe was himself a government

employee, a welder at the plant, a highly paid welder. Rafe had bought much of his

personal property welding for the government: cabin, boat, pickup, welding machine,

etc. Ferguson had two distinguishing characteristics: a rasping, gravelly voice--every

utterance seemed first a cry for lubrication, for somebody to, quick, swamp his

gullet, wash down the rocks; and his baggy, loose-skinned, pock-marked neck, the

neck of a very old and fat man--which Ferguson wasn't--who'd had at one time
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maybe the worst case of acne on record, but just on his neck. This man was leading

the conversation. Dressed in boot-cut slacks and a bright western shirt. Thin,

medium height, sculptured hair. He stood on the ground, propping one of his

expensive cowboy boots on the edge of the porch, spitting occasionally, gesturing

confidently. He seemed like a man who would do anything.

What Ferguson said was mostly funny, Rafe guessed, because the others

laughed or at least grinned whenever he spoke. All of them except Orlan. The Big

0. The nervous commandant. He stood on the porch, one hand on a porch column,

often looking off into the trees. A stabilizing tactic probably. Keeping the nerves

down. He spit his tobacco juice deliberately, like he was aiming at something in the

dirt. Several times, Ferguson pointed in the direction of the dump site and the others

turned their attention that way, though they never made any motions to actually walk

down the gravel road to have a look at it.

The men from the Sheriffs Department scribbled on their forms for almost a

half hour, then got in their car and drove out the gate, leaving Orlan with the men

from the plant.

Twenty minutes later, as Orlan walked the others to their car, Ferguson patted

him on the back and smiled. Orlan was back in the house by the time they had

turned their car around to leave.

Rafe unwrapped a cigar. A Cuesta-Rey Caravelle English Market Seleccion.

Made in Tampa. Forty-five cents at the Quik Pak. Exquisite. He was pampering
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himself. Rafe, you're pampering yourself, he thought.

A little before noon, Jerry Earley approached the gate. Rafe recognized the

pickup. Toyota, converted to butane, environmental friendly. Jerry was Jack

Holland's best friend and the one who had given Rafe the tip about the job at the

dump. He had the hairiest forearms of any person Rafe had ever known. A healthy

head of dark hair. Full beard. To keep himself fit, he worked out with the Skully

High sports teams, running laps, lifting weights, toting athletic equipment. He

stopped at the gate, killed his truck's clattering engine and stuck his head out the

window, offered an understanding smile. That was the key word for Jerry:

understanding. Under standing, Rafe thought. He knew Jerry as a man who would

stand under anybody.

"Rafe, it's good to see you, my friend." The gentle, soothing voice. Jerry

sold and repaired outboard motors for a living, owned his own shop, inherited from

his father. His first career challenge, he'd once confided to Rafe, was learning to

talk over the din of the operating outboard engine. To raise the voice to this level

takes a certain lack of control. His second career challenge, he'd said, was

overcoming the pressure of responsibility that came with "caring for those expensive

machines people trust to my care. People depend on those boats for their recreation,

Rafe. And recreation is important. People need it. They have to have it." That was

Jerry.

"What brings you out?" Rafe said.
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"Just thought I'd come offer my support."

Rafe took it from his tone he was referring to the death, but couldn't imagine

what Jerry expected he could do: the body had been successfully removed.

"Lend a hand to people who are maybe doing some double duty on account of

this tragedy. Pitch in. Help out."

Rafe envisioned Jerry placing pieces of scrap in the bottom of the pit,

gingerly, with great care, with reverence and respect for the disembodied iron.

"Do my part. Be neighborly. A good citizen."

"A good citizen?"

"You people are hurting here. It's in the air. I can smell it."

Rafe remembered losing his baloney over the side of the gatehouse the day

before and turned his nose that way. Hurting was certainly in the air. The air was

hurting right around that drying puddle fogged with gnats and flies.

"I don't mind telling you, Rafe, I believe in citizenship, brotherhood. But you

know this. This is not news to a man like you."

"A man like me?" In his stomach, Rafe felt Guilt roll over, yawn, making

ready to greet a new day, to go to work.

"Sure. You know about these things, as someone from the artistic community.

Coming together, providing for one another. We can't turn our backs. That's strictly

no good. Can't put up the stoic front either. Rots away the insides, leaves a hollow

shell that's rigid, fragile, brittle. Gunked up with sludge, Rafe, that's how people get
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who don't keep in touch with what may be happening inside, with the inner workings,

the power source. You've got to keep that engine clean."

Rafe felt himself becoming ill again.

"You see what I mean, don't you, Rafe?"

Rafe nodded with deliberate understanding.

Jerry begin to look around the property, searching, Rafe guessed, for people

who might be suffering.

"Is Orlan around?"

"He's in the house," Rafe said, suspecting that Orlan had viewed this entire

conversation from behind some half-parted curtain, from some shadow, from around

some corner, nervously. "But he doesn't seem to be suffering, not openly. Of

course, could be he's blocking, using defense mechanisms, elaborate undetectable

systems to suppress, you know, what's going on inside."

"Better go have a look," Jerry said.

"I guess I can let you through," Rafe said after hesitating a second. "You

swear you're not a Communist spy, now?"

Jerry looked at him defensively, as if he thought Rafe was serious.

"It's a joke, Jerry. I was joking with you."

"Oh. Oh, I see. Communist spy. No not me. I swear on my voter's

registration card." He saluted, Boy Scout style.

Rafe waved him through, wondered what the man was really here for, the
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ulterior motive. No one, not even Jerry Earley, could hold real concern for the

"inner workings" of a man like Orlan Gits. In the first place, it was bound to be a

simple apparatus, Orlan's emotional machine, a lever and fulcrum maybe, a spring, a

rubber band.

Orlan came out from behind a luxuriant photinia bush in front of his house and

shook hands with Jerry. Rafe watched as they stood talking on the porch, tried to

imagine what this unlikely pair might be saying to each other. His imagination drew

a blank.

At noon, Rafe and Kenny headed for the shade, under the pines between the

gate and the dump site. Rafe was curious to see what kind of lunch Kenny had

brought him from the "nutrition center." He was also a little nervous. How would

his system react to unadulterated vitamins and minerals--categorical rejection,

overdose, meltdown? He relaxed when he saw Kenny step down from the dump

truck with two white sacks bearing the golden arches. Of course, Ray thought, the

nutrition center.

"What'd you bring me?"

"Four dollars and seventeen cents worth."

"What'd you get?"

"Three dollars seventy-nine."

"What's the difference?"
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"I'm not the mathematical genius type. You figure it."

"How does Orlan know Jerry Earley?" Rafe said.

"Well now, it's a small world, Rafe," Kenny said, his bony, protruding

adam's apple gliding smoothly up and down his neck as he swallowed his $3.79 in ten-

and fifteen-cent increments. "Even amongst the hustling bustling hordes of a

complex metropolis like Skully, there's sometimes when two of those rats'll get

together over a beer and get to know one another. Amazing, idnit?" He smiled at

Rafe, took a bite, kept smiling while he chewed. He wasn't wearing his bandanna, so

that his dull brown hair hung around his face like long, droopy wings.

"What color were your eyes, Kenny, before you filled up with shit and they

went brown on you?" Rafe wagged his head.

"Why, goddamn, son. I believe you have cracked a joke."

Rafe grinned at him but tried to press on. "Jerry's a friend of my dad's. He

spent twenty minutes talking to Orlan on the porch this morning--after the Sheriff's

Department and plant boys left--and I was just wondering what it's about."

"Reckon they were plotting to overthrow the Chamber of Commerce?"

"You tell me."

Kenny studied Rafe a moment before responding.

"Well," he said after a moment, "I guess Orlan's worried about losing his deal

here. That's why he had Ferguson running interference for him this morning. But he

and Jerry were probably just talking about fishing."
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"Jerry doesn't fish."

"No, Jerry doesn't fish. Jerry sells outboard motors. Fishermen sometimes

use such devices in pursuit of their game. This is all legal, you understand. And

traditional. Why--"

"Orlan's got a motor. You just used it last night to come out to my place. It

doesn't figure that Jerry'd come all the way out here to try and sell him another one."

"Okay, Rafe, I give. You've cracked me. I was sworn to secrecy, but you're

just too blasted tough. It's all a top-secret plan masterminded by the executive branch

of our benevolent government. Me, I'm CIA. And let me tell you, it's a damned

strain to get these overalls over a cheap three-piece suit. But, anyhow, we're digging

a tunnel to China, and we're gonna drop one of them MX inter-continental missiles

nose-first in that sucker and make Sino chow mein of the whole damn country. Jerry

supplies us with outboard motors to dig the hole. They make interesting power

augers, Rafe. Interesting augers. If fact, I think it was the intention of the original

designers of the outboard motor that they be used for digging. Digging, Rafe.

Boaters have been mishandling them this whole time. It's all coming to me.

Outboard motor abuse."

Rafe gave up.

"Of course it takes a large fellow to operate an outboard augering device. A

man of tall-tale proportions. A man--"

"Like yourself?"
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"--like the one Faulkner had in mind when he said--now don't ask me which

text, no page numbers on this--but when he made that metaphor for a crescent moon:

'a thin sickle of moon like the heel print of a boot in wet sand."'

Kenny held his hand up, a little over his head, against the backdrop of the

clear sunny sky. Rafe looked there too.

"Do you see it, Rafe? The sky is midnight blue. There's a billion stars. But

it's also a beach, and there's a man--he's a country type, with a bushy mustache,

looks a little like Bill Faulkner, in coarse clothing, brogans, carrying a milk bucket

maybe--walking across that soggy beach sand. The stars are pebbles. The earth a

pebble he don't even think about. And his brogan heel leaves a print that we call a

crescent moon. Are you there, Rafe?"

Rafe was there.

"A cosmic heel print."

Heel print, Rafe thought. Cosmic text. Texture.

"The waves are lapping at it."

Texture, lapsing.

"There's foam and the wet pebbles glint and sparkle."

Texture lapping glint and sparkle on the cosmic heel print of Billy Faulkner's

brogan shoe in the midnight blue, all that lapsing, eclipsed.

Kenny's voice faded away and Rafe was left looking at the sky for a moment.

He could hear cicadas buzzing in the background, the lapping of waves, the roar of
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the ocean. He saw stars against the dark heavens.

"Hey, Ken," he said after a moment, still looking into the sky, "is there

maybe radioactive waste in the general vicinity of where we're sitting now?"

"It's in the food," Kenny said.

"How about the dump? I notice there are ominous fifty-five gallon drums in

the back of your dump trunk there."

The two of them glanced briefly into the truck. Black barrels lined one side of

the truck's hydraulic-powered bed, covered somewhat by munitions scrap, old shells,

miscellaneous olive drab-colored steel parts, unidentifiable parts.

"Fifty-five gallon drums are by nature ominous, Rafe."

"All right then, smart ass. But what's Orlan's deal with the plant?"

"They ran out of room to bury their own fuck ups, so they contracted him to

bury them," Kenny said.

Rafe thought back on his own stint at the plant, realizing for the first time that

he'd never known what happened to the pieces he'd worked on after they left his

station. He had made howitzer parts, which were inspected by someone else.

Sometimes he was asked to re-weld a piece that fell short of the mark. But a screw

up so bad it was deemed a total loss? He didn't think that happened very often. Jobs

at the plant were too hard to come by for people to do half-ass work.

"Something doesn't make sense here, Kenny. Why would the plant--"

"I'll tell you what don't make sense!" Orlan's voice boomed like a cannon
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shot. "Me paying you two lazy sons-of-bitches to lay around here in the goddamn

shade loping your mules! Goddamnit. Goddamnit."

Orlan had stepped out from behind the dump truck and stood there beside it

now, glaring at the two of them. He'd caught them totally off-guard. Rafe looked at

Kenny, wondering how much of their conversation the boss had heard. Kenny didn't

seem the least bit worried, or even startled really. He maintained his relaxed

position, leaning his back against a pine tree.

"Afternoon, Orlan," he said, smiling.

Orlan kept his eyes on Rafe. "Ya'll get your lunch et and get on back to

work. In a hurry, if you're aiming to keep your jobs. Goddamnit. Goddamnit. Shit!

We're short-handed here." He thrust his hands into his pockets and leaned over

quickly to spit, like bile had boiled up into his mouth and he was trying to get rid of

it.

"We're gonna be through here in half a shake," Kenny said.

"You're through now. Rafe, get your ass back on the gatehouse or collect

your wages. Kenny, run this load out there and dump it, then go get another one."

The driver looked at him a moment and said, "We can't cover it. You gonna

leave two loads out in the open tonight?"

"We'll shovel over it by hand."

At this Rafe looked up at the dump truck again. It was a huge load. Orlan,

staring fiercely, jerked one hand out of his pocket and pointed in the direction of the
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front gate. Rafe rose to his feet and began walking toward it. In his mind's eye, he

saw a beach at night, fifty-five gallon drums washing up on the shore, the pebbles

glowing, Day-Glo green.

The day turned hot after noon like spring had already resigned itself to fate

and was about to concede May all together. Stretched out on the platform, Rafe

wished he'd brought a ball cap to shade his face. The headlight assembly was

becoming hard to hold, stinging his hand and forearm where he pressed against it,

slowly burning away the determination he'd had when he returned after lunch.

Orlan's ambush had worked, in a certain way, because it had put him off the

questions he'd been asking himself and was about to ask Kenny. But just now, as the

effect of Orlan's tirade began to wear off, Rafe started thinking about those questions

again, and then regretting them again because of the trouble they might bring for

Kenny.

He remembered the letter from Janis Kenny had brought him and pulled it out

of his hip pocket:

Rafe,

You're on your way! Radcliffe and Noble Galleries here in New Orleans wants

ten new pieces for the show, June 15 through 19. I spoke with Claire Davenport

yesterday and she was adamant that your work be represented. I was cool, of course,

in assuring her that you had more than enough pieces to fill that order. (How big a
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lie was it?) Anyway, crank up your blow torch and get some stuff ready, because big

money is bound to be on hand for this one! Just think, after this you might even be

able to afford a telephone! In the meantime, send up a smoke signal or something so

I'll know you've received this letter and are planning to honor the commitment I've

made with Claire (Please read, I'VE PUT MY ASS ON THE LINE FOR YOU AGAIN,

Rafe!). And don't wait to call me from a gas station two days before the show like

last time. If it sounds like I'm begging, you're hearing me loud and clear. Until

then, eat well, get plenty of rest, and WORK LIKE HELL!

Love,

Your most ardent admirer...

and business partner by contractual agreement

(just kidding... sort of),

Janis

P.S. If you need a place to sleep before and during the show, you're welcome to the

bath tub of my apartment. It's probably larger than what you're used to.

Rafe folded the letter and stuffed it back into his pocket, let his head rest

against the tower wall. No, he certainly didn't have ten pieces he would consider

"ready" for a show coming up in a month.

He remembered the "last time" Janis referred to in the letter. She committed

him to five pieces for a show at a fledgling Shreveport gallery. His situation, at the
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time, was the same as now: he had confidence and enthusiasm only for the piece he

was currently working on. He'd spent the entire time before the show working on

that piece--War Babies or something, he couldn't remember. When he'd finally

finished, he debated with himself for hours over its merit--knocking a serious dent in

a fifth of I.W. Harper in the process--and finally left it standing next to his

workbench. He pulled five pieces from the bone yard instead, loaded them into his

pickup, and after stopping off to call Janis, hauled them to Shreveport at three in the

morning. He unloaded the sculptures at the gallery's back door--attaching a piece of

cardboard with his name written on it in felt-tip marker--and spent the rest of the

early morning hours sleeping in his truck at a roadside park. He sold three of the

five pieces. A photograph of them and a write-up on his work appeared in the

Shreveport paper.

Janis hadn't seemed surprised by any of this.

"I'm not surprised by any of this," she said.

He was calling from the same phone booth a week after the show.

"You weren't surprised I turned out to be another drunken artiste that fucks

off his time and ends up throwing in a group of lame ducks for his first show?"

"No. I mean I'm not surprised that everybody loved your stuff and it sold like

hotcakes."

"Oh, I see what you mean. When people've got no better alternative they'll

take whatever they can get."
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"False modesty will get you nowhere with me, Rafe. But go ahead and

practice on me if you want to. That kind of thing works well with art lovers. They

like to think they're helping build your confidence when they ooh and ah over you at

the shows. Then they buy your stuff and go home thinking they've done their part to

support the arts. It's a good shtick."

That's why he liked Janis--he couldn't bullshit her. Although he wasn't

bullshitting about the pieces he'd sold being duds. They were duds as far as he was

concerned. But it was true that his modesty had been false. He'd seen the other

work on exhibit in Dallas and Shreveport and had spent the money from the sale on a

trip to New York to have a look at galleries up there. Everybody else in the business

seemed to be on a different wavelength. Rafe guessed most of his contemporaries

had stuck it out in art school--which he gave up after eight months--and to his mind,

its effect on them was generally not good. In a Manhattan gallery he stood in front of

a flimsy little thing made of wire, paper mache, and three-by-five mirrors. He saw

his expression of pity in one of the dangling rectangles and pointed at his own face,

saying, "God help that man to not masturbate in public." He left New York thinking

he was getting at it better than most, and although he knew that was just his own

biased opinion, he got some satisfaction from knowing he genuinely liked his stuff

better than anyone else's.

But that feeling was gone now, replaced by uncertainty in the pieces he had

available for show. He was about to hit a plateau, and he knew it. But he also knew
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he wasn't quite there yet.

I guess I should go into town after work and call Janis, he mused, slowly

sanding on the headlight assembly and staring out across the grassy meadow. Better

think up a good line, although she certainly deserves the truth: I've only learned one

new trick fit to show. I'm not worth Janis's putting her ass on the line right now.

Janis's ass on the line, he thought. Now, there's an image. The line on

Janis's ass. The ass line. Alignment. Lineman.

Rafe first met Janis at a bar in Shreveport, a little place on the square that

served live music and powerful drinks. A place where cute co-eds and their stiffest

competition--recent graduates whose bodies hadn't yet turned soft--vied for the

gentlemen with the trendiest dance steps and gaudiest Rolex watches. Rafe was tired

and lonely after a hard day of gallery hopping and hoped to land an also-ran. In

walked Janis, a slim brunette with big brown eyes. She wasn't what Rafe would call

gorgeous, not a classic beauty--her nose turned up and away from her thin lips in a

rather unfortunate way--but she had a light, fluid stride and straight, silken hair of a

length that demanded she swing it to one side before climbing onto a bar stool. The

sight of it dancing around her tail as she walked by made him regret not learning the

Moon Walk, or owning a watch. He summoned his courage and asked if she'd like

to dance.

"Sorry, I don't dance," she said, pushing back a long strand of hair so she

could see him. "I'm just here for a drink."
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Rafe couldn't believe his ears--beauty and grace. "Let me buy you one," he

said. "Then we'll just run down the nearest justice of the peace--a short, simple

ceremony is best, don't you think?--and we're off to our honeymoon in no time."

I.W. Harper was putting words in his mouth.

Janis looked him over slowly, causing Rafe to assess his own appearance:

faded jeans, a yoked western shirt (where in the hell did I get this?), and his work

boots. He crossed his arms to hide his bare wrists, cracked open his most charming

grin, and tried to make the best of it. To his surprise, Janis flashed a broad smile.

"I'll have a gin and tonic," she said. "Gilbey's."

Two hours later they were wrestling playfully on the bed in her hotel room.

A tussle between the sheets seemed imminent.

"What do you do for a living?" she asked. She was just killing time before

the big event, Rafe guessed.

"I'm a sculptor," he said.

It ended their romantic relationship; although, Rafe wasn't to realize it for

another moment. At first, his confession seemed to have worked some wonderful

magic on Janis's libido. She held him at arm's length. A covetous expression sprung

on her face. In Rafe's estimation, things were looking very good.

"I'm an agent," she said.

Rafe was still thinking sex.

"An agent of what?" he crooned. In his mind, visions: agent of fellatio! agent
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of contortion! agent of sexual fruits! and vegetables!

She, of course, turned out to be an art agent, a peddlar of creative talent. She

was the daughter of a New Orleans dry-cleaning mogul who'd sent her to Vanderbilt

for a degree in art something or other. She came home after graduation and hung out

a shingle, with the old man still supporting her through the thin times. While she

waited the coming of the next Van Gogh. Whom she optimistically hoped would turn

up in the tri-state area. Somewhere around Natchitoches maybe. This she confided

to Rafe. He was very excited. He went to the bathroom and quickly relieved himself

of the sexual residue, the stuff leftover from those earlier ideas about Janis's talents.

When he returned, they began talking art. Rafe didn't leave until the sun came up.

He had a bad case of the all-night-coffee jitters and his first chance at a professional

contract. A week later, when he hauled her out to the cabin for look at his work,

Janis's eyeballs spun like the reels in a slot machine--stopping on JACKPOT!--and

their professional relationship reached solid ground.

Rafe considered the possibility of calling Janis right now, from the phone in

the guard shack. Then he thought better of it. If Orlan tried to call him or walked

up while he was on the phone, it might mean unemployment, which, with Rafe's

sagging confidence in the work he had to sell, would be a sad turn of events. He

might have to switch to something cheaper than baloney. He decided to take a short

trip into town after work, to call Janis and spill his truth, and then to get back to his

workbench. That administrative thinking done, his brain flowed into vision mode and
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remained there some time.

Mid-afternoon, George Whittelmacher pulled up to the gate in his Gremlin.

He was a tall, slack-jointed guy nearing fifty who wore polyester pants that just sort

of hung from his hips and never quite stretched down to his shoes. Today's polyester

pants were reddish-brown, and he had on a tie of the same color and texture. It all

blended with the general color scheme: George's reddish-brown hair, which was

curly, a bit unruly, and his freckled skin. Anyone who didn't know George might

have taken him for an insurance adjuster, a guy who ran the Boys' Club, a print shop

operator. Or a small-town newspaper guy. George was a small-town newspaper guy.

Muckraking on a small scale. His biggest coup to date was a wife-swapping scandal

involving members of the Skully PTA. That was years ago. But George was out

there watching. Everyone knew that. He wasn't a native of the area, and didn't have

any friends whose feelings he might hurt. He'd go for anybody's throat.

"Hi, George."

"Rafe, how are you?" George had a way of stretching out phrases to make it

seem like he wasn't in a hurry, a ruse his dancing brown eyes always gave away.

"Fine, George. You?"

"Good. I'm good, Rafe." His eyes were all over the place, dancing, juking.

"What can I do for you?"

"Well, I don't know, Rafe. Tell me how things are. You know. Generally
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speaking. What goes on with you folks out here at the lake? I understand I missed

some--well, it was a terrible thing, of course--happened out here yesterday. We

printed a story, of course. From the police report. I was out checking Little League

practice. You haven't heard any rumors about that, have you, Rafe?"

"What's that, George?"

"Little League--well, of course not, Rafe. You're out here on the lake. But

tell me, what was Matthew David doing out there? The poor man. What did they

have him doing?"

"Matthew David?"

"Uh-hunh. Let's see, I believe that was the name--" George opened a manilla

folder on the seat, stuffed with papers, an inch thick, and took an official-looking

form of the top, a photocopy of an official form. "Yep. Yep. Withers, Matthew

David," he said, reading the form.

"Oh, Stick. That's Stick's name."

"Stick?"

The phone rang.

"Justasec, George." Rafe got up from the platform and went inside the

gatehouse. "Hello."

"How's it looking?" Orlan said.

"Talking to George Whittelmacher."

"Whittelmacher! Goddamnit. Goddamnit!"
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"Problem?"

"You tell that sonofabitch if he ain't off my property time I get to the gate I'm

gonna fill his ass full of salt! I'm coming for my shotgun right now!"

He hung up.

Rafe looked out the window at Whittelmacher, who smiled pleasantly.

"Uh, George--" Rafe stepped out onto the platform.

"Yes, Rafe." Eyes dancing.

"Orlan, uh, my boss, Mr. Gits--"

"Yes, uh-huh." Bobbing and weaving eyes.

Rafe looked back toward the pit to see Orlan slinging his golf cart through the

curve, coming out of the trees. The way the cart's canopy swayed, Rafe thought the

old man was going to get the thing over on two wheels. He looked back to

Whittelmacher, who also saw Orlan.

"He's coming for his gun," Rafe said.

Whittelmacher threw the Gremlin into reverse, spun the tires backwards, slung

the car around, spun the tires forwards, and bolted.

Orlan arrived shortly, slid the cart to a stop.

"What'd he want?"

"Alihh, just asked what happened yesterday."

"What'd you tell him?"

"Not a thing."
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Orlan eyed him suspiciously for a second. "How long did you talk to him?"

"Just a minute."

"Took you a minute not to say anything?"

"We discussed Little League."

"Little League my ass! Don't talk period, goddamnit. Turn them away, you

hear me?"

Rafe saluted.

Orlan turned the cart around and headed back to the dump.

At quitting time, Kenny raced up from the pit in his VW armadillo. He slid to

a stop and killed the engine.

"Ice. Cold. Beer." he said, showing off his flair for exaggeration.

I scold beer, Rafe mused.

"Think frosted mug. Think thin layer of ice."

Rafe felt his face go cold, covered, in his imagination, by a second skin, a

thin layer of ice. His joints went stiff.

"Think about the fortuitous crossing of hops, barley, and freon."

Rafe did. He saw something inexplicable.

"Think about industrious armadillos from the ice-age."

Rafe pictured an arctic scene. The offensive creatures pissing in long-neck

bottles. That was a problem with Kenny. Sometimes, he didn't know when to stop.
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Rafe started to climb down from the tower and noticed Orlan driving his golf

cart out from the pit. He stopped next to a pine tree, climbed out of the cart, took a

cigarette from his pocket. He stared at the tower, with an expression similar to the

one he'd wielded at lunch. A rabid dog. Waiting there in the path Rafe would have

to cross to get to his boat.

Kenny hadn't stopped talking. "....If Peary buried some beer at the North

Pole in aught-nine--well, it might do."

Rafe looked from Orlan to Kenny. "Road trip?"

"I guess we'lI have to settle for the Burning Scarecrow. Hell of a name for a

place to get cold beer. But they probably got the coldest beer this side of Peary's

camp site. Let's go."

Rafe waved him through the gate, locked it without looking back at Orlan, and

climbed in the car, the VW, the bug, the armadillo.

II.

Kenny took the curves in Orlan's long gravel drive at forty, whistling while he

drove, both hands on the wheel. His clothes were completely soaked through with

sweat, wilted, pungent. They reminded Rafe that Orlan had made Kenny cover the

day's loads by hand, a job Rafe knew he would not have done himself had he been

told to. Unemployment was a better alternative than that. But it hadn't seemed to

anger Kenny in the least, or to have even tired him. Two full loads of scrap, a small
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mountain. It occurred to Rafe that such a job was near impossible for one man to

accomplish in an afternoon.

"You must have busted ass today. Did you finish?"

"You bet," Kenny answered, like he'd enjoyed the work. "Them bones are

buried."

"Orlan help?"

"Oh sure. Orlan's a good hand. He told me right where to dump, offered

helpful suggestions on how to cover it, even brought me the shovel."

Rafe shook his head in disbelief. "You gotta be kidding. He made you cover

all that shit yourself?"

"First tenet of good management, Rafe: the line between master and

subordinate has got to be strictly maintained." He grinned broadly, popped the shifter

into neutral, and brought the VW to a sliding stop at the highway.

Rafe stared at him a moment, then turned to watch a carload of teenagers glide

by in a shimmering new convertible, a ski boat trailing behind. It made a double

whoosh! that rocked the little VW. Kenny shoved it down to first, pulled out onto the

road, and ran through the gears. He slipped a cassette into the tape deck once they'd

reached cruising speed. Bob Wills and His Texas Playboys. Twangy rhythms,

crackling imperfections. Kenny sang along. The roadside view flew past--looming

tree shapes and soft shadows running seventy miles an hour. Rafe soon found himself

keeping time with his foot.
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When they reached town, Kenny guided them past the store fronts on West

Oak, all the way to the abandoned cotton gin at the edge of the old business district.

Most commercial establishments in this area of Skully had been there for decades,

family-owned operations whose customers were the retirees who'd traded there all

their lives, and blacks and Mexicans who lived in the decaying low-rent

neighborhoods nearby. Skully's few strip centers and fast-food franchises were on the

north side of town, close to the new homes, the town's new money. Rafe didn't

know what the two of them were doing here, but the music was turned up too loud

for him to ask. Kenny parked behind the gin and killed the engine.

"I need a quick shower before we hit the bar," he explained.

Rafe nodded his acknowledgement. Quick shower at the cotton gin. Right.

Stepping out of the car, he noticed a strong, burning, chemical smell in the air, harsh

fumes of some kind. He tried to recall what a cotton gin smelled like: it smelled like

cotton seed. This smell was something else. He looked up at the ancient gin's

eighty-foot, cone-shaped silo, like a giant ice cream cone upside down in the dirt, like

a big tin tit. A sad, rusted, decaying temple. One of the Temples of King Cotton.

And one of Rafe's favorite Skully landmarks, since he was a kid. It was the shape,

unusual for a building of this size, lending an air of mystery, Southern defiance,

history, religion, dynasty. It had a red brick building attached, the gin office, the

rectory, the back room where the King was bought and sold. The gin sat in the

middle of a large grass lot surrounded by a sagging barbed-wire fence. A railroad
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spur ran along its back side and terminated at the edge of the property. Weeds had

grown up between the rails. A mule grazed the lot, confined there only by the

decrepit fence, which seemed plenty low enough in places for the animal to simply

step over, and a cattle guard at the gate whose illusion of perilous depth was belied

by the mud that had washed in and filled the depression. Rafe would have sworn it

was the same mule that had always roamed the grounds. He wondered now why it

didn't just walk away.

Kenny moved toward the brick building's back door. Rafe followed, noticing

that all the windows of the lower floor were broken, their frames holding the jagged

edges of yellowed glass. The battered, gray metal door, its paint crinkled and

shriveling, seemed ready to fall off its rusted hinges. But just above the doorknob,

someone had recently plastered a round bumper sticker--red, white, and blue--bearing

the image of a skull with a lightning bolt on its forehead. It seemed at once both

strangely out of place and completely appropriate.

"Your coat of arms?" Rafe asked, pointing to the sticker.

Kenny turned to him, his expression showing first confusion, then realization.

"Oh, I don't live here, Rafe. Guess I should have mentioned that." He made his

way through the door and started up a flight of stairs just inside. Rafe, close on his

heels, was still wondering what they were doing there.

Kenny knocked twice on the door at the top of the stairs, then opened it

without waiting for a response. They entered a large room. Dim, smoky, smelling
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of incense. A place in dire need of a cleansing breeze. Gaily colored tie-dye sheets

covered the walls. The place was lighted by candles, about twenty of them, which

were held by sconces shaped like skulls. An elaborate stereo system and a rack

containing the largest collection of cassette tapes Rafe had ever seen dominated the

one wall that wasn't covered with sheets. The stereo played softly, emitting the eery

sound of a tinny, rambling guitar solo which had no foreseeable end. It seemed a

place where people worshiped the dead--cheerfully! As if to say, Hey, dead people,

lighten up! Have a beer. Pull up a bean bag. Fill your pipe. Things could be

worse.

"Who does live here?" Rafe asked.

"Mary Belle Candy," Kenny said. "You never met Mary Belle?"

Rafe studied Kenny's face to see if this was one of those question-and-answer

jokes: Mary Belle Candy who? Before he could respond, a girl emerged from the

back room. A girl wearing a simple, full-length linen dress tie-dyed in various

colors. A wiry tangle of red hair covered her head and cascaded over her shoulders.

Rafe could see her large brown eyes even though she wore glasses--tiny round, wire

frames that rode on the tip of her nose. Her face was generously freckled, framed at

bottom by an angular jaw. She flowed toward them in short, waxing steps, smiling

softly, emitting a kind of easy assurance that made the whole place more inviting,

more comfortable.

"Ken-ny." She stretched out his name, lengthened the syllables, sort of
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hummed the n's.

"Mar-y Belle. Mar-y Belle. " Kenny played along, but the girl didn't seem to

realize he was kidding her.

"Ooooo. Sweat-y, sweat-y. Hard-work-ing man."

It was here that Rafe realized she pronounced every multi-syllabic word this

way.

"Mary Belle, I want you to meet a new friend of mine. This is Rafe Holland.

Rafe, Mary Belle Candy."

Rafe smiled and extended his hand, which Mary Belle took in both of hers as

if she were going to judge him on the basis of how it felt.

"Raaaaaafe. Ray-ford," she said, still holding his hand, smiling at him now,

staring into his eyes.

"Nope."

"No?" She seemed mildly surprised.

"Nope."

"Ray-field." The sense of rapture returned to her voice.

"Uh, no. Just Rafe."

"Oh, I know all a-bout you. You're the sculp-tor." Still holding his hand,

still smiling.

Rafe nodded and stared back at her.

"I'm gonna borrow your shower, Mary Belle," Kenny said, walking past
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them. "I won't be long. You two get acquainted."

Rafe watched him go and suddenly felt uncomfortable. Mary Belle's charm

had worked on him only when someone else was in the room. Safety in numbers.

Avoid embarrassing intimacy. Three's a crowd; two's a no-way-out-of-it, one-on-one

conversation. Mary Belle still had a rather loving grip on his right mit. He was

about to try and retract it when she clasped his free hand and brought both of them

close to her face. She was inspecting his palms and digits now.

"So these are the hands."

"Uh, yeah. Well--yeah, by golly, there they are. I guess."

"Hands of the art-ist. Like, the mix-er of med-i-a. The med-i-cine man.

Rafe, you've got like the big-gest chem-is-try. To-tal-ly the big-gest. Please, do me

hon-or. Sit doooooown."

Rafe was just happy to recover his appendages. He took the nearest bean bag.

She pulled another up close beside it. The guitar kept whining, toying with the same

progression in rambling improvisation like time was of no importance. Rafe felt his

lungs were simply exchanging incense smoke now: in with the oxygenized smoke, out

with the carbon-dioxidized smoke. Mary Belle, reverently keeping her eyes on him,

pulled a joint from a low-slung pocket of her dress and lit it on a candle. She took a

long draw and handed it to him.

Marijuana, Rafe thought. Pot, weed, dope, mary jane.

He reached out to accept the joint.
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"Thanks, why not?" He took a puff.

Reefer, doobie, J, stick, number, gar, fat one.

"So you're a friend of Ken-ny's?" she asked.

"We work together."

Puff, hit, drag, toke, blaster.

"Work-ing to-geth-er. At the dump ground. All day. Like no-ble la-bor.

To-tal-ly no-ble." She nodded her head rhythmically.

"Yeah, well--" Rafe couldn't hold it any longer and let out a small chuckle.

"I work with Ken-ny, yeah. At the dump ground. I don't know, though. Doesn't

seem so noble when we're doing it. The work there." He laughed harder now,

passed the joint back to her.

Mary Belle like stared at him a moment, like nodding.

"So like your sculp-ture, an-i-mal in the ma-chine. Death. Mod-ern man's

tot-al-ly cos-mic un-tamed self like man-i-fest-ed in his met-al prod-uct, huh?"

Rafe's impulse to belly-laugh--which he'd been suppressing--suddenly fell

away. He considered, seriously, Mary Belle's freckled face, her limber mouth, the

padded, flexible lips. He felt his own jaw hang some, a little slackness there.

"It's like when I look at your stuff, you know, I can like hear the words."

Rafe was feeling a professional discomfort. He considered denying

everything.

"Hear the words?" he said.
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Mary Belle smiled and took another long drag off the joint. Rafe watched her,

amazed and curious. He tried to think of an intelligent, probing question that

wouldn't be too obvious a request for full disclosure.

"So, uh, Mary Belle, where have you seen my stuff? Shreveport? You're

into art are you?"

Mary Belle nodded, smiling placidly.

Too many questions, Rafe thought.

"You said something about words?" he said, making it sound like a question.

"Words." Smiling, placid, nods.

"What words?"

"The words like in the sculp-ture. You know. The words. The chords.

Seams."

"Uh-huh?"

"Like a two-note word."

"Two notes?"

"Yeah, you know. Like--um--you know, like car bat-te-ry."

"Car battery," Rafe said, in a musing tone. Technically, it was a three-note

word, but he knew what she meant. Words-angles: she was like right on top of it.

He looked off to a neutral corner to consider the term. There were four six-foot

teddy bears in the corner he picked. A purple, a blue, a yellow, an orange. They

formed a chorus line at high kick. Smiling.
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"You mean like someone beating up a car," he offered after a few seconds'

deliberation. It was a weak one. He was just trying to play along.

"Yeah! That's it. Like car bat-te-ry."

"As opposed, of course, to assault and battery."

"Ex-act-ly."

"Assault and battery--which would be what? An old sailor and a battery.

Like a transistor radio battery."

Mary Belle grinned big, nodded her head with determination.

"Which, of course, would be like beating up a radio."

More deliberate nodding.

They sat silently for the next few minutes. Like smoking. Watching the

stereo, its illuminated dials, as if their studying it might persuade the guitarist to like

reel in his extended solo.

"What do you think about the word headlights?" Rafe asked, breaking their

silence. It was just a word on his mind. A new toy.

She unfolded a slow, warm smile. "Head-lights." She nodded.

"It's got potential, huh?"

"Po-ten-tial." Nodding. She lit another joint and passed it to Rafe.

"Sort of makes you light-headed," he said, taking the joint, smiling.

Nodding.

Kenny came out from the back room, his hair wet, wearing a tie-dyed toga
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and his rock and roll cowboy boots. Rafe watched him come in, absent-mindedly

accepted the joint again, took another puff, another hit, another toke.

"Ooh, Rafe," Kenny said. "I should have warned you. What weed Mary

Belle doesn't grow herself she gets direct from Hawaii. Maui Wowie, you know

what I'm saying? Premium buds? Ex post facto knock you on your ass-o?"

"Ex post facto?"

"Retro. After the fact. Sleeper, creeper, bury you deeper."

Rafe looked at the joint and realized a warm rush was inching its way slowly

up his entire body. He recognized the feeling. He'd be very high, in a near stupor,

in minutes. Blasted, fucked up, wasted, stoned, smashed, cratered, hammered,

nailed. He turned to Mary Belle for confination. She nodded and held her same

placid smile.

Headlights, he thought. Head. Lights. Going dim, blacking out. A skull full

of darkness. Angles banging around inside the skull, in the dark. Lights out.

Lightning.

The guitar kept whining.

Rafe handed the joint back to Mary Belle and looked to Kenny for help.

"What should I do?"

"I'd hold onto my ass, if I were you."

Rafe looked back to Mary Belle.

"Want some aaa-cid?" she asked. "It'll pick you right up."
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Rafe rose to his feet. A bad move. The slow rush picked up speed and raced

to the top of his head. He staggered.

"We, uh--" He lost his train. Its headlight just went out. A burnt bulb.

"Are we, uh--"

"We're goin to the bar," Kenny said, grabbing Rafe by the shoulders. "Mary

Belle, get your shoes on."

Mary Belle nodded slowly, got up, and walked to the back room, nodding all

the way. Kenny helped Rafe down the stairs.

Outside, the fresh air made him feel better. He braced himself against the

Volkswagen while they waited for Mary Belle. Once the three of them were inside,

driving out the gate, he stuck his head out the window and let the wind rush over his

face. The mule, still grazing on the weeds, raised his head a moment and stared back

at him with that deliberate pair of eyes. Glassy. Contented. Headlights.

It was a little before seven when they pulled into the gravel parking lot of The

Burning Scarecrow, a combination catfish joint/all-night honky tonk just over the

Louisiana state line. A partition separated bar from dining room, appaloosa catfish

from Kentucky bourbon. Rafe took note that most of the cars out front--station

wagons, four-door sedans, and the kind of beat-up, mud-caked pickups actually used

for farming--obviously belonged to a dinner crowd.

He was feeling less groggy now and the smell of fried fish made him hungry.
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Looking over at Kenny as they neared the front door, he realized what a sensation

they were about to make.

"Hey, Kenny," he said in a whisper. "You're wearing pajamas."

Kenny winked at him. "They'll think I'm a wizard. Wish I'd brought my

pointed hat."

Rafe was skeptical: people who drive pickups with tobacco juice splattered on

the side generally aren't congenial to wizards. He just hoped that in his drug-induced

state he wasn't called upon to defend Kenny's honor.

A pay phone was located just inside the door. Rafe waved his companions on

and called Janis.

"Ten pieces is a hell of a lot, don't you think?"

"Oh, it's you. I didn't expect a call for at least another week."

"I'm scared."

"Of what?"

"Of anybody seeing ten of my pieces at one time. Even I try avoiding that."

"Cut the crap, Rafe. We're going to make some serious cash here. You'll be

a heavy hitter after this. Or is that what you're afraid of?"

"I don't have ten good ones right now, Janis. I got one big one."

"Yeah. I'm listening."

"Really big."

"Good. Good."
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"Of course, there'll be transport cost. There'll be assembly. We'll need high

clearance. What's the ceiling at this place? How high?"

"The ceiling?"

"Can we show a sixty-footer?"

"A sixty-footer! Rafe, we need ten. Reasonable size. Try to be rational."

"Haven't got them, Janis. And all of a sudden--I don't know, there's just

some shit going on around here. I'm having trouble working."

"What's she look like?"

"Who?"

"I bet I can screw circles around her. Tell her to hit the road and I'll come

sleep with you. If that's the problem."

Rafe rolled his head back and considered his problems of communication.

About that time, two cowgirls in tight jeans passed through the door. Rafe marveled

at the freshness of their hair. One of the girls was a blond, hair like polished brass.

She was tall, slim, wore wedge-heel boots and a pink satin shirt. Her friend was only

a bit shorter, in a shirt of Indian design--leather fringe, silver buckles. She had long,

brown locks flowing down around her shoulders in wavy ribbons. He considered

hanging up and following them wherever they went.

"Yo, Rafe. What's up?" Janis yelled.

"Listen, Janis. A guy at work just got killed. It's sort of a strange thing."

"Well, use it. I mean, that's your shtick, right?"
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"You're all heart, babe. Guess I'll let you go."

"Wait a minute, Rafe--"

"I've got people waiting on me. Gotta go."

"Rafe, just quit that fucking job and get to--"

He hung up the phone and headed for the dining room.

He found Kenny and Mary Belle in a far corner. They seemed to be holding a

seance. Grasping each other's hands across the table, their eyes closed. Emitting a

sort of low-pitched hum. The rest of the diners stared in awe, which, Rafe guessed,

would become hippy-stomping ire in a matter of minutes. He decided to let Kenny

defend his own honor, turned on his heels, and made for the bar.

Only a handful of drinkers had yet made it to the Burning Scarecrow. But the

fetching cowgirls had already been scooped up by a pair of equally modern cowboys.

Pseudo-pokes. Two guys in three-hundred dollar felt hats, pressed Wranglers, Roper

boots so shiny and unblemished it was obvious they'd never been within a mile of a

cow pie. One of them, who was standing next to the table with his thumbs through

his belt loops, was so short his hat made him seem dangerously top heavy. The

other, a redhead with a red face, was heavy around the middle. A beer belly of

immense proportions. Exponential proportions. The cowboys' outfits were

completed by bright Western shirts--one coral, the other aquamarine. Red wore the

sea-colored shirt. He looked like a walking globe with a talking head and arms to

point out locations of interest and explain their particulars. A science project.
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These boys have got to be rich, Rafe thought. They look too silly for those

girls to want anything to do with. Their daddies must have big ranches. Oil and gas

leases. A bank or two.

As he passed by their table, one of the girls looked up at him, the blond. She

was pretty, had a sweet mouth, a charming little round nose. Her brown eyes

glistened in the light. He had to admit, if his daddy owned a ranch, he'd probably be

wearing a gaudy shirt and buying her drinks, too.

He took a seat at the bar. On the shelves behind it stood a dismayingly large

collection of imported beers. Who could pick one from such a group? He decided to

make it easy on himself and have a whiskey. That ought to cut through this Maui

Wowie or whatever the hell it was, he thought. Either that or it'll render me

comatose altogether.

Two drinks later, he felt relaxed enough to go to sleep right there on his bar

stool. His eyes were still sagging from the pot. The whiskey was the only thing that

kept his system going. The bar was beginning to fill. Droopy-eyed, sipping his

whiskey, he amused himself by watching the patrons in their various attitudes of pre-

mating, the mating rituals, and wondered whether he should join in himself. He

decided against it, ordered another drink instead.

When he'd paid for the drink and spun around to continue his spectating, he

noticed that a familiar face had filled one of the booths on the opposite wall. It was

Ferguson, from the armament plant. He sat alone, but he was checking his watch,
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looking around the room. Obviously waiting for someone. Rafe watched him as he

ordered a drink from a waitress in Wrangler jeans and Converse gym shoes, a

friendly face who flitted from table to table like a point guard playing good defense.

He imagined what Ferguson might be saying to her in that gravelly voice. I'll have a

glass of liquid Drano. Got something in my throat. With a drink on the way,

Ferguson seemed to have gained patience. He eased back in his seat, let his hands

rest, completely still, on the table. Rafe watched the waitress come to the bar and

place the order, saw the bartender make a scotch rocks, Cutty Sark. After the

waitress returned with the highball and fluttered away again, dancing a little half-step

to Merle Haggard on the juke box, Ferguson took a small first sip and casually

studied his glass.

He's not waiting for a girl, Rafe thought. Too low-key for that. Unless she's

his regular date. Or, hell, maybe he's just waiting for his wife. That still happens

sometimes. On the other hand, maybe he's not even married. It's hard to tell with

all those gold rings on his fingers if one of them is a wedding band.

Soon, Rafe got his answer to one of the questions. Jerry Earley came in and

slid into the booth across from Ferguson. They shook hands across the table.

Ferguson motioned for the waitress to come over.

Rafe's imagination was running full-tilt now. Jerry meeting with first Orlan,

now Ferguson? Prime numbers in the good-old-boy network. He had a hard time

believing it. Jerry Earley, Mr. Ethically Upright, Mr. Politically Correct. He was a
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Democrat, for Christ's sakes. He planted trees. He recycled. He used to shave his

whiskers in a goatee.

Rafe watched them closely and considered going over and saying hello to his

dad's closest friend. That would be natural enough. He'd probably even have his

suspicions put easily to rest. But, then, maybe he wouldn't. He decided to sit and

watch.

The two men's conversation was starting out slowly, that much Rafe could

tell. They seemed to be appraising one another. One minute, Ferguson was looking

Jerry squarely in the eye, taking a sip of his drink and looking off into the room the

next. Jerry fingered his highball glass with both hands, pushing it around on the table

in front of him. He only occasionally looked up to meet Ferguson's gaze. Then,

Ferguson got rolling. He began explaining something, talking confidently, gesturing

often, sometimes looking off into the room while he talked. In his mind, Rafe heard

the sound of Ferguson' s voice. Blah, blah, blah. We build bombs. Big bombs.

Little bombs. Mid-size. Blah, blah, blah. Blah, blah, blah. We build bombs. Need

a bomb? Jerry seemed content to take it all in. They ordered a second round of

drinks and kept at it.

Against his better judgment, Rafe let the bartender refill his own drink. He

was going to be good and wasted before long, but he had nothing else to do while he

sat here on the stool playing spy.

A band had come out onto the stage now, The Postmodern Pokes, five guys
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dressed very much like the two cowboys hitting on the blond cowgirls. The bass

player had a pony tail dangling from underneath the brim of his felt hat. The steel

guitar player wore a paisley Western shirt. The drummer had rolled up his sleeves to

reveal a pair of athletic sweat bands. The crowd looked ready for the show.

Hooping, hollering, swinging butt, thrusting pelvis. Drinks were going down fast.

Before the band started, Rafe got another big surprise. Looking back over to

Jerry and Ferguson's booth, he saw that a young female stood next to their table and

had distracted them for the moment. The surprise was that the girl was Lori

Bookout. And Rafe knew Lori Bookout. A recurring theme. An image in his mind

that flashed like a slow strobe. The last he heard she had a degree in marketing and

worked for a big corporation in downtown Dallas. He hadn't talked to her in two

years, though he'd sent art and letters since then. She hadn't responded. Right now,

she seemed to have inserted herself easily into Jerry and Ferguson's conversation.

She was wearing a tight black skirt that hit her mid-thigh, a white silk blouse, pumps.

In high school, she'd worn her thick blond hair long, curling it at the ends. Now, it

was cut short, blocked, left her earlobes uncovered to reveal a pair of diamond studs.

She turned slightly to look out over the crowd, breasts significantly larger than Rafe

remembered, silicon enhanced perhaps, straining against the thin blouse, hips neatly

filling the tight skirt. From where Rafe sat she looked beautiful and confident. It

saddened him for a moment. He felt the strange sensation of realizing the world had

gone on without him.
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Tired of by-standing, he tossed down the rest of his drink, jumped up from his

stool, and stuffed the back of his shirttail into his jeans. I look like hell, he thought,

but maybe she'll remember how I looked when I was clean. With that, he strode

over to the booth, grabbed Lori by the hand, and asked her if she'd like to dance.

The three of them--Lori, Ferguson, and Jerry--stared in surprise. Rafe chose to avoid

any small talk. With a quick wink at Jerry, he turned away from the booth, pulling

Lori along after him.

"Whoa!" Lori said. "Rafe, darling, sweetheart, poopsy. Let me recover."

"No time, babe. Let's go."

He twirled her onto the dance floor like he'd been doing it every night of his

life. Lori looked him over, cautiously. He was sure she wasn't totally thrilled with

what she saw, but she seemed to shrug it off quickly. A big smile broke across her

face. Rafe, well on his way to a hell-raising drunk, pretended he knew what he was

doing.

"When did you learn to dance?" Lori asked. Her face was made up in a way

to show a certain compromise between too much and too little--light mascara to

accentuate her round, blue eyes, a light cover of base on the cheeks, pale red lipstick.

"I'm adlibbing. Hadn't you noticed?"

"I noticed you're a lot cockier than you used to be," she said, watching his

feet as they turned and glided by a rail-thin cowboy hunched over his dance partner.

"You dress worse, though. What oil rig did you come off of?"
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"Don't get your hopes up. I'm poor."

"Oh. Well then, you can just drop me off where you found me."

Rafe studied her face to see if she was serious.

"Just kidding, doll," she said with a smile, "but let's get off the dance floor.

You're adlibbing is about to fall apart."

"That bad, huh?"

"Afraid so."

They dropped their clasp. Rafe waited to see which direction she'd take. She

pulled him toward the bar.

Once there, he ordered a pair of drinks she insisted on paying for, saying,

"You're poor, remember?"

"I guess the business world's agreed with you, though?"

"You mean that back-stabbing thing I did in Dallas?" She sipped her drink

and eyed him confidently.

"Yeah. What order of back stabbing was that anyway?"

"Marketing plastic surgery. But that's old news. I'm back in town now."

"I see," Rafe said, looking back over to the booth, where Ferguson was

holding forth again and Jerry seemed to be listening but had his eyes on the bar. "So

what business are you in now?"

Lori looked over at the booth and then back at Rafe. "Bomb building," she

said.
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"I see," he said again.

At that, Lori sat up straight and thrust out her chest. "I started with these.

What do you think?"

"Explosive."

Lori resumed her regular posture and took another sip of her drink. Her

blithe expression turned sincere. "It's great to see you, Rafe. I heard you were still

around. But I've been back two months and haven't seen you until ten minutes ago.

What the hell are you doing out there on the lake?"

Rafe let Ferguson and Jerry slip completely out of mind and studied her face.

He was about to toss off some smart-ass response but decided against it. He thought

just then that the look in Lori's eyes could take the starch out of Henry Kissinger.

"It's--uh--" He couldn't seem to say it.

"Art?" She said if for him.

"Well, I guess it's--"

"I loved the Medusa mask you sent. You're damned good, you know."

"Why didn't you write to thank me?"

"Is that what you wanted? Thanks?"

"What else?"

"Me to come racing to town for a friendly fuck for old-time's sake. A good

fucking, Rafe. That's what you wanted."

"I see you hold me in high regard."
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"You shit on me publicly in Rhode Island, remember?"

"Who knows you in Rhode Island anyway?"

"No-no, Rafe. You're diffusing the issue. The issue is, you shat, publicly, on

top of my head."

Rafe looked at her beautiful blond hair. How dare she accuse me of defiling

such!

"I was trying to save you," he said.

"Oh, just cool it, okay. I'm here, aren't I? I'm buying you drinks. I'm

thrusting out my chest for you. I have a prediction, Rafe."

Prediction, Rafe thought. This was an interesting word. He was definitely

interested.

"We're starting a reunion here. An old get back together, talk over past

mistakes deal. I'm probably going to let you get me drunk, Rafe. Yes, that's it. I'll

let you buy me some cheap wine. Ripple, Boone's Farm, Ruin your nightie. It'll

make us think of our immediate-post adolescence. The drying up of skin problems.

The addition of weight and muscle tone. The exploration of bodies. I'll get drunk

and drop my panties. A sort of pity fuck for a guy who doesn't eat well and comes

to the bar in dirty clothes. You'll be the absolute envy of every cocked penis in the

bar, Rafe. Are we happy now? Is our inevitable reunion coming along for you now?

Things are looking good, aren't they?"

"You seem to have been saving this up."
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"Saving myself for you, Rafe. Is that your meaning?"'

"You are a mean bitch."

"Want me to grab your crotch right here at the bar? 'The elegant young

woman unable to control her lust for the rugged young starving artist. They'll be

making toasts in your honor for weeks."

"I didn't ask for any of this."

"Oh, come on. I want to see this cabin." She finished her drink and set the

empty glass on the bar.

"See what?"

"Your art, dummy. Let's go see it."

"You might be offended."

"You mean it's dirty? I can hardly wait."

They were almost out the front door when Rafe remembered Kenny and Mary

Belle. He told Lori he'd meet her in the parking lot and went to tell them he was

leaving. Entering the dining room, he tried to imagine what they might be doing,

asking himself how two fish dinners could take so long to eat. Halfway across the

room, he spotted their table and stopped to watch. Kenny and Mary Belle were still

locked in mid-seance, their finished plates sitting in front of them on the table. That

thought had crossed Rafe's mind. He hadn't guessed, though, that they would have

six other patrons--two guys who looked like truck drivers, one of the waitresses, a

cowboy and his date, and an elderly Hispanic woman--calling up the dead with them.
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The entire group sat, eyes closed, holding hands and chanting softly. The rest of the

room watched. Rafe told a waitress to tell them he'd found another ride. He went

outside to find Lori.

The road to Rafe's cabin proved itself a total ruin, too difficult for Lori's low-

slung Toyota Corolla. After several unsuccessful attempts at ramming it through the

brush, their headlights flashing wildly across the tall weeds, the scrappy limbs, Rafe

spun the car around and backtracked to the highway, deciding they'd have to drive

out to Orlan's and take Rafe's boat to the cabin. This was a dangerous prospect in

itself since one of Orlan's stringent bylaws was that no "non-employees, civilians, or

other unauthorized personnel have their shiftless, lazy asses brought on the property."

This included, in Orlan's words, "two-bit, round-heeled split tails" Rafe planned to

"rut with" on his land. To enforce this policy, Orlan kept a ragged, knee-high black

mutt named Leroy Brown to roam the yard at night and a shotgun loaded with rock

salt next to his front door. Rafe's plan was to quietly unlock the gate, give Leroy

Brown a few friendly pats on the head, and slip down to the dock without waking the

boss. He relayed this information to Lori while they drove toward Orlan's turn off.

"Sounds exciting," Lori giggled. They had picked up two liters of wine on the

way into town and she was now three-quarters of the way through the first. She was

guzzling, flagrantly. "I just love clandestine operations. I should be in the CIA."

Rafe looked over to her and studied the wine-induced glow that blossomed on
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her cheeks. She was drinking from a paper cup and had the open bottle of wine

clasped upright between her thighs. It pushed the short skirt up so that the crotch of

her panties was just visible, with the bottle resting against it.

"Uh-huh," he said, although he'd already forgotten what they were talking

about.

Lori leaned over and kissed him on the cheek. "How about you?" she asked.

"Oh, yes, yes," he answered. "Why, hell yes."

They drove the last mile down the driveway with the lights off, parked behind

a clump of trees, snuck their way up to the gate with Rafe keeping one hand over

Lori's mouth to squelch her giggling, then stopped there outside the fence while he

tried to figure a way to get past Leroy Brown without him waking up half the county.

Lori was little help.

"Maybe we should dig our way under," she said, crouched beside Rafe with a

liter of wine in one hand and the paper cup in the other. She started to giggle and

Rafe thrust one hand back over her mouth.

"No, I've got a key, sweetheart. But we've got other matters to deal with."

"What's that?"

"The dog goes rabid at the smell of women under thirty. It's the sound of

their voices that gets him on the trail, see, so keep quiet."

Her eyes got big and she flashed the okay sign, grinning.

Leroy Brown wandered up, warning them with a low growl.
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"Let me see that cup," Rafe whispered. "Leroy looks like he could use a

drink."

Lori handed it to him and said, "Now what am I gonna do? I can't drink after

that dog. He looks like he might have the mange."

"Just be sweet and swig it right out of the bottle, hon."

"Okay-fine."

After three full cups of wine, Leroy started wallowing on the ground, letting

Rafe rub his belly, and seemed generally content. Rafe rose to his feet and unlocked

the gate. In another minute, they were cruising past the gatehouse and headed out

toward the dock, Leroy Brown blithely following behind.

Checking over his shoulder, Rafe noticed that the lamp was on in Orlan's

living room. His television cast a dim, gray light against the front curtains. A good

sign, Rafe thought, since the noise from the tube would keep Orlan from hearing

them as they snuck past. They kept moving.

Rafe's tension eased once they were well away from the house and the single

arc light atop a telephone pole by the front gate. A thin cloud cover dimmed the

night sky, allowing only faint shadows to mark their location on the ground. Coming

alongside the stand of pines, they were completely hidden in darkness. It was only a

matter of yards now until they reached the dock. They could see the outline of Rafe's

boat where it rested there in the water.

"Hey, Rockford," Lori whispered, too loudly to suit Rafe.
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He put one finger to his lips to indicate she should keep it down. "Rockford?"

He wasn't making a connection.

"Well, whoever the hell you're supposed to be. I mean, shit, I feel like I'm

on "Mission Impossible" or something."

"Keep your damn voice down or you'll have salt pellets in your ass."

"Well, all right, but how are you gonna start the boat without him hearing us?

You didn't think of that, did you?'

"We'll have to paddle our way out far enough so that---"

Crack!

Rafe stopped short, alerted by the sharp report of metal against metal. For a

second, he'd thought it was a shot and his heart started to race.

"What the hell was that?"

Rafe didn't answer but pulled Lori into the cover of the trees. They waited

there a second, listening for the sound again and looking out toward the dump, from

which the noise had come. In a moment, they heard another loud crack, and then

another. The sharp noises were separated by solid thumps, the thin, scattered sound

of dirt falling on metal, the sound of muffled voices.

"Shit, Rafe, this is creepy. Somebody's out there digging."

Rafe kept looking toward the dump but nodded his agreement. They listened

in silence another moment as the noises continued. Leroy Brown was still with them,

apparently oblivious to whatever was going on in the pit. He lay down in the pine
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needles, rolled around on his back.

"God damn it, Rafe. Let's just go. They're not gonna hear us. They're out

there digging somebody's grave or something."

"Or something," Rafe said. "Let's find out."

Lori shook her head and sighed. "Rafe, they've already scared the shit out of

me. I've lost my buzz and everything. Let's go."

Rafe rose to mid-crouch and started making his way through the trees.

"Not that way, idiot. To the boat."

"Just stay here. I'll be back in a minute."

"Oh, sure, Rafe. I'll just stay here. That's just--that's just--"

Rafe grabbed Lori by the hand and pulled her along behind. Nearing the

dump site, the voices became louder, but he still couldn't make out whose they were.

He was sure one of them would be Orlan's. As they got closer, that assumption was

confirmed. Closer still, he recognized the other voice as Mamie's.

Rafe and Lori inched their way up an embankment overlooking the pit. They

tried to wave the dog away, but he followed them, up to where they hunched down,

just below the ridge, and peeked over the top. Below them, at the bottom, Orlan and

Mamie were working with shovels, their figures illuminated by the headlights from

Orlan's golf cart, parked on the pit's rim.

"Who are those people?" Lori whispered.

"My boss and his wife."
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"That's Orlan Gits?"

Rafe turned his face to Lori's. "You know him?"

"I know who he is."

Rafe let that rest for the moment and turned back to the pit. He hadn't yet

figured out what the two of them were doing down there. In another moment, it

became evident. They were covering the bulldozer.

Mamie stopped her shoveling and looked up into the sky, which sent Rafe and

Lori ducking behind the ridge of the embankment.

"Orlan, let's quit this foolishness and go to bed."

"We'll be finished here in a minute. Soon enough.". Orlan was stooped over,

tossing dirt without ever raising up.

"Shoot! We can't finish covering this durn thing tonight. I don't know why

we don't just wait and do it in the morning. I can barely see. Little old flimsy

lights."

"Goddamnit, Mamie, would you just keep shoveling and hush. Goddamnit.

Goddamnit."

"Don't cuss at me, Orlan. I'll call the sheriff and tell him what you're up to.

Be fine with me if they throw you in jail."

"Hell, the sheriff's the one told me to do it."

"I doubt that. This is one of you and Ferguson's deals, I reckon."

"Now, Mamie, I told you," Orlan said, raising himself. "We all agreed this
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morning. The best thing to do is cover this damn thing up so nobody'd comes out

here getting their thrills looking at it. This is classified refuse out here and--"

"Oh, hush up and shovel. I'm tired of listening to you."

Rafe and Lori were poking their heads back over the top now, watching the

two of them work and listening to their arguing. Orlan had made Kenny pile the

day's two loads next to the dozer so that it was already partially covered on one side.

This Rafe could tell by the difference in the bottom of the pit from when he'd seen it

just after the accident. They'd have the dozer covered before morning. If Mamie

didn't drop dead from exhaustion.

"They're a loving couple, aren't they?" Lori said.

Rafe just nodded, his concentration given now to what Orlan was up to, the

meaning of his wanting the dozer buried in the pit. The most worrying thing about

all of it was that Kenny had to know something. He was too smart not to figure out

Orlan had him dump those two loads there for a reason. And Orlan was too smart

not to know Kenny would figure it out.

Leroy Brown was bored, apparently, with Rafe and Lori. He went over the

top, trotting right down into the pit. Rafe and Lori ducked behind the ridge.

"Let's get out of here, Rafe. Before they decide to bury us." Lori was

pulling at his belt loop and easing her way back down the embankment. Rafe didn't

resist.

Once in the boat, he untied the ropes and shoved off the dock with his foot.
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They'd have to drift a while before he could risk making any noise, even with the

paddle. It was possible Orlan could hear it from this short distance. The two of

them sat in silence for a few moments, then Lori reopened the bottle, took -a long

swig, and passed it to Rafe. As he took a drink, sitting on one gunwale, she perched

herself on his lap, facing him, her legs straddling his.

"This is the most excitement I've had in a long time,"' she said.

Rafe stared at her a moment and tried to let Orlan's business drift away.

There was nothing to be done about it tonight--if in fact there ever would be. With

Lori on his lap, it didn't seem to make sense thinking about anything else. He set the

bottle on the floor, took her face in his hands, kissed her.

"I'm glad you decided to come out of your cave tonight," she said after a

moment.

Rafe remained silent and moved his hands to her breasts. They felt like water

balloons at the bursting point, her nipples taut under his finger tips.

"How quiet do you think you can be?" he said.

"Not very." Grinning.

Rafe thought about it a moment and realized Orlan would be expecting him to

come for his boat sometime tonight anyway. He wouldn't have to know Rafe had had

anyone with him if they were far away from the dock before Orlan could see the

boat. He helped Lori into the other seat, then went back and pumped the bulb in the

gas line. When he turned the key, the old Evinrude fired right away. They were
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running full-throttle across the lake in minutes. He didn't let off until they were well

out of Orlan's range of sight.

He killed the engine and let the boat drift. The lake was calm. He pulled a

blanket from under the dash and spread it out on the bow, then started unbuttoning his

shirt. Lori, smiling, rose to her feet and helped him. In a moment, he was stripped

to his underwear. He pulled Lori to him and stretched his hands across the backs of

her upper thighs, eased them up until the hem of her skirt was pushed up to her waist

and he could feel the silken smoothness under his fingertips. He lifted her off her

feet, and she wrapped her bare legs around his waist. They never quite made it to the

bow before, with Lori's bare rump resting on the dash, Rafe was inside her and they

were moving rhythmically with the sway of the boat.

Bull Dozer. Bulldozer. Bulldozerbulldozerbulldozerbulldozerbulldozer....

"I guess you'll have to get me back to my car, sometime. I'm not ready for

that much adventure just yet."

They were in the boat's cockpit, huddled naked under a blanket, under the

dash. The smell of mildewed life-jacket stuffing. Rafe felt a metal buckle pressed

against his shoulder blade, an irritation, an ache. He was in no mood for changing

positions to dislodge the buckle. Lori turned and rested her head on his shoulder,

began stroking his chest. She had one leg hooked over his thigh, trying to generate

some warmth. It was a cool night.
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"Me either," he said.

"So what's your boss up to?"

Rafe studied her face a moment and reconsidered the situation. A man flips

his bulldozer and kills himself. His employer buries the dozer. Then Rafe thought

for a second about seeing Lori at the bar, talking to Jerry and Ferguson.

"I don't know what he's up to. Hey, you said earlier you know who Orlan is.

What do you know about him?"

Lori kept stroking his chest and turned her eyes there, watching her fingers

glide over his skin.

"He calls up to the office some. I know they're using his place to dump

rejects from the plant. Why?"

"You know what happened out there yesterday?"

"The guy getting killed you mean?"

"Yeah, that. Ferguson and his flunkies came out this morning and had a long

talk with Orlan. What's it all about?"

"Got me," she said, still keeping her eyes on his chest. "It was just an

accident, I mean that guy getting killed. Right?"

An odd mental leap, Rafe thought. "Yeah, that's what everybody says. Just

an accident." He waited to see what she might add.

Lori seemed to be thinking about it. She didn't say anything, kept stroking his

chest, drawing invisible figures on his skin. This was something he remembered.
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The two of them. Quiet like this. Her drawing invisible figures on his skin. He

closed his eyes, pulled down the eye shades.

The lights came on in his head. In his head, lights!

III.

When Rafe was back east, at the art school in Providence, he and Lori cooked

up a scheme for her to come visit. She told her parents she was thinking about

transferring to a university in Rhode Island and she wanted to check the place out.

Actually, as Rafe later found out, Lori really wanted to make the transfer. She was

thinking seriously about the move. He wasn't. He was just trying to get her up for

the weekend. A rendezvous. A sort of oasis in his desert of loneliness. Sex, more

or less.

Not that Rafe didn't have strong feelings for Lori. In his book, she was the

best. She was, in fact, the only one. She was cool, strong, clear-headed. A power

source. Beautiful, in a way, or maybe it was just in the way Rafe saw her, quite

beautiful. In high school she had been too thin to attract much notice from Mr.

Skully High, from the team captains, from the rich guys in sports cars. But she had

the purest head of blond hair Rafe had ever seen. Blond hair you knew didn't come

out of a bottle. In high school, among the jocks and cheerleaders, the 4-H'ers, the

glee clubbers, Rafe and Lori were drawn toward one another. They made a pair.

Best friends and first-time lovers, virgin lovers. Lifers? Maybe. Rafe knew that
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was a definite possibility. But he also knew he had to first make a way for himself

without her, had to be away from her a while, sculpt a self.

Her train was to arrive on a Saturday in October at eight-thirty in the morning.

To Rafe, alone in his lifeless dorm room, it couldn't get there soon enough. Things

weren't going well in art school. Rafe had an attitude problem. To wit: life in

Rhode Island was too shitty for the production of art. That was Rafe's estimation.

It's the way he summed up Rhode Island in general: for shit. The weather: for shit.

His dorm room: for shit. The food: for shit (Whoever heard of an entire state having

no concept of chicken fried steak?). The girls: well, maybe he should give them the

benefit of the doubt. Maybe it was only because he was unused to them that he found

them so abrasive and unattractive. They were hard, cynical. Their voices were

harsh. They had no appreciation for the subtleties of the artistic Southern male.

They laughed at the lengthening of vowels. They had a mistaken idea about

nineteenth-century American history.

But Lori Bookout. Ah, there was a woman! In the lays before she was to

arrive, Rafe often found himself lying on his twin bed thinking only of her blond hair.

His internal vision, his mind's eye, clouded over with billowing thick heavy tufts of

healthy blond hair. He became enraptured by the memory of her blondness. Her

beautifully blond blond blondness. She was a true blond. A genuine blond. A pure

blonde. Rafe sometimes awoke with wet underwear and the fading taste of hair in his

mouth.
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Lori had trouble persuading her parents to allow the trip. Dr. Bookout and his

live-in girl friend, Louise, were skeptical at first, but gave in finally, on the condition

Lori travel by train so she could see just how much country she'd be putting between

herself and East Texas if she chose to transfer to a school in Rhode Island. "Isn't

that the silliest thing you ever heard?" she asked Rafe over the phone two weeks

before the visit.

Rafe, sitting alone in his tiny dorm room, with the skies outside his window

gray and promising rain, considered the question more carefully then he knew she'd

meant him to. Maybe her parents had been to Rhode Island and knew that, for a kid

from Skully, Rhode Island is for shit. Or can be.

"I mean, it's which part of the nineteenth century they're stuck in I can't

figure out," Lori continued. "Do you realize how much trouble it is to travel by train

in the 1970s?"

Again, Rafe pondered the question from angles Lori probably hadn't

anticipated. All those diesel fumes--will it damage her hair?

In the end, they agreed riding AmTrak was a minor sacrifice. They were

going to enjoy four days of each other's company. That was all that mattered. Rafe

warned her to wear a heavy scarf.

The night before, he couldn't get to sleep. Yet another rainstorm squalled in

off the Atlantic and slammed against his window. He alternated between staring out

at the water tingling the courtyard pavement, wallowing in the mussed sheets of the
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thin-mattressed twin trying to get comfortable enough to sleep, and staring at the

ceiling. Finally, at a quarter to five, he gave up on sleep altogether. Dressing

himself for a date--corduroy slacks, tweed jacket, loafers--then covering it all with

rain gear, he left his room and took a bus to the train station, where he dabbled with

a plate of limp fried eggs and drank coffee by the pot. The forthcoming events reeled

through his mind: drinks at the hotel, dinner for two, the warmth and relaxed comfort

of lying together in bed, a return to serious love-making. Even the initial embrace

was something that kept replaying in Rafe's imagination like the commercial loop on

the station's video screen. The idea of putting his arms around her...of running his

fingers through her hair....

Rafe did his best to remain calm.

Lori's train was forty-five minutes late.

Three co-eds came into the diner and sat in a booth near him. He gathered

from their conversation they had come to meet a girlfriend traveling on Lori's same

train; but they hadn't arrived at the station, Rafe noted, until a good half hour after

the train was scheduled to come in. Train station savvy. They were Eastern girls.

Their main topic of conversation this morning was the deprivations a friend of theirs

was suffering as a student in Dallas. She had communicated this information to them,

and they were repeating it now, in what they obviously considered excruciating detail.

Rafe's homesickness increased listening to them.

When the train's arrival was finally announced, Rafe paid his tab and began
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making his way toward the platform. Descending stairs in that direction, he was soon

overwhelmed by the bobbing faces of deboarding passengers, faces streaming toward

him on a river of tan and gray overcoats. He was walking counter to the flow, which

caused some of the faces to eddy around him, flashing perturbed expressions as they

curled past. He saw the co-eds standing at the rail, pointing toward him, giggling at

his lack of composure. It made him all the more determined to forge ahead.

A bullish, red-faced man carrying a large briefcase clipped his thigh with its

leading edge. "Excuse me," Rafe blurted out before realizing he was the injured

party.

The man kept moving past but turned long enough to growl, "Right, buddy!"

Rafe placed a hand over the spot where he'd been frogged and moved

forward. He hadn't taken five steps when a middle-aged woman preoccupied with

digging through her purse let the tip of her umbrella wander into his ribcage. The

two of them were soon caught in an armlock; their separation involved the woman's

raking the umbrella across Rafe's face. "I'm sorry," he said. The woman scowled.

The girls on the rail convulsed with laughter.

Shrugging off his injuries and hoping to prove, maybe to himself, there was

some reason why he charge against this throng of people instead of waiting at the rail,

Rafe pushed his way more forcefully toward the train, reaching the edge of the

platform just before the last few remaining passengers deboarded. Lori wasn't among

them.
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Rafe stuck his head in the door, searching up and down the aisles. No sign of

her. He looked outside the train, from the leading passenger car to the last.

Nothing. Looking inside again, his gaze was met by a steward coming down the

aisle. "They're all off that's getting off," the man said before Rafe even asked the

question.

"God damn it!" Rafe yelled. "Son of a bitch! Fucking hell!" He slammed

his open palm against the train car's silver siding. He felt a strong surge of

adrenalin, which, combined with his anxiety, lack of sleep, a high dose of caffeine, a

general sense of negative energy stemming from recent events, produced a strange

torquing effect on his entire person. He was like an over-wound spring. He wanted

to tear through the train ripping out cushions, tossing luggage, pushing away

bothersome conductors and baggage handlers, possibly breaking glass to let everyone

know just how extreme was the injustice here. He wanted a full report from the

conductor on precisely how this little screw-up happened. He wanted it now.

Turning away from the train, he kicked at a ticket stub lying on the platform

and started back toward the diner. The way was clear now, except for a few small

knots of arriving passengers and their greeting parties--smiling faces, hearty

embraces, happy talk. Rafe looked ahead to see what kind of reception the girls from

the diner were giving their long-lost exile from Dallas. They were still at the rail--the

three girls who'd had such a great deal of fun at his expense, another girl, wearing a

tasseled white stocking cap, who looked very much like them, and beside her, a fifth
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girl who was being introduced to the group and whom Rafe immediately recognized

as Lori Bookout.

He stopped to watch the proceedings. The girl in the stocking cap acted like

she'd known Lori longer than he had, like she knew her better, was tighter, a

confidant. She put one arm around Lori's shoulder and introduced her, one at a time,

to the other three, obviously including a list of particulars about each, schools,

family, grade point average, romantic attachments. Lori smiled graciously.

In a moment, the five girls began looking around the platform, trying to locate

someone. Rafe was sure he knew who it was. So much for the blond-tinged

romantic embrace.

Later, in the hotel room, Rafe sat up in bed and lit a cigar.

Lori burst out laughing. Rafe smiled and kept puffing. He'd regarded himself

in the mirror, smoking stogies, at intervals throughout his smoking career--which

began at age nine, with Grandpa. He knew he looked silly. But there was still no

better treat than a good cigar, a way to top off a good round of sex, a good session of

work, a good dinner. He'd bought this one at the gift shop in the hotel lobby.

Honduran. It came in a glass cylinder. A well made smoke.

"You know how silly you look?"

"Yes, I do."

Lori laughed again. She was also sitting up now, with the sheet pulled over
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her breasts. They made the slightest swelling underneath, just enough to show they

were there. She rolled over on her side and put one hand on Rafe's chest, drew

invisible figures on his skin, concentric circles emanating from his nipples.

"Nice place," he said, looking around the room. Textured wallpaper,

expensive furniture, window overlooking the city. An old downtown hotel, elegantly

restored. "Old Doc treats us right."

"Old Doc doesn't know it's us he's treating."

"Oh, come on. You're not giving him enough credit. He was young once.

Besides, all the psychology books he's read. Freud. Libido. He knows what's going

on in this hotel room."

Lori was obviously not happy with this line. She gave him a mean look.

"It's the truth," Rafe said.

"Cut it out."

She lay her head on his chest. Blond hair fell in tufts across his skin. He

took a thick strand in his fingers, assessed the texture. Nice. Very nice.

"How's your mother?" he asked. "Been to see her lately?"

"Couple of weeks ago."

There was a short pause, then, "How is she?"

"The same."

Another pause. "Does she recognize you?"

She nods. "It makes it worse. When I have to tell her I'm leaving to go
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home, I feel like--I don't know. I feel like shit."

He hugged her closer to his chest, continued smoking.

After a moment, she said, "I'm really serious about moving up here."

"Yeah?"

"I'm tired of looking at that place."

"Travel. You've been to--what? Europe, Mexico. Hawaii. Try South

America."

"It's not the same. I need to live away from home--)ad and Louise. I need

to be far enough away from Mother I don't feel guilty about not going to see her

every day." She looked up at him, waiting for his reaction. "Besides, if I come

here--"

"Yeah. What?"

"You don't sound like you want me here. Not much."

"It's not that. You won't like it here. Me, I hate it. Go to California. I'll

come visit you."

"Dad won't go for it. He doesn't want me to be so far from anybody I know.

If there's any reason why he's treating us this weekend, that's it. He thinks a lot of

you, you know."

Rafe flipped his ash and stared at the ceiling.

"And he wants me to have other friends, girl friends, wherever I go. I mean,

before I get there. He's says being away from home, starting a new school, all that
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stuff, it can be traumatic."

Rafe kept his eyes on the ceiling, thought about his dorm room, squalls off the

Atlantic. For shit.

"I'm having dreams," she said. "Nightmares."

"What brand?"

"Drowning. I'm always drowning. First, I'm on the roof. At night. There's

a billion stars and I'm looking up, standing on the peak. And then I slip and start

falling. Rolling over the shingles--"

"I thought you said a drowning dream. This is falling."

"--then I roll right off the eave, twirling. And then I try to get my feet under

me, and just as I do, I hit the surface and keep going. Right through the ground,

except underneath it's water, and I sink. It's dark and I can't see anything but black

water and bubbles, and then, ever so often, right when I remember to swim for the

top, I drift past something I can see and forget to swim and keep sinking. I see a

skull. Dresses--like white silk dresses. Jewelry. Silverware-"

"A dinner party."

"No, it's like a wrecked ship. Like the Titanic or something. Because there's

captains' jackets--white jackets with brass buttons and ribbons and stuff."

"With skeletons inside?"

"No, just floating. I sink past them. And then I get to the bottom and the

bones are piled up all over. Tables and chairs turned over. Champagne bottles. Fish
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swimming around. And then I try to swim to the top and I start running out of

breath. I try to swim faster, but it's like something's pulling at my feet. It's like

they're tangled up in something. It gets harder and harder to swim. And then I'm

just stopped and I start thrashing in the water. And then I wake up."

Rafe flipped his ash. He thought about Lori's dream for a minute.

"What's your dad say about it?"

"I haven't told him."

"Why?"

"He doesn't know what it means. He'll get it all mixed up with some-I don't

know. He'll just confuse me. I know what it means."

"What?"

"It means I'm supposed to get out of Skully before I drown. The skull

imagery, the water, running out of breath. Put it together."

--Oh."

The three girls from the train station were students at the university. Susan,

the friend in Dallas and Lori's car mate on the train, convinced her the school was all

she might hope for in an undergraduate institution--intellectual stimulation,

intercultural exchange, Spring Break. Susan said she would have been attending the

school herself had her parents not insisted she go elsewhere. It was the expressed

wish of Susan's parents, Lori explained to Rafe during their ride to the restaurant in
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the back of a cab, that she be separated from her three closest friends--Cindy, Vickie,

and Missy--so that she might meet new friends and "expand her vistas."

"And so that she might not hang around the train station bothering people,"

Rafe added.

"What?"

"Somehow during the great planning sessions for this trip, I missed the part

where we decided to spend so much of it with Susie, Muffy, Buffy, and Biffy," he

said.

"Susan, Cindy, Vickie, and--"

"Whatever," Rafe snapped, staring out the window now. It was still raining

and the gutters ran full. The people on the sidewalks, the vast majority of them

wearing galoshes and wielding umbrellas, pushed along with a sort of sad

determination, it seemed to him.

Lori leaned against him and put her hand inside his coat. "What's the

matter?" she asked. "I just thought, since Susan was from Providence and all, if I

was moving up here I should get her to show us around."

This was news. "Wait a minute," Rafe said. "I'm getting a different picture

here. Tell me you just met Susan on the train."

Lori looked like she'd goofed, a slight "I goofed" look. "No."

"No what?"

"No, I've known her, Rafe. I called her up."
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"How do you know her?"

"Her dad's a senator."

"And."

"And, so I know her. It's no big deal. It's nothing. I just thought she and

her friends could show us around. Nothing, really."

"Let's go back to the room."

"We just left the room," she said, smiling, thinking he meant sex.

He meant sex.

"Big mistake," he said. "Big mistake. Let's fix it right away."

"Rafe, this is a smart move for us," she assured him.

"How's it a smart move?" he asked. "Are these really the kind of new friends

you want to write home about?"

"That's the problem with you, Rafe. You're so self-contained you forget there

are other people around who can help you. It never hurts to get the scoop, you

know. Mingle. Meet people."

"Bullshit. Bull. Shit."

The cabby pulled up in front of the restaurant. Small. Italian. The girls had

suggested it. Lori leaned over the front seat.

"How much?" she asked the driver.

Rafe remained in his seat, watching as Lori pulled one bill from a large wad

of twenties from her purse and handed it to the cabby. At that moment the single
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twenty-dollar bill in his own wallet seemed like a traveling hobo at a country club

ball.

The bistro was a dimly lighted place, with small, intimate booths and red and

white check table cloths.

"--And if you move to Providence you can come with us to the beachhouse in

the summer," Vickie said. She was a plump, dark-haired girl with a nose that turned

up like a pig's snout. "We have the wildest parties in the world out there," she

continued. "Drinks. Dancing. Fondue."

Rafe imagined a house filled with swine-like society sisters wallowing in

sweet-and-sour sauce. Some party.

"There are great parties up and down the coast in the summer," Missy said.

"The hard part is deciding which ones to go to. Maximum high-profile-type exposure

probability is the most important consideration, of course. Selection-wise."

Missy was an attractive dishwater blond. Attractive, that is, until she offered

one of her frequent coast-to-coast smiles, or otherwise opened her mouth. Some hot-

shot orthodontist had obviously been way overpaid: she seemed to have one large

front tooth instead of the customary pair. Of course, there was also the unattractive

pattern of her speech.

"Of course, my boyfriend--Trip Bascomb--and I usually make three or four a

weekend," Missy added. "Of course. But if my parents are out of town we have the

house to ourselves the entire weekend. Which has highest priority, of course,
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romance-wise."

While chewing vigorously on a particularly doughy mouthful of calzone, Rafe

tried to imagine French kissing with Missy. He bit himself in the very middle of his

tongue.

"Ow!" he blurted out, letting a few half-chewed crumbs fall onto his plate. It

was a conversation stopper.

"Are you all right, Rafe?" Lori asked, putting her hand on the back of his

neck. He felt like a child. "You better slow down."

Rafe looked around the table to see how big a fool he'd made of himself. The

girls didn't seem to think any less of him, but it was even more obvious now that they

had never given him much credit. Cindy, a thin brunette with puffy lips, flashed him

a scornful look. She continued the conversation as if he didn't exist.

"Of course the parties are pretty good even during the winter," she said.

"People don't wait for the sun to come out to have a good time. There's one

tomorrow night. Can you guys come?"

She directed this last question solely at tori.

Rafe's date turned to him as she spoke. "Well, this trip is sort of a--" She

stalled there, smiling at him.

Rafe was becoming uncomfortable, a little embarrassed. Then, after quickly

assessing the situation, he began to get angry. Of all the things he'd imagined the

two of them doing this weekend, explaining it to four preppies from Rhode Island
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wasn't one of them.

"--It's a sort of reunion," Lori finished.

"You should really think seriously about coming," Susan offered in a

confidential tone. "A lot of people will be there." She nodded her head at Lori and

ignored Rafe.

He felt the heat rising in him now. This was the absolute highest order

absurdity. Lori had come half way across the continent to see him. She was put up

in a posh hotel where they were having the most heated sex of any couple currently

on the eastern seaboard. And these bimbos had the audacity to insist meeting more of

their kind was an endeavor worthy of taking them away from it. He snatched the

napkin from his lap and prepared to stand.

"Well, if it's that important," Lori said before he could get to his feet.

The party, as best Rafe could remember it, was fairly extravagant for college

sophomores. A huge ballroom. Crystal chandeliers. Valet parking. Petit-fours for

four hundred. Crab claws flown in from Alaska. A lifesize ice sculpture of David

Bowie. The Ohio Players.

Rafe wore the new clothes Lori had bought him that afternoon for the

occasion: four-inch heels, plaid slacks, a rayon shirt with collars resembling, roughly,

the swept-wing design of an F-15 fighter.

Lori wore an expensive evening gown. White taffeta, wire breast supports,
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lifters. Susan took it upon herself to introduce her to every other guest in attendance-

-a sizeable task. There were sons and daughters of business tycoons, old money,

politicians. Rafe let them mingle without him and began pouring expensive scotch in

his mouth. He had never drunk scotch. After all the I.W. Harper he'd shared with

Grandpa, and drunk by himself after Grandpa. Never scotch.

"I'm Kid Dyn-O-mite," he told a girl in a thousand-dollar sequin dress.

She squeezed his crotch and frowned haughtily. "I think your fuse has gone

out," she said.

Rafe drank more scotch.

The waiters at the party were a testy group, in Rafe's estimation. Hired

snobs. They wore hot-pink tuxedos. By nine-thirty, it seemed every one of them was

doing his best to avoid Rafe, who was having a time with the free scotch. He began

yelling to get their attention. "Scotchman! I say, scotchman!" And if he was lucky

enough to buttonhole one, "Scotchman, scotch me one scotch-wise."

"Perhaps you've had enough already," one of them warned.

"Perhaps you'd like to get fist-wise," he retorted.

Lori continued to mingle. Rafe tried to track her down, butt in on her

conversations. She introduced him to the people she was talking to. This was not

what Rafe wanted. He wanted to leave.

By eleven, he was scavenging from the tables--waiting for couples to get up

and dance, then hurling their half-finished drinks toward his open mouth and yelling
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"Scotchy! Scotchy!" It didn't occur to him until a few days later that some of the

drinks probably weren't scotches. Frozen drinks. Drinks with little umbrellas.

Drinks in salt-rimmed glasses.

Lori was dancing with the sons of business tycoons, old money, politicians.

Mostly politicians. The sons of men in the political arena. She introduced some of

them to Rafe.

"What it is?" Rafe said, shaking hands afro style.

Lori was not amused by this.

At midnight, in yet another scheme to attract a pink tuxedo, Rafe attempted to

mount the shoulders of the much-diminished David Bowie. Trip Bascomb interceded.

A fight ensued. Rafe performed badly, impaled his face on his opponent's fist.

Lori tried to break it up.

"I'm really sorry," she yelled, stopping Trip in mid-punch. "He's just drunk."

"There you are, sweetheart," Rafe slurred to her, loud enough for everyone to

hear. "Find a couple willing to do the nasty with us? You know my fetish for rich

fat boys--just hope you kept it in mind?"

Every eye in the room turned to Lori, then to Rafe.

"Scotchy?" he said.

On the way home, in a cab, Rafe lay across the seat with his head in Lori's

lap. She held a cold compress to his swollen, bleeding lips.

"You're a fucker, Rafe."
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"He had an unfair advantage. Wasn't riding anyone's shoulders. Those were

the rules."

"I'm glad you're so amused. I thought you really wanted me to move up

here, you know. Even though you didn't say it. I thought you really wanted me

here. You just made us both persona non grata."

"I just love it when you speak Latin."

"I'm not coming back, you know?"

"Yes," he said. "I know."
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January, 1958

At times, five- and ten-minute stretches, the rain was coming down so hard,

the curtain of water was so thick, trees and fence posts and the road ahead faded into

gray liquid. In between: a solid, steady drizzle.

The old man waited in his truck, parked under a giant, bare-branched oak in a

little turnaround beside the red-clay road. He saw the car approaching, bouncing

through the puddles, having come from the Old Shreveport Highway, from the turn-off

three miles up. A plain white-washed Plymouth, government issue. Windows tinted

black. The fenders and rear quarter panels were spattered orange-red.

The driver got out and came around to the door of the truck. A young guy

with a skin condition, a thin face, a crooked gaze. He was wearing a gray overcoat

and a dark fedora. The old man rolled his window down a few inches to talk to him.

Water rolling off the man's hat brim dropped into his lap.

"You the man?" A croaking voice.

The old man nodded.

"How do I know?"

"I'm telling you.

"Yeah?"

"I wouldn't be sitting out here. Even in good weather. Quit wasting time."

The man in the hat stood looking at him, the water splaying off the brim in all
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directions, soaking the old man's overalls.

"God damn it, man, we're going to every one of us die of pneumonia. Get on

with it."

The man watched him another second, then went back to the car. The way it

was parked, the old man couldn't see inside even while the back door stood open,

which was three, maybe four minutes, with the man in the hat talking fast to the

person inside, gesturing, quick, nervous strokes, waving his hands. He looked to the

old man's truck a few times and kept talking, looked back to the person inside. He

stooped closer to the car, stepped back with the bundle in his arms, started toward

the truck. A black high-heel pump flew out the back door, toward the man in the hat,

who never saw it. The shoe missed its target and landed in the mud. The back door

of the Plymouth pulled shut.

He brought the bundle around to the passenger side. The old man leaned over

and pushed open the door. Once it was on his seat, beside him, he tugged the

blanket back to look: a child, staring back, an intense expression on its face. He

covered it back up, cranked his truck, turned around and drove off with the Plymouth

still sitting there. He never looked in the rear-view to see when they pulled out, or

which way they went.

Deep ruts and pot holes in the road made the going rough. He tried to swerve

around as many of the hazards as he could, easing it through the bad spots he

couldn't drive around. He steered with his left hand, without the aid of power
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steering, holding the wheel with his knee and reaching over the steering wheel with

the steering hand when he had to crank and push the truck's three-on-the-tree shifter.

He kept the other hand on the blanket to stop it from heeling over, to keep it from

pitching into the floorboard. He kept the heater blowing wide-open and felt beads of

sweat creep down his back, the wipers slapping at the rain the whole time.



WINGTIPS

I.

Rafe got the time wrong for Stick's funeral. He arrived an hour early with

nothing to do but slouch around the neighboring cemetery plots in his cheap suit,

feeling self-conscious, a little indecent. The weather was warm and bright like a day

for a picnic. A pair of attendants from the funeral home was there, two young

college grads in navy suits and reasonable ties, setting out collapsible chairs in neat

rows, angles and planes in trim columns. They were remarkably efficient. When

they finished, Rafe took a seat, leaned forward, elbows on knees. He couldn't

remember buying these shoes. Wingtips! For Christ's sakes, where did I get a pair

of wingtips? Burgundy cordovan, finely dusted from the closet. He looked for the

nearest attendant, checked his shoes. Black cordovan wingtips. Brilliantly polished.

He waited for the other attendant to come along beside him. The guy carrying a

wreath stand toward the edge of the plot. He checked the footwear. A third pair of

wings. A trio of winged feet. A triple-double. Rafe felt like one of the boys.

He tried getting his mind on something else. Remembered his work boots. At

home, slumped in a corner, taking the day off. A wrinkled, oil-stained pair of

roughout steel-toes. Redwings.

He thought about last night. Lori surfaced in his head. He saw her swaying

127
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above him, the stars and black sky her glittering backdrop. He saw the little patch of

grass where they'd parked her Toyota, beside Orlan's drive. This morning, on his

way out the gate he'd checked the place for tell-tale signs of her presence--Japanese

tire tracks, high heel shoe tracks. He had driven himself to the funeral. His pickup

was parked behind Orlan's garage, his only way to town. He had to take the boat to

the boss's dock and walk right up by the house to get the pickup. It took ten minutes

to crank. The starter turned, whined. The carburetor linkage clicked. The engine

resisted, wouldn't catch. Turning, whining, clicking. He started thinking the battery

would run down and he'd have to ask Orlan for a jump. In the rear-view, he saw

Mamie part the curtains of a back bedroom window and watch him for a moment.

Her face heavily powdered, a string of pearls over her dark dress, ready for the

funeral. If she sent Orlan out to offer help, Rafe would have to face him there alone

and possibly answer questions about what he'd seen when he came back for his boat

the night before.

The engine coughed and took hold just as the starter's whine became

noticeably sluggish. He revved it hard, threw it into gear, and got himself quickly

out the gate, studying the spot behind the trees where they'd parked her car as he

cruised past. It had been only a "mini-adventure," as Lori called it, to get her back

to her car, and Rafe had been glad. No call for heroics. He was even happier, now,

it was all past. There had been no confrontation with Orlan and his shotgun, or

shovel. Rafe would simply deny any knowledge of buried earth-moving equipment if
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the boss ever brought it up.

He drove, first, to the Quik Pak, parked next to the gas pumps. He filled the

truck, then the boat's twin portable tanks, which he'd brought along. Inside, he

picked up the necessities: five packs baloney, one #20-size paper sack kiwi fruit, two

gallons Elmer Thud's Homogenized Vitamin D Enriched milk, one twelve-pack

Budweiser, two loaves Wonder white (to help himself "grow in twelve different

ways"), two sleeves Kraft cheese product (a product unlike actual cheese, and

cheaper), six six-count cartons Garcia y Vega Gallantes, one A&W Cream Soda,

three 3500-square-foot-coverage Shurgon flea bombs, one bag Freezer-Beez crushed

ice. He paid for the stuff and returned to the truck, where, sitting in the front seat,

he opened a pack of baloney, stuffed two slices into his mouth and washed them

down with a slug of cream soda. Breakfast. He constructed a baloney sandwich--

lunch--set it on the vinyl truck seat, placed his perishables in a large aluminum ice

chest in the truck bed, dumped the crushed ice on top. He was in a hurry. Had that

funeral to get to. Expected to see Orlan and Mamie drive by any second and see him

next to the gas pump, fiddling around in his truck bed in his dress suit. He ripped off

a piece of the plastic bag that had held the ice, flapped some of the water off, rubbed

it on the upper part of his sock to get the remaining water off, then wrapped his

sandwich with it, and stuffed the bundle into his suit-coat pocket. Drove out of the

parking lot, thinking all the time Orlan and Mamie would pull up beside him, stare,

maybe wave--shoot him the finger?--stare harder. He waited nervously at the first
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stop light, checking and rechecking his rear-view mirror for the first sign of Mamie's

Crown Victoria. Saw nothing, but raced away at the green to maintain his distance

from the evil pair, the Gitses, his employers, buriers of earth-moving equipment,

possibly radioactive waste, possibly Jimmy Hoffa, possibly.

He was unamused, now, as he sat alone next to Stick's waiting grave,

remembering the hurrying around of the hour just past. Retracing the motions in his

mind.

Earth-moving equipment, he thought, and bent over, pulled up a blade of grass

from below the folding chair. Moves the earth. Makes the earth move. Beneath the

feet. Carole King on a maintainer. Interesting. But he felt a certain weariness

telling him to leave that one alone for now. He chose, instead, to reconsider his

shoes. The foot covers. Equipment for moving across the earth.

In a few moments, the caretaker rumbled up the cemetery's blacktop lane on

the backhoe. A round, jowly black guy in gray work pants, a powder-blue knit

pullover, smoking a long, pencil-thin cigarette. He gave Rafe a perfunctory wave,

backed up to the plot, lowered the scoop of his hydraulic shovel. The worn yellow

tines sunk into the earth, gouging mud and grass. He had the hole dug in ten

minutes, waved again, then powered off down the lane.

Twenty minutes later, Stick's casket arrived in a black Cadillac hearse. Rafe

watched as the first two attendants and a new pair who emerged from the car

unloaded it and placed it on the lift, over the open grave. The guys in the hearse
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climbed back in the car and drove away. The original pair of attendants stood on

either side of the grave, deferential, hands clasped behind their backs.

Rafe felt idiotic, sitting there, completely alone except for a corpse and its

body guards. The attendants' demeanor suggested, to Rafe at least, that he was not

one of the boys. That he might be a grave robber. Or who knows what. Member of

a death cult come to steal a corpse.

Finally, a car pulled up--the pastor. Doctor John Whiteside and his wife.

Doctor Whiteside was blind and wore dark, wire-framed aviator's glasses. A

handsome man in his fifties, barrel-chested, white hair flowing back in wisps at the

temples, wearing gray slacks, a navy-blue jacket, his stark white Presbyterian cleric's

sash around his neck, hanging to his waist. His wife was thin and neat, wearing a

simple blue dress. She had the healthy aura of a person who's never experienced

strong emotion, never strayed far from the norm, a woman whose every movement

suggested efficiency, nothing wasted. She conducted the Reverend straight over to

Rafe and the two of them shook hands. Whiteside asked Rafe's relationship to the

deceased. Rafe explained, clumsily.

"You were at the site of the accident then?" the Reverend asked.

"I was. Yes."

"It must have been a terribly traumatic experience for you. The blood and so

forth." The Reverend's head was raised so that he seemed to be looking into the tree

tops.
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Rafe recalled the accident scene in his mind, drifted off for a second.

"There was blood?" the Reverend said, phrasing it like a question.

"Yes. A good deal."

Mrs. Whiteside held a grip on the Reverend's left arm. She had no

discernible expression on her face.

"I understand the poor man's limbs were rather--well, you were there. How

would you describe it?"

"Beg pardon?"

"The bodily harm. What's your first-hand description? I was listening to my

scanner at the time, but, as you may know, the dispatchers speak in codes, which

only go so far."

"The bodily harm was extensive, sir."

"Acute physical trauma and so forth?"

"Yes, sir."

"Compound fractures, gouges, lacerations--that kind of thing?"

"I'm afraid so."

"The skull crushed, body flattened, arms and legs turned in unnatural

directions?"

"Uh-hunh."

"We tried to make it out there ourselves," Mrs. Whiteside said. "But one

can't be in two places at the same time." She smiled faintly.
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"Two places?"

"A 703 was perpetrated just moments before Mr. Withers' accident," the

Reverend said. "In the neighborhood of the government-subsidized housing facilities.

The projects. It was a drive-by. Multiple wounds. .357 magnum. Colt Python I'd

guess. The ballistics report isn't out yet--those darn kids are sure slow in that office--

but that model is very popular with your government-subsidized element. Your

welfare recipients."

"You're making a study of this situation, Reverend?"

"You might say that. Nothing formal. Just keeping my finger on the pulse,

up to date, informed. This is an area the clergy must learn more about. Street

crime. The criminal-justice system. Your government-subsidized satanic element is

strong out there right now."

Government-subsidized satanic street cults, Rafe thought. Thugs with horns.

Horns, tails, tridents.

"They're well-armed."

Your government-subsidized multiple arms jutting out of the torso satanic

street thug.

"Organized."

Organized? Organ-ized. Definitely talking serious imagery now. Dante,

Hieronymus Bosch.

"Yessir, we must keep right on top of the situation, we in the church."
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Dante Hieronymus Bosch, a kid from the projects, a three-time loser, a hood,

a wise guy. The Dutch-Italian mafia, with old world connections, the real old world,

Lucifer's turf.

"Do you have any interest yourself?"

"How's that?"

"Street crime. The urban war zone. Rap music."

"Rap music?"

"Explicit lyrics."

"Oh, no sir. Not me."

"God be with you, young man," the pastor said in his soothing, decorous

voice. He clasped Rafe's sweaty palm in his soft, cool, two-handed grip. "I'm sure

the family will appreciate your being here."

"Thank you, father." It was all he could think of to say.

He watched as Mrs. Whiteside led the pastor to Stick's casket, explained the

seating arrangement, and that Rafe was the only mourner who had yet arrived.

A few moments later, the rest of them seemed to converge on the scene all at

once, about fifteen people altogether. Cars lined up. Doors opened. People stepped

out, straightened their uncomfortable clothes. Nodded hellos.

The front row of seats was reserved for Stick's family. Except for a woman

Rafe guessed was his mother and another woman somewhat younger, his sister, the

row remained empty; until, as the service began, Mrs. Whiteside left the Reverend
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standing alone and took the seat closest to her husband. Orlan and Mamie sat three

rows in front of Rafe. Kenny and Mary Belle, arriving late, sat at the very back.

Reverend Whiteside chose the Twenty-Eighth Psalm as part of the service,

reciting the passage from memory. He stumbled over one of the lines: "....Hear the

voice of my supplications, when I...when I cry unto thee, when I lift up my hands

toward thy holy oracle...." He forgot the next line altogether, and his wife came

quickly to his aid. "Draw me not away with the wicked," she prompted.

"Draw me not away with the wicked," his voice returning to its former

soothing confidence, "and with the workers of iniquity, which speak peace to their

neighbors, but mischief is in their hearts...."

A problem developed when the attendants tried to lower a casket shroud over

the coffin. The shroud, a piece of new technology Rafe learned then, was designed to

preserve the casket some centuries longer than normal. A large outer casing, a

protective shell, hollow and open at bottom to slide over the casket after it was placed

in the ground. The funeral home had offered this service, and Stick's family, or

somebody, had apparently okayed the selection. But the man on the backhoe hadn't

been informed and the hole was too narrow to accommodate the shroud. After a

number of attempts to force the casing down over the casket, some of them fairly

ruthless, the shroud was laid aside, the casket removed, and the man with the backhoe

called back to the grave. Some distance away, they heard his machine crank and rev

and they turned toward the noise, all of them looking in the same direction, at
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nothing. Then the gravedigger burst from the shade of a low-hanging oak bough,

another thin cigarette in his mouth. He made a few quick sweeps with the hydraulic

shovel, making the hole about twice the size it needed to be to receive the shroud.

Then drove away.

The attendants resumed burial procedures. People had stayed to watch, to see

the job was done. It was getting hot by this time. Handkerchiefs came out. Fans.

More discussion of the weather.

Afterwards, Rafe split from the rest of the mourners and strolled, both hands

in his pockets, across the lawn to his family's plot. It was at the edge of the

cemetery, next to the creek. A granite, rectangular stone stood at its center, with

HOLLAND in plain sans serif script etched in the polished grey face. A bouquet of

faded artificial daisies filled the marble vase in the stone's center recess. One of the

plastic flowers, detached from the rest of its kind, lay on the ground. Rafe placed the

daisy back in the vase and kicked over three crawfish mounds on his way to the edge

of the plot, where two identical head stones lay flush to the turf:

Anna Lee Holland

1911-1956

Evan Roosevelt Holland

1907-1969
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He squatted on his haunches and picked up an oak twig, poked a crawfish

mound. They called them crawdaddies when he was a kid, caught them by the bucket

when it flooded and they came tumbling helplessly down the creeks. Schools of

them. Two days later, a bucket full of stink. Unimaginable stink. Looking out

across the row of plots lining the creek, he saw that the crawdads were taking over

here. A proliferation of gray, earthen mounds. Small, lumpy towers constructed of

mud clods. There was another way to catch them: a piece of bacon on a string,

dropped down the hole. A trick everybody knew that was special to Rafe because

Grandpa showed him first. He dropped his stick in the hole and wiggled it. Nothing.

He tried another hole.

Crawdad. Crawdaddy. Crawl Daddy. Crawl.

He took the baloney sandwich out of his pocket, set it on the ground, pulled

back the plastic wrapper. String? How about a wingtip string, a shoestring?

Probably too thick, even though they're damned thin for shoestrings. He unlaced a

shoe, tore off a piece of baloney, tied the string around it. Got a bite the first drop

but no crawdad. Tried again. Pulled out a gleaming, six-inch beauty. A sickly sort

of gray-brown. Lobster's hick country cousin. No sense of dress. Living in a cave.

He rolled it around in the grass with his stick.

Crawl, Dad. Come on and crawl.

Looking up to the plots and stones close by, Rafe saw that Kenny and Mary

Belle stood in front of a grave marker some thirty yards away. Kenny with both
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hands in his trouser pockets, Mary Belle rearranging the artificial flowers in the

tombstone's vase.

Crawdaddy. Crawmama.

Rafe looked back to his own family's marker and saw that the stray flower had

fallen to the ground again. His crawfish made a break for the hole. Rafe let him go,

caught him again. Not the brightest creatures. Crawl fish. Mud bugs.

He heard steps coming toward him through the grass, turned to see Kenny's

approach. He let the crawfish go.

"Nice day for it," Kenny said.

"What's that?"

"Oh, just whatever."

"How'd your seance come out? Turn up anything? Any spooks?"

"Got our fish dinners paid for."

"An unqualified success."

"Yeah." Kenny stood in front of the Holland marker. He picked up the fallen

daisy and twirled the plastic stem between his fingers. "How about you? Make out

all right?"

Rafe studied the question.

Make out all right? Did you make-out correctly? Who can say these things?

"Rafe?"

"Lxri Bookout."
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"Bookout?"

"Yeah."

"As in booked-solid?"

"She works for Ferguson."

"Actually, it's a librarians term, idnit? Of course." Kenny looked across the

plots to where Mary Belle was. Rafe followed his eyes. She was near the Mims

family marker, pulling weeds, stuffing them in a paper sack. "I can see that," Kenny

said. "Book out. Sure."

"I guess she's his secretary. Or something." Rafe turned his attention back to

the crawdad mound, dropped the bait in the hole. "Degree in marketing."

"A book, sir? What book?"

"A consultant maybe."

"Book out? Is it a religious book? Book in, book out. The Tibetan Book of

the Dead perhaps? Something in our Morbidology section. The spook section. It's

rather musty there, bad smelling. You'll love it."

"Degree in marketing. Contacts in Dallas. Big business."

"We have other volumes in that genre, sir. Egyptian Book of the Dead. The

Mortician's Handbook. Skullduggery. Have you checked the shelves?"

"Bomb building's big business."

"May I see your library card?"

"Big bombs. Little bombs. Mid-size."
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"This card is invalid, sir."

"Bomb business. Business bombed."

"Perhaps you should take a powder. Sir."

"Kenny, what do you know about Ferguson? Hey, Ken? Kenny?"

Rafe paused, waited while Kenny turned, slowly, then strolled over to him

from the grave marker.

"Ferguson?" He studied Rafe carefully.

"Yeah." Rafe thought about the bulldozer in the pit. Kenny's help in

covering it. Bull dozer. The sleeping bull. In its cave. Its crawdaddy mound. A

mud bug.

Kenny stared at him, a long moment it seemed. "The man doesn't read. Sir."

He strolled off, across the plots, to the spot where Mary Belle waited. They

walked away, hand-in-hand.

Rafe counted the crawdad mounds on the family plot. Seventeen. An

underground city. Crawdaddies. Crawmamas. He imagined the subterranean

complex. Every crawbody in its cave. Each cave connected to the next. A crawling

commune. Crawl together, crawl apart. Share this, hide that. The family jewels.

Relics. Sure, why not?

Crawl, daddy. Crawl.

II.
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The moment the caboose had passed over Grandpa's body, where Rafe knelt

beside the tracks, a railroad worker stood on the rear platform, smoking his pipe, a

thermos cup in one hand. He notified the engineer and got the train stopped.

It took the authorities the better part of a day to get hold of Jack. He told

them to tell Rafe to hang tight, he was on his way.

"On his way how?" Rafe asked.

At the time, as he sat on a wooden bench in Albuquerque's police squad room,

it seemed an important question. No one could answer him, at least not for another

forty-eight hours. At which time Jack's rusting Buick surfaced like a tremendous,

battered fish, finning its way--as Rafe later imagined--through the farm and ranch

traffic of downtown Albuquerque, stuffed to the gills with his belongings, his

accessories. He was moving home in a way Rafe had never seen.

Before Jack arrived, Rafe spent a long day sitting on the wooden bench, the

idea being--as the police lieutenant explained--that the squad room was the place

where he might best entertain himself, watching the officers as they went about their

business. Unfortunately, Grandpa's death was the most exciting thing that happened

in Albuquerque that day.

The patrolmen coming in off the streets invariably gave him strange looks,

whispered questions to the desk sergeant, then came over to shake his hand. They

tried striking up conversations with him about team sports and hunting. Rafe did his

best to be polite.
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After a strong start at maintaining his composure, his face eventually began to

droop around the eyes and cheeks, a fact he was made aware of through a strange

trick of his consciousness: his inner self seemed to float out of the shell of his body

and hover over him so that he could see himself sitting there on the bench, hands to

his sides, feet kept politely on the floor, his back respectfully straight. I look young

and pitiful, he mused. An innocent child. Witness to a tragedy. And it was this

image that gave him the day's only laugh, strained as it was.

At dark, when it became obvious even to the police that Rafe wasn't having

any fun in the squad room, they carried him by cruiser to a downtown Catholic

mission. A crumbling adobe building, illuminated inside with fluorescent light,

folding metal tables and chairs sprawled around, pallets lining the walls. Pictures

hung from wire coat hangers: Jesus on the cross, the Virgin Mary in oil-on-velvet.

Rafe ate soup and biscuits with the homeless and, because of his rank as he-who-is-

currently-most-suffering, got to sleep on the mission's single army cot. It smelled

like mildew and urine.

Mildewed urine, he thought.

He remained there throughout the following day and night, playing a few

games of solitaire, talking some to the Indians, the drunks and drifters, the other

children, kids who grew up on farms and reservations, kids off Denver's Larimer

Street. He spent most of his time lying on the cot staring at the ceiling. He

remembered the duffel bag, and in his mind's eye he could see it on the wooden floor
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of the empty boxcar, rocking with the movement of the train as it rolled through Arizona or

California or wherever it now was.

Jack arrived on Thursday morning. By that time Rafe was so bored with the mission

and its meager entertainments he'd resigned himself to simply passing the time staring

goony-faced at whatever might happen to be in front of him. He was gooning at the

mission's double doors when Jack came in--which seemed a minor miracle: after the steady

flow of strange faces, a familiar image walks through the door.

Jack pushed the doors open just enough to slip through. He was blowing into his

cupped hands to warm them as he hurried in. He looked older than Rafe expected. He'd

always seemed a young man to Rafe, too young even to be his father. But now, in spite of

his bell-bottom jeans and tight knit pullover, his hipster boots and Indian beads, his

wraparound mustache and long, thin locks, he looked old--and vaguely Italian, Rafe thought,

recalling photographs of Venetian fishmongers in his geography textbook. His father was

darker than he'd remembered, hairier.

Rafe rose to his feet and walked toward him. Seeing him, Jack smiled faintly,

removed his porkpie hat, and holding it in both hands, nervously fingered its brim.

"I'm sorry, Rafe," he said.

They left Albuquerque at the first opportunity. There was a bit of official business

Jack had to take care of at the police station, arrangements to make. It seemed transporting

the body by train was the best way. They stopped at the station to take care of it on the way

out of town. Then they started back toward Skully. To Rafe, it was the beginning of
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another adventure. He'd never spent as much time in a car with Jack as it was going to take

them to get to East Texas. The idea struck him that he might not have spent that much time

anywhere with Jack. As they rolled out of Albuquerque in the big Buick, gently heaving and

swaying on the highway, he began trying to recall the period spent with Jack that would run

this the closest second.

"Didn't you take me to an art show once?"

Jack drove with one hand on the wheel. The other held a cigarette. He was carefully

thumping his ashes out the thin sliver of an opening he'd made with the little wing window.

His belongings were stacked to the ceiling in the back seat, so that the normally cavernous

interior of the Buick now seemed close and cozy.

"Art show?" Jack asked.

"In Dallas, I think. I was probably four or five years old."

"Must have been Opal."

Rafe pondered it a moment. Jack was right. It had been Opal. Still, he knew there

had been at least one extended period of time they spent together. He was becoming

frustrated because he couldn't think of it. He considered asking Jack the question outright--

When was the day we spent the most time together?--but knew it would come out sounding

like an accusation and tried to come up with a better approach. He looked across the seat.

Jack was still smoking, being unusually careful with the cigarette it seemed to Rafe.

He looked almost suspicious, hunched over the steering wheel, his hat pulled low over his

eyes. He seemed nervous.

"Didn't we go to a ball game one time?" Rafe asked.
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Jack turned toward him long enough to raise one bushy eyebrow. From where Rafe

sat it looked like a black hairy caterpillar perched on Jack's forehead had suddenly wriggled

toward the safety of the porkpie hat.

Rafe couldn't help letting out a soft chuckle. Of course not, he said to himself.

Jack? A ball game? And then he tried to picture the two of them--a younger, shorter

version of himself with a hot dog and soda in his hands, Jack with one hand on Rafe's collar,

holding a pair of tickets in the other and trying to find the way to their seats. It was

laughable.

Rafe laughed.

"I'm glad to see you're pulling yourself out of this," Jack said with little emotion.

"Shouldn't I?" Rafe asked, feeling the weight of the past few days suddenly crashing

down on him again.

"Sure."

Rafe stared at Jack a moment, then looked back out the window. They were passing

through the desert now, the land flat and monotonous and harsh for as far ahead of them as

Rafe could see. For the next fifteen minutes or so he watched it fly by. Cactus, creosote

bushes, dirt, some road trash, some souvenir shops, some dead cars. After a while every

cactus took on the appearance of a body on a cross. Heads crowned with thorns, drooping

skeletons, the bones plucked clean by carrion eating birds, left to bleach in the sun. Rafe

turned away from it, looking again toward Jack.

"I guess we'll both be missing him, huh?" he said.

Jack's mind was obviously on something else. His expression showed confusion.
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"Oh," he said, nodding, when he realized what Rafe meant. "Yeah. Yep. Sure, you bet."

Several minutes of silence followed. Rafe, anxiously anticipating Jack's thoughts on

the subject, watched his face to see what developed. What he saw was that Jack was trying

to come up with something but couldn't. He glanced across the seat every few moments as

if he hoped Rafe was going to let it rest, each time returning to the subject at hand, Rafe

speculated, with a renewed dedication to making some thoughtful, comforting statement.

He reached up to the dash for his pack of Bel Airs, tamped one out, and began

digging in a pants pocket for his Zippo. He wasn't watching the road--which didn't cause

Rafe any alarm since the highway was straight and flat. But they passed a highway

patrolman hiding behind a man-made embankment on the roadside and, not noticing, Jack

didn't slow down.

Rafe looked over at the Buick's wide-angle speedometer. 85 mph. He turned

around, pressing the top of his head to the roof liner so that he could see over Jack's

payload. The patrolman was coming after them.

"Cop," he said.

Jack fumbled the lit cigarette, swerving out of his lane as it dribbled down his shirt

front and rolled under the seat.

"God damn it!" he yelled.

Rafe jumped down in the passenger side floorboard, resting his chin on the

transmission hump so that he could see under the seat and retrieve the smoke. Finding the

still-smoldering Bel Air, he extracted it carefully and held it out for Jack to take, held it like

a wand over the seat.
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Jack was preoccupied with keeping an eye on the patrolman in his side mirror. When

he saw Rafe holding up the cigarette, he grabbed it from his hand and threw it out the

window.

"Jesus," he snapped, "would you act like a normal kid while the goddamned fuzz is

around!"

He looked back at his belongings, placing a hand on a weathered cardboard hat box

with "Mercedes, Texas" in red letters on its top, like he wanted to make sure it was secured.

Then he pulled off onto the shoulder and looked over at Rafe. "Act casual," he warned.

Rafe, feeling like he'd been stung, sat back in his seat. He wasn't sure how one

acted "casual" and was afraid he'd do or say the wrong thing if he looked at the patrolman

when he came to Jack's window. Instead, he stared out at the desert, finding there an

undulating expanse, studded with cactus crucifixions.

In.

Crawl, daddy. Crawl.

Rafe let the mudbug go back to his hole and ran the greasy shoe string through its

holes. I wonder what Jack's doing today, he thought. Saturday afternoon. Early May.

Dear Old Dad.

He rose to his feet and walked across the cemetery to his pickup, climbed in, drove

down the lane and out the gate. He cruised through town to the historical district, on to

Grandpa's old house. Jack lived and worked here now. Jack's Horn Shop. Except there

was no sign: the district's architectural control board wouldn't allow it. Jack's advertising
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program was mostly word-of-mouth, and the Yellow Pages.

The house was a fine specimen of the old Great-American-Plains' style: big, white,

and plain. A two-story job with a wrap-around front porch, white four-by-four porch

supports, dormers, crumbling porch steps, weedy flower beds. A magnolia tree stood in the

side yard near the garage, which was a separate building constructed from the same materials

as the house. A pair of pecan trees loomed in back. And in the front, the customary

ancient, venerable live oak, two hundred years-old, at least.

Rafe parked in front of the open garage, behind Jack's Ford Van. There was the

sign, side of the van: Jack's Horn Shop. He walked through the garage. It smelled like

rotting burlap. The back yard smelled like trees. Rafe could hear the stereo. Dizzie

Gillespie, he gueseed. Rapid bird sounds. Skiddididy-bop-bop-boo. He let himself in

through the screened-in porch, walked through to the den.

Jack had a date, some woman Rafe had never seen. They sat facing each other: she

on the faded, floral print couch, he in a matching swivel rocker beside it. They were

wearing elaborate kimonos--yellow, green, blue, red. Mostly red. They seemed to be naked

underneath. Their legs were bare. Jack held a brilliantly polished trumpet to his mouth and

fingered it nervously, as if he were trying to keep time with Dizzie Gillespie. His thin black

hair, which came mostly from the sides of his head and not the thinning spot on top, danced

merrily around his ears. His graying horse-brush mustache covered the trumpet's

mouthpiece. His beak-like shnoz came far forward of that.

The woman looked up first, just as she took: a sip from a glass of white wine. She

had light brown hair parted down the middle, hanging in droopy wings beside her face. She
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was mid-thirties, Rafe guessed. Attractive in a tough, smart way. She had dark eyes, a

strong mouth, thick, rounded lips. She smiled at him, letting Jack know somebody had come

in, and he turned toward the doorway where Rafe stood.

"Dad."

"Son."

Rafe looked over to Jack's date. "Mom?"

She smiled again and Jack rose to his feet, walked over to the stereo cabinet and

turned down the volume. "Here's the real talent in the family." He stepped toward Rafe,

hand extended. "An artiste."

Rafe was a full head taller. He looked down at Jack's garb, admiring the intricate

design. He chuckled when his eyes got below the hem, to the pale, hairy legs beneath.

"Rafe, I'd like you to meet Chardonnay." Jack turned and extended an arm toward

the woman on the couch.

"Hello."

"Hello, Rafe," she said. "Join us for a glass of wine?"

"Oh, no, no." He felt like he was interrupting, spoiling Jack's fun. "I just came to,

uh--to get some stuff out of my room. I've got to get home, get out of these clothes."

"Funeral today?" Jack asked. He sat in the swivel rocker again, put his feet on a

mushroom-shaped naugahyde ottoman, took up his own glass of wine.

"Yeah."

"Hey, I've got another kimono." Chardonnay was smiling at him again. "Want me

to get it for you? One size fits all, you know."
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"No, I really couldn't." Rafe's hands seemed out of place. He put them in his

pockets, took a quick peak at his shoes.

"Oh, come on, Rafe. Have a glass of wine with us." Jack rose to his feet again.

"I'll get you a glass." He hurried off to the kitchen, his thin hair and the hem of the kimono

fluttering.

"Well," Rafe looked back at his feet, rocked on his heels, "what the hell."

"Loosen the tie at least," the woman said. "Or take the hideous thing off." She

smiled behind her wine glass, folded her pretty legs underneath herself.

Rafe was offended by this. He couldn't say why. He took her advice, though,

removed the tie and stuffed it into his coat pocket, undid his collar button. The air felt cool

on his neck.

Jack returned with the wine, handed it to Rafe and took his seat. Rafe sat in the

other swivel rocker, putting Jack between himself and Chardonnay. He looked around the

room a second. It was large, with a high ceiling, eight-inch baseboards, tall wood-sash

windows. Jack had changed it some since Rafe and Grandpa lived here. An oriental rug, a

wicker bird cage, a modern art-deco print over the fireplace. The old upright piano was still

there against one wall.

"So, Rafe. It's Saturday. What are you going to do on your day off?" Jack was

looking at Chardonnay as he said this, smiling, harmless conspiracy on his face. It made

Rafe want to toss down the glass of wine and leave the house. But that would make him the

rude one.

"Oh, I don't know, Jack. No plans. I might just stay here and drink wine."
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Jack gave him the eye. "Don't you usually sculpt on Saturdays?"

"I'm feeling uninspired, Jack. Got any suggestions?"

"What kind of stuff do you sculpt, sweets?" Chardonnay tossed off her wine and held

up the empty glass. She gave Jack a big smile. He took the glass and went back to the

kitchen.

Rafe took a slow sip from his glass, tried to suppress a childish grin.

"Funny you should ask," he said. "My agent's got a show lined up for me. Pretty

big deal, I guess. Twenty pieces. And I'm thinking of taking a new direction. You know,

putting in something really-bold. Daring stuff. Nudes maybe. Erotica.

She nodded, knowingly.

"Erotica?" Jack walked quickly back into the room. He stood between Rafe and

Chardonnay, pouring her glass of wine. "Quit kidding."

"No, Jack, the stuff just sells these days. People want it. Erotica, I mean. You've

got to give the people what they want."

Jack put the wine bottle on an end table and took his seat.

"I'm looking for models. That's another reason I came over, Jack. You know

anyone in that line?"

Jack furrowed his brow.

"What's it pay?" Chardonnay said.

Rafe and Jack turned toward her. She had the wine glass to her mouth again,

covering her expression.

"Well, like I said." Rafe was dreaming up stuff, fast as he could. "The show's
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supposed to be a big deal. Big shots. People with money. I'll take my models with me, so

they can mingle. It would be a great opportunity for someone. Samples of their, uh, work

would be right there on display.'"

"Uh-hunh." She nodded.

Jack looked from Rafe to Chardonnay, back to Rafe.

"Sure. You get the idea. They scratch my back, I scratch theirs. That's how it

works."

"Yeah, I don't know, Rafe. Sounds flimsy." Jack crossed his legs, pulled the

kimono tight around them, shook his head so that wisps of hair fluttered around his ears.

"Sounds real flimsy to me. You ought to stick to your program. You're building some

momentum there. With the word thing. Tell her about your word thing."

Rafe smiled and studied his wine glass.

"He does this thing with words. Makes two things out of it. Like--like, I don't

know. Give us one, Rafe."

"Trumpet."

Trumpet, strumpet.

"Yeah, okay, trumpet," Jack said, turning back to his date, making nothing gestures

with his hands. "See, you got trump and pet. Trump pet. And--and--I don't know, Rafe.

You sure that's one?"

Chardonnay tossed off her wine and emptied the bottle into her glass. "Better go put

those other bottles on ice, Jack."

"Yeah, okay," Jack said, jumping to his feet. He whisked toward the kitchen
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repeating, "Trump pet. Trump pet. Trump pet."

"Well, really, I would like to see your sculptures," Chardonnay said to him,

sincerely. She was not letting Rafe get the best of her. "Jack tells me they're very good.

He's proud, you know."

They could hear Jack whistling, going about his business in the kitchen. Each noise

explained itself: beating the ice bag with a mallet, dumping ice in a cooler, chinking the

bottles in ice.

"What's your real name?" Rafe asked.

She flinched slightly. "Chardonnay's my real name."

"So let's see. When you were born. This would have been--what? 1950 or so.

Your church-going middle-class parents named their darling little girl Chardonnay?"

"Charlotte Marie. I picked Chardonnay. It's real to me."

Rafe nodded slowly.

Jack yelled through the doorway. "Put on a bop record. Let's bop. I feel like

bopping." The bathroom door coughed shut.

Rafe rose to his feet and smiled at the woman in the kimono. "They're all beautiful

names," he said.

She held her confident expression, a faint smile, bold eyes, chin level to the floor.

Rafe left the room and headed toward the stairs. He stopped at the bathroom door

and pushed it open a few inches. Jack was peeing, staring down at the toilet.

"Leaving already?" he said.

"I'm going upstairs for a minute. Look through my old stuff."
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"What you looking for?" He flushed the toilet.

"Nothing. I get nostalgic sometimes, Jack."

"Yeah? You should take something for that."

Rafe smiled, turned, and chugged up the stairs. His room was on the front side of

the house. Stripped, pretty much, bare. Iron-frame bed, dresser, mirror, oval throw rug on

the hardwood floor. Picture of a catfish, oil on velvet. He'd taken most of his stuff with

him when he left for art school and just never put it back. The mobiles, the books, the

letters--in a garbage dump in Rhode Island.

He looked through the dresser drawers: musty sheets, a sweater, a roll of antacids.

He looked under the bed: dust bunnies. Opened the closet: a rain coat, a pair of corduroy

pants, wire hangers.

The house was built inefficiently, in terms of space. Leftover spaces, each as large

as a luxury-class efficiency apartment, lurked in the recesses. One of them filled the gap

between Rafe's bedroom and Grandpa's old room--now Jack's--which was across the hall.

Grandpa cut narrow doors in the back of the closets in both rooms and turned the space over

to Rafe: a laboratory for pre-pubescent scientist with a Mattel Young Scientist chemistry set.

Jack had more recently converted the space into a second attic.

Rafe flipped the crude latch, pulled open the creaky door, ducked, and slipped

through the two-foot-wide opening. Back in the lab. It needed work. First, light. He was

spelunking here. He swatted the dark a moment and located the pull-switch cord. Bingo.

How about that, he thought. Either Jack's been in here some time in the last few years, or

this is the world's most durable light bulb.
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He smelled a variety of rots and mildews, tasted dust, breathed it. What there was to

see: mostly mannequins, a dozen or so. Men, women, girls, boys. Leftovers from Jack and

Opal's illustrious nightclub act. Rafe never knew what they had done with them. That was

in the Sixties, before--what? The sexual revolution? The mannequin revolution?

Mannequin, Rafe thought. Man akin. Akin to man.

Whew! I need rest. I need to get out more.

Mannequin. Man achin'.

They were probably priceless collector's items now, these strikingly crude facsimiles

of humankind. High technology, of course, had dramatically improved the postmodern

mannequin, he mused. And that's just what we need: artificial people that look real but

aren't.

A number of other items cluttered the lab. Horn cases, music stands, boxes, fruit-

and-vegetable crates lined the workbench Grandpa had constructed for Rafe's "experiments."

Mounted above the workbench, a fire extinguisher. Grandpa installed it after one of Rafe's

little industrial accidents started a small fire they had to put out with Grandpa's coat. "All

right now, here's a fire extinguisher and here's how to use it," Grandpa had said, blasting a

wall with the foaming spray the day after the fire. "If you can't get her in hand, get the hell

out and let the son of a bitch burn down. You hear me?" The mark left by Grandpa's

sample blast still showed, as did the black scars, on the ceiling, from Rafe's fire.

More junk, piled in a heap, took up the far corner of the room. Rafe started wading

through it, rolled up his sleeves, let the dust build-up on the cardboard boxes have its way

with his white dress shirt. He was pushing dummies over, tossing suitcases out of his way.
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He knew what he was looking for, but didn't really think he'd find it. He kept looking.

Along the way he ran across a piece of interest: the hat box marked "Mercedes,

Texas," the one among Jack's other belongings when they drove back from New Mexico.

The top was duct-taped shut, which it hadn't been the last time Rafe saw it, when it was in

the car with the other stuff. He picked it up, shook it. It clomped. A clumsy rattle. He sat

down on a foot locker and began trying to peel off the tape. A near impossible task he soon

figured out. He kept at it a minute before remembering his pocket knife, dug for that.

He heard Jack and Chardonnay coming up the stairs and stopped what he was doing

to listen.

"Rafe," Jack hollered.

A pause. They were standing in the doorway to his room. He could tell that. He

looked through the narrow doorway and realized the closet door had drifted shut.

"Hey, Raft."

Another pause.

"He must have slipped out the back," Jack said.

Rafe remained quiet, fiddling with the pocket knife and duct tape, at the same time

listening to their soft giggling and talking in Jack's bedroom.

With the self-imposed noise restriction, it took him five minutes to open the hat box.

Inside lay a pair of female-mannequin hands. Graceful. Pretty. Almost human. They were

cupped, slightly, ingers together, thumbs parallel to the fingers. Obviously, for the

nineteen-sixties, the state-of-the-art. For no reason he could really place, Rafe resisted the

urge to touch them. He looked at them a moment.
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Things were heating up in the next room. The give and take of bed springs

announced itself through the plank wall, a steady, rhythmic squeak. Then a pounding:

headboard thuds. Hollow, like a hammer striking a cardboard box. Rafe looked there, the

spot on the wall. Puffs of dust lifted away, in rhythm, and floated into the room.

He replaced the hat box lid, then the box. He rose to his feet and started out the

door. Beside it, leaning against the wall in the shadow of the workbench, stood his

chemistry set. The item he'd been searching for. The set Jack bought to replace the one lost

with the duffel bag. The packing wrapper had never been removed on this one. After

Grandpa's death, Rafe never got back to his lab work. He thought he'd do that now. He

switched off the light, and after quietly closing the trap door behind himself, slipped down

the stairs and out of the house with the chemistry set pinned under one arm. Blackbirds, a

dozen or so, lifted off the lawn in a wave as he walked through the back yard.
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August, 1958

Outside the small red brick building, situated on a back street near downtown, was an

incredible, intense heat, the afternoon traffic gliding by, cicadas buzzing in the pecan trees.

The air conditioner hummed and trickled from one of the four windows in the doctor's small,

sunny office. An efficient, if noisy, machine: the room stayed as cool as an underground

cavern. The doctor, who had the height and general build of a basketball player, preferred

his interiors this way. His home and office and car were all efficiently air conditioned.

The pretty blond woman on his leather couch wasn't complaining, though the low

temperature had raised goose bumps on her legs and bare arms. Her nipples showed firm

beneath her bright orange sun dress. The doctor was careful she didn't notice his observing

these facts. Or the fact that, when she lay back against the couch's back rest, the hem of her

dress fell above her knees, exposing more of her legs. He observed this carefully, peeking

over his note pad, and only occasionally, and only when he was quite sure she wouldn't

notice.

I should reach over and slap his face, she thought. Or at least say something. But

he is trying to be good. And he's so damned good-looking. Such eyes, such beautiful

innocent green eyes to go with his sandy hair. I'll bet he's a big teddy bear, a real mama's

boy. Oh, I'll bet he likes his treats all right. He puts up the professional front, but I'll bet

he likes his little treats. Still though--a quick smack, to see what he'd do, to see the red
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print my hand left on his smooth, peachy face. It might be worth it.

She raised herself up, supported her weight with her arms, holding them stiff behind

her, shoulders back.

"Do you call or write your mother often?" he asked, taking the briarwood pipe out of

his mouth with his left hand, having much difficulty, now, keeping his eyes off her chest.

She couldn't help herself smiling faintly, seeing in her mind's eye the red hand print,

the look on his face, the innocent eyes flaring. "Why? Should I?" she said, calmly.

"Do you feel you should?"

"I don't feel I should do much of anything."

"You don'tfeel any pressure from your mother, or any other family members, then?"

He put the pipe's mouthpiece to his lips and watched.

"She wants me to come back up there, and-and I don't know what. Live with her I

guess. Face my shame. She has some rather peculiar notions about things."

"And you don't want that, to go back there?"

"I want to stay here for some reason. I don't know why. I couldn't say."

He clenched the pipe stem in his teeth and scribbled on his pad.

"Ifeel some sort of--of affinity, I guess is the word. I feel an affinity for this place

now."

More scribbling.

"How about you?" she asked after a brief pause.

He stopped writing, looked up from the pad, saw her vague smile. She had crossed

and raised her legs in a way that made the hem of the dress ride up even further. "I beg
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your pardon?" he said, the pipe still clenched in his teeth.

"Do you call or write your mother often?"

The look on his face! she thought. Complete surprise, mild embarrassment. A shy

little boy who's dying to let his passions have their way with him.

"I think we'd better let me ask the questions," he said, intrigued. He made a serious

face and looked back to his note pad.

"Where is your mother now?" she said. "Was she a nice mommy?"

He looked at her strangely. He almost smiled she thought.

"Did she tuck you in at night?" She said. "Did she rub her little boy's chest with hot

mustard when he was sick?"

"Please," he said, turning red in the face. "Let's concentrate on your problems.

We've only got an hour."

"You don't sound Southern. You're no small-town boy. Maybe your mother's up

north having tea with my mother. Imagine it, the two of them, talking about their lovely

children. What if they knew we were in this tiny little office together? What if they knew

what we were thinking right now?"

He put pencil to paper, but didn't write, then looked over the edge of the pad. She

arched her back, pressed her shoulders against the couch. Her nipples announced

themselves emphatically, almost as if the dress weren't there at all. He looked back to his

pad.

She swung her feet down to the floor, patted a spot beside her on the couch.

"Would you like me to be your mommy?" she said. "Come sit by your mommy,
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darling. How long's it been since mommy rubbed your chest?"

"I can't really see how that's pertinent.

"Rubbing her long fingernails, slowly, in little circles around your nipples."

He opened his mouth but no word came out, although the pipe almost did. It hung

slack, the stem in a delicate bind between his teeth. He felt the redness in his face reach a

higher degree.

She smiled when she saw it.



HORN SECTION

I.

On the way home, Rafe noticed a guy in t-shirt and shorts at a gas station pay phone,

slouching, grinning into the receiver. He considered stopping to call Lori. He thought he

might just ring her up and say--what? How are you? Say, we had a good fuck, didn't we.

I've loved you all this time. Want to pick up where we left off? Maybe he could just ask her

for a date. Take her to dinner. Show her his work. She could fawn over his manly dog.

She could admire his rustic digs. They could get things going again.

But there's discipline, he told himself. Discipline. I've got a ten-piece gig waiting.

Besides, it's a little late to be calling for a date, you rude fuck.

He drove past the Quik-Pak, noticed the empty phone booth on the parking lot, and

thought, I should just call her anyway. A follow-Lip call. Simple courtesy. Lori, it was

great seeing you again. And, hey, no kidding, I've really missed you. And I love you.

What I mean to say is, I think I'm, you know, falling in love with you, in the grown up sense

you understand. And.... All true, and absolutely unspeakable.

Out near the lake, he passed Mackey's Barbecue, last pay phone before home. He

stopped, turned, went back. Mackey's smoker, made of fifty-five-gallon drums--three of

them, welded together--looked like a giant hog, had swine facial features fashioned from

sheet metal welded on one end, a tail welded on the other, legs welded underneath. Two

miles of dense woodland separated Mackey's place and Rafe's cabin. Some nights, when the

162
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wind was right, he could smell the meat cooking. BFD came home sometimes with barbecue

sauce in his muzzle fur. Standing in front of the pay phone mounted on Mackey's molasses-

brown front wall, Rafe felt heat radiating from the gray pea gravel on the parking lot. One

ring, two, three, four: "Hello, you have reached an abandoned phone at the fashionable Lori

Bookout estate. Lori's found it ill-fitting to field your phonetic foray at this time. You may

bitch at the beep." A long pause. Beeeeeep. He hesitated, hung up.

He drove out to Orlan's place. Leroy Brown barked at him while he unlocked the

gate. The sun bore down on him. Except for the (log's racket, the Gits's property was

otherwise quiet and--despite the trees and greenery and nearby shade--desolate, hot,

uninviting, a lonely indifferent place to be. He eased the truck down and backed it up to the

dock, put the cooler, chemistry set, and fuel tanks in the boat, then drove the truck back up

and parked it in its spot behind Orlan's garage, walked the gravel road back and climbed into

the boat. He had the fuel line hooked up and was pumping the bulb when Orlan shot out of

the trees in his golf cart. He took a left turn on the gravel road, drove right out onto the

dock.

"Afternoon," Rafe offered.

"Yeah." Orlan held a cigarette in his teeth,, kept his hands clamped to the steering

wheel. He was back in his khakis, shirt tucked in, like a work day.

"Why aren't you in there under your air conditioner watching a ball game?"

Orlan maintained his glare and didn't answer the question, or respond to it in any way

that Rafe could tell. "I should be charging you rent for all the goddamn space you take up

around here."
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"Truck in your way?"

"It's just another piece of shit I'm tired of looking at."

"You can white-wash it to match the garage if you like. Be fine with me. If it'll

make everything more to your liking, homey, hunky-dory, kosher. Go right ahead."

"What's that trash you've got up there on the tower?"

Rafe thought a minute on how he should answer this. It was hot in his dress clothes,

even with the coat off. lie heard fuel trickle out into the transom well, saw it forming a ring

of colors on the surface of the water behind the boat. He stopped pumping. He hadn't

realized until now he'd been squeezing the bulb the whole time, possibly flooding the engine,

prolonging his stay at Orlan's dock. "It's a headlight assembly off a diesel locomotive."

"Where'd you steal it?"

"It was given to me," he lied.

"That's probably a lie. But listen, I don't need the fucker or anything else you might

of stole on my property. So why don't you just traipse your ass up there right now and

carry it off from here. Or I'll throw the son of a bitch in the lake, you hear me?"

Traipse, Rafe thought. Interesting word. Sounds like an elegant French dessert. A

traipse suzette.

Without looking toward Orlan, he climbed over the gunwale, watched his shoes

advance and retreat beneath him as he walked off the dock. He heard the golf cart's electric

motor sing along behind him.

"And I don't guess I'm through with you yet. You want to stay put just a goddamn

minute?"
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Rafe looked back at Orlan but kept walking. The boss caught up and cruised along

beside him.

"I hired you thinking you were the kind to keep his damn mouth shut. You could sit

up there with your Big Chief tablet drawing your play-purties and not bother anybody. But

I'm seeing now you like to talk more than I thought. I'm not putting up with it, your

goddamn mouthing off. And you damn sure better stay away from that son of a bitch from

the newspaper."

"You ever read that newspaper, Orlan?" The gravel crunched under Rafe's feet.

"Mouthing off will get you in some deep cow shit with me."

"It's a pretty lousy publication, really."

"Sons of bitches that mouth off to me. Why, goddamnit. Goddamnit. Shit!"

"Think about it. Nobody reads the thing except when they know their name's going

to be mentioned. When they make Eagle Scout or get married or get thrown in jail. My

theory is the only people who read The Skully Times Picayune Sun on a given day are the

ones whose names appear in it. You could accurately predict the number of readers on a

given day just by counting the number of names. Am I all wet here, Orlan, or are you in

concurrence?"

"What got into the whole goddamn country is mouthing off."

"Of course, television, now that's a different deal. Cable. Target market

specialization. People listen there, get plugged into it, get their batteries recharged every

night, get new subjects for discussion on coffee break the next day. It's the public forum.

Did you know they've got a twenty-four hour fitness channel now?"
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"Sons of bitches, goddamn panty-waist bastards, mouthing off little piss-ant fuckers."

"Twenty-four hours, 'a one and a two and a three, feel those buns burning. Over on

the tummy, and a one and a two and a three. Great abs aren't free, come on now!"'

"You'll lose more than your job, you fuck with me, Rafe."

Rafe? Did he say Rafe? Nasty. Use of my actual name. Very nasty.

Rafe walked on, head down. Orlan kept pace with him another second, then zipped

past and drove on to the house.

By the time Rafe got to the boat with the headlight, he was soaking in sweat, his

white shirt soiled with both the dirt from the boxes in the lab and rust from the headlight

assembly, probably ruined. He pulled it off, tossed it under the dash. The motor fired right

off.

BFD had an armadillo cornered on the end of his dock, keeping him there with

finesse, lurching this way and that, springing toward the other animal each time it tried to

escape. He worked the armadillo like a cutting horse works a calf.

Rafe laughed, pulled alongside the dock. The armadillo jumped in the boat, zigged

and zagged looking for a place to hide, then slipped between Rafe's feet, and burrowed

under a pile of life jackets beneath the dash. BFD remained on the dock, barking.

"Don't bloody the bloody boat, old man," Rafe warned, stepping over the gunwale.

He carried the ice chest to the house and went back for the rest of the stuff. BFD

and the armadillo had reached another stand off: armadillo unseen but not forgotten under the

life vests, BFD barking from the walkway between the seats.
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Back inside, Rafe swigged on a beer, standing before the five-piece horse.

No, he thought, this will not fit in an uptown gallery. It will not fit in more ways

than one.

He moved the stallion pieces to one side of the floor, rolled them out of the way.

Then he began looking through the other pieces he'd started, searching for one that, with

some additional work, might be suitable for the show. Most of these were recent projects

he'd made with scrap liberated from Orlan's dump, figures made of shell casings, howitzer

parts, mortars, etc. He decided they were all worthless, though the parts they were made

from weren't. He dollied them out to the bone yard, dumped them in the weeds.

BFD was eating armadillo on the dock and having the same problems amateur seafood

diners have with lobsters and crab claws.

"Those things are notorious for rabies, you know."

BFD simply ignored the remark.

Rafe returned to his workbench and picked up his sketchbook, began thumbing

through it. He stopped on the picture of the ghost train he'd been drawing when Stick was

killed. He looked to the five-piece stallion a moment, shook his head, dropped the

sketchbook on the workbench. He walked to his junk pile out back and located his newest,

cleanest fifty-five-gallon drum--he had a dozen or so, chemical containers, petroleum

products, etc--rolled it into the cabin, then went to work.

Sparks, glowing metal, jagged edges, bubbling paint. Images came and went.

At four that morning, he finished this first piece. He'd propped himself up with

coffee the last six hours. Now, he lay in bed, wired, staring at the ceiling, fleas flick, flick,
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flicking all around his body. BFD lay in the room's doorway, the fur around his muzzle

freshly washed, cleansed of the armadillo's blood and guts by an old sponge and wash bucket

Rafe found under the sink. The dog's chest heaved in sleep. Outside, the frogs made their

racket, the only sound about the place. Rafe saw the ghost train. He saw Grandpa. Stick.

Kenny and Mary Belle in their funeral wear. Orlan with his cigarette. He saw the

gravedigger on his machine. The hands in the hat box.

He thought he might vomit. Then hoped it. Then tried to clear his head thinking

about Lori. Masturbated. Went to sleep for an hour or so and awoke soon after the sun

came up.

The kiwi and milk made him feel almost whole. Whole enough to start another

piece: a backhoe with wings and a pair of long-nailed hands for the scoop. He made a quick

sketch, started selecting and cutting pieces. By nine-thirty, he was satisfied with his progress

and decided he couldn't go much longer without calling Lori--if nothing else, to see if she

was up. Mid-morning after Saturday night. He figured the chances were slim she'd yet

separated herself from the sheets. He'd walk the two miles to Mackey's Barbecue to use the

pay phone. That would give him time to set off the flea bombs as well.

He read the flea bomb's directions carefully, hoping for a successful strike: 1) Cover

allfoodstuffs, food-preparation areas, and utensils. Rafe chuckled and continued reading.

2) Remove all pets. He frowned and thought to himself, But the offensive animal is the

source of my woes. Should I not, in all practicality, leave him in the impact zone to die or

come out a cleaner, more honorable subject? I could let him hang his shnoz out the window,

couldn't I? 3) Close all doors and windows. Turn off all fans, heating and air conditioning
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units. 4) Place SHURGON on a raised surface in the center of the room. 5) Making sure

SPRAY NOZLE IS POINTED AWAY FROM THE FACE, press activator button. 6)

EVACUATE THE AREA IMMEDIATELY 7) DO NOT RETURN TO THE AREA FOR

THREE FULL HOURS. 8) Open all doors and windows, turn on all fans, including air

conditioning units, and remove from the area for a minimum of one half hour. 9) In the

event of accidental ingestion of SHURGON, induce vomiting and call your physician

immediately.

Proud of himself for complying with at least some of the safety notices, Rafe set off

the bombs and "evacuated" the cabin, with BFD tagging along behind.

The driveway, starting twenty yards behind the cabin and leading in a confused

manner toward the highway, was hard to follow. At least with BFD as guide it was hard to

follow. Rafe's mind wandered.

Lori. Stick. Lori. Grandpa. Lori. Hands in the hat box. Lori, Lori, Lori....

He soon found himself in the briars. Thistles stuck in his blue jeans and hair. A

thick vegetable smell stuck in his nose--sometimes sweet, sometimes putrid, sometimes it

smelled like earth. He found the highway, turned toward Mackey's, began sweating in

earnest. The sun was out, cooking a possum on the road's shoulder. BFD sniffed it a

moment, then moved on.

When they reached Mackey's, he first went inside and bought a Coke from the

fountain, gave himself a slight headache from guzzling the entire drink in three swallows.

He sucked on slivers of crushed ice while the phone rang: once, twice, three--

"Hello." Ferguson's gravelly voice.
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Rafe kept the phone to his ear. He heard classical music playing in the background.

"Hello?"

Rafe stayed on the line, stayed quiet.

"Who the hell is this?" Ferguson realizing his mistake.

A long pause. Then, in the background, Lori's voice: "Give it to me--hello. Hello."

Rafe hung up, imagined himself on the asphalt, cooking like a possum, his guts

hauled off a piece at a time by a train of ants.

This was unusual, wasn't it? This sleazy business. Or was it?

He reminded himself Lori was and always had been a girl with the future solidly

fixed in front of her. Ferguson, bomb-building, money. House, car, condo in Florida.

Sickening. He felt sick. This could not be Lori Bookout. No way was this the same Lori

Bookout. Lori Bookout didn't fuck corrupt ugly men whose fat necks and slimy fingers were

slathered with gold nuggets. Whose fat throats could barely spit out words through the

backed-up gravel. No way.

Bitch. Cunt. Fucking cunt bitch.

Just when things looked promising.

Cunt.

He bought another Coke from big, fat, bloody-aproned, greasy-tow-haired Mackey.

Thanked him politely. Started the walk back to the cabin.

The smell of rotting possum overwhelmed him on the morning's second pass. He

knelt in the weeds beside the road: kiwi and milk puree. He sat, wiped his mouth, leaned

forward and hung his head between his knees. He stayed in this position for some five
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minutes or so. BFD stood nearby and watched.

Beep. BEEEEP.

Kenny's VW geared down and stopped in the gravel beside the road. It backed up to

where Rafe sat, heart racing. His skin tingled, felt, for a moment, like he'd been frosted

with ice.

From the passenger seat, Mary Belle stared down at him over her purple-tint

sunglasses.

"Rafe-man, like, like--whew! Dead o-poss-um. On the road, like ear-ly mor-ning

road kill."

"I say, Rafe. I say, Rafe!" Kenny leaned across Mary Belle's lap and yelled through

his own laughter. "I'll feed you, son. Let the poor buzzards have that possum."

Rafe ground the butt of his hand into one eye. Then--just couldn't help himself--he

grinned. He rose to his feet and climbed onto Kenny's right-front fender, one foot on the

front bumper. He motioned for the driver to charge! They cruised along the shoulder at

something around twenty-five miles an hour. The wind whipped around Rafe's head and

body, dried out his eyes, opened his nasal passages. At the mouth of his ruined driveway,

he signaled stop. Kenny nosed into the weeds, killed the engine. He and Mary Belle got out

drinking longnecks.

"Jesus," Rafe said. "Before noon."

"Hair of the possum," Kenny answered. "Let me grab you one."

"I'll pass."

I'll pass? The Isle of Pass. The passing isle. The island of our passing. Uncharted,
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a desert isle, bone dry, dead. It was a death weekend, Rafe decided. Maybe Jerry had been

right: suffering was in the air. It smelled like death.

"Are you sure?" Kenny said. "You look like you need--oh, I don't know, ten

milligrams straight adrenaline, a heart transplant, complete overhaul."

Mary Belle sat on the left fender, opposite Rafe, nodding her agreement, smiling.

She wore another tie-dyed granny dress. Two colors: purple and blue. Kenny, in cut-offs

and Chairman Mao a la Andy Warhol t-shirt, stood at the front of the car with one punk-

rock cowboy boot parked on the front bumper. BFD scouted the tall weeds in the bar ditch

nearby.

"Looks like like you did an all-night-er," Mary Belle said.

"Up late working. What about you two?"

"Bossier City," Kenny answered. "Place called The Whirling Dervish. Slam

dancing. Group meditation. Collective ecstasy. That kind of thing."

"Better watch yourselves in Louisiana. Pair like you. They'll find you strung up by

your tongues."

"Gen-e-ra-liz-ing." Mary Belle wagged a finger at Rafe. "Ster-e-o-typ-ing."

"You're right," he said. "And being unneighborly."

"Un-Southern. "

"Like un-cool."

"I'll fall on my saber soon as I get to the house."

"Like Fats Dom-i-no."

"He's dead? Fats killed himself? The big man fell on his sword?"
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"No, he's like from Lou-is-i-an-a."

"Praise Jesus."

"Real name's Antonio, you know. Antonio Domino."

"The Long brothers," Kenny said.

"No--Whaaaat? An-ton-i-o Dom-i-no, are you like sure?"

"The Long brothers?" Rafe said.

"Are from Louisiana, yes."

"Like I don't think that's it. An-ton-i-o?"

"What's your point?"

"I don't know," Kenny said. "I thought we were naming people from Louisiana. Al

Hirt. Pat O'Brien. Buckwheat Zydeco, I believe is the fellow's name. David Duke. Justin

Wilson. These are your personalities popularly associated with the region. And cult figures,

every one. Media darlings. Cajun superstars. The nation has chosen them as quaint, safe,

colorful representatives of the Louisiana mystique. Now, Patrick Swayze is not from

Louisiana, I don't believe."

"David Duke? He's not Cajun, is he?"

"Paul Prud-homme. Paul Prud-homme. The chef. I've watched him, like, mix his

spi-ces. Like tech-nique. In-cred-i-ble."

"He's really Dom Deloise. They're the same guy."

"Creedence Clearwater," Rafe offered. "John Fogarty."

Mary Belle shook her head no.

"'Born on the Bayou'?"
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"Born in San Bernadino is more like it," Kenny said. "Creedence never went to

Louisiana. It was all a media product, a by-product actually. He was troping Hank

Williams, of course, who captured the essence in 'Jumbalaya,' just dead-on nailed it, but

whose pronunciation of bayou didn't meet with southern parish standards. He was sub-

standard there, I think we can safely say. So what we've got in the Clearwater canon is your

basic misreading of a misreading--or mishearing of a mishearing, as it were. Don't mention

the younger fellow's name south of Natchitoches. They're okay with Hank Williams. And

Linda Ronstadt, of course, even though her pronunciation of bayou was worse than

anybody's--well, if you've seen the Hasten Down the Wind album cover, you know why the

Cajuns don't object. But anyway, area chauvinism runs deep. Me, I'm always very polite

over there. Reserved. Reverent. But this is not inconsistent with my normal behavior

patterns, and you good people are aware of this. You know this."

Perfunctory snickering.

"Sure, sure," Kenny said, taking a draw off his beer. His adam's apple made two

quick leaps as he swallowed. "I can't help but see it as basically not very smart to bother

English-speaking people who can praise God in Latin, sincerely, with a French accent. To

run all those systems at once requires a certain kind of linguistic genius, a characteristic we

may, for the sake of simplicity, refer to as evolved collective genius specialization. An

ethno-specific power resulting from idiosyncratic evolution. Primal, old world, Creole, red

neck: these flavors, mixed with equal parts humidity, cayenne pepper, and arrested cable-

television saturation produce the voodoo-affecting power hybrid we see today."

"Is that so."
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"Either that or it comes from sucking the brains out of crawfish. It's difficult to say,

since we have no control group to examine alongside the field variety, naturally occurring

South Louisiana Cajuns. And of course we have other such groups, the Gullah people of the

Sea Islands along the coasts of South Carolina, Georgia, and northern Florida. It's like

Galapagos. Separated from the mainland and so evolving in directions exclusive to these

peoples. Makes you wonder. I mean, it's just fascinating, idnit?"

Mary Belle's laugh sounded like a handsaw cutting through galvanized metal. "Ga-la-

pa-gos, Ga-la-pa-gos."

"What if each tribe and sub-group to infiltrate North America had been allowed to

evolve without the homogenizing effect of television and fast-food chains? What would we

have then? Rampant heterogeneity?"

"Ho-mo-ge-niz-ing. Ram-pant het-e-rog-o-ne-i-ty."

"Chaos?"

"Runaway antidisestablishmentarianism?"

"Run-a-way an-ti-dis-es-tab--"

"Bedlam?"

"--lish-ment--"

"Color? Spice?"

"--ar-i-an--"

"Freedom from conformity?"

"--is-nm?"

"But slam dancing," Rafe said, pondering aloud, changing the subject. "Have we
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really been reduced to this?"

"And things smaller," Kenny asserted. "Less significant. Trivial. And this

phenomena can be observed even in Louisiana, albeit in your more postmodern-type zones.

But our moving away from the big into the small is the crux. In the area of lobbying,

special interest groupism, I mean. This is a phenomenon running counter to the

homogenizing trend. The era of specialization, compartmentalization. It's the age of the

cubicle, of fading substance, disintegrating universals. And rival factions, Rafe, splinter

groups in direct conflict. They interface only through high-impact collision, ideological

head-ons, and in the dadgum process, through indirect influence, help create your basic

postmodern art forns: championship wrestling, arena football, Family Feud, full-contact

origami, co-ed quilting, slam dancing. And this is not something that's likely to change

soon."

"Why's that?"

"Well, you see, Rafe, even though it's May, April is the cruellest month and will

sometimes carry over, as we're experiencing now."

"Doom-say-er. Neg-head. Spoil-sport."

"Beg pardon?"

"Never mind, Rafe, it doesn't matter. But tell us--what were you doing out here on

the side of the road?"

"Puking."

"Pu-king?"

"Vomiting, throwing up, blowing beets, tossing damaged cookies?"
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"That's it."

"Well, damn, you like to get out from the house, don't you? Me, I just place a call

on the great white telephone." Kenny laughed and lifted his beer.

Rafe turned his head, looked into the woods. There was a short pause in the

conversation.

"You want, like, a ride?" Mary Belle asked. Her voice sounded soft, like she caught

something in Rafe's looking off, this same voice that could cut tin, inflict sonic pain. Rafe

felt a sudden urge to hug her.

"Where you headed?" Kenny asked him.

"Just back to the house. I'm out for a morning walk."

"Sure you don't want to go with us? We're on our way to the swimming beach for a

free concert. An environmental awareness deal. We got beer, beach towels, Deep Woods

Off, party favors. We got pimento-cheese."

"Party favors?"

"You know vitamin tablets, power buttons, hairy buds, disco biscuits. Your various

and sundry items."

Vague drug talk. Rafe wrinkled his nose, shook his head. "No thanks."

"Mary Belle," Kenny said, nodding to her, "whyn't you give him a mini-packet."

"I'd be wanting to pass on that, I think," Rafe said.

Mary Belle hopped off the fender, went around to the passenger window, rummaged

through an Indian-blanket purse the size of a rucksack.

"It'll pick you up," Kenny said. "No harm, used sparingly. Strictly harm-free
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dosage."

Mary Belle handed him a triangular-shaped plastic baggy of white powder.

"Coke?"

"Crys-tal."

"Quartz?"

"Quartz? Is that like bet-ter?"

He shrugged, stuck the thing in his pocket, and slid off the fender.

"Well, thanks. I must be running along. Ta-ta. Chow mein. Cheerio."

Kenny and Mary Belle made for their doors.

"Hey," Kenny yelled. "If you get to feeling better--I mean, when you get to feeling

better--snort, snort--why don't you hop in your boat and swing on over to the beach and pick

us up. We'll have a front-row seat for the concert."

"Might do that. I just might."

He and BFD started off down the drive. He heard the VW sputter and take life

behind him, then rattle away. He tried to whistle as he walked but could only make the

windy sound of air crossing dry lips. It made him think, for some reason he couldn't place,

of Ferguson's failed attempts at reproducing the sound of the human voice. It made him

remember his phone call.

Cunt. Bitch. Fucking cunt bitch.

Rafe had always been an unsuccessful whistler.

Mid-way to the house, he began to feel a serious sinking spell easing in. He stopped,

sat on a log under a dense shade. He watched BFD sniff around for a moment, then he took
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the packet out of his pocket. He picked up a flat rock, placed it on the log, placed the

packet on top of that, sliced open one end of the triangle with his pocket knife. The stuff

had melted, then fused together in his pocket. A solid clump. It looked like homemade

paste, flour-based. He stuck the entire baggy in his mouth and ran the tip of his tongue into

the slit, covering the tongue surface with paste.

One would perhaps have to imagine Chinese hot mustard laced with jalapeno peppers,

rust, and battery acid.

The searing of tongue, throat, lips. The searing of nasal passages. The opening of

sinuses never before discovered, virgin sinuses. He thought he'd die before adequate drink

could be found. Drano, he thought, would actually provide some relief, would be more

soothing than what now occupied his oral cavity. He settled for a nearby mud puddle,

scooping handful after handful of the murky brown liquid and eventually drowning the taste,

salving the wound, leaving a sandy grit between his teeth.

The stuff was quick-acting: in ten minutes, he felt blood pumping all through his

body, felt his heart about to jump out of his chest, felt the need to defecate. And after that

passed, he felt--pretty damned good, thank you. An industrial buzz, produced by a substance

with no basis in the natural world, no flowering Asian or South American plant in its

immediate past, strictly man-made substances brought together to form this high-tech

compound.

He wandered around the woods with BFD. Grinding his teeth, working his jaw

around in small circles. He had the strongest urge to talk he could remember--now that there

was no one to talk to. He sought companionship.
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"BFD. I say, BFD. Biffy?"

The dog kept moving nose-first through the brush.

"Well, screw you then."

He resorted to naming the flora and fauna to himself. Willow. Elm. Hickory. Pin

oak. Live oak. Water oak. Loblolly pine. Or is it bull pine? Ponderosa pine? It's a

fucking pine tree, Rafe. A tall, lanky thing with sharp needles and woody cones. Smells

like bathroom cleaner. Dogwood. Redbud. Mosquito. Common tree squirrel. Spider that

flick! better get off me. "Son of a bitch, get off me." Locust. No, cicada. Si-kah-duh? Si-

kae-duh. You say si-kae-duh, I say si-kah-duh. Fair enough. Mocking bird. Cardinal.

Ah! What lovely color! Blue Jay. Yeah, yeah, yeah, to you too, buddy. Deer! Hot damn,

look at him. A buck. Six-point maybe. A little guy.

He stood in one place a moment and began to feel something crawling inside his

boots and pants legs. Fire ants.

Fire ants! Ouch! Bitches. Cunts. Fucking cunt bitches.

Fire aunt: rotund woman of vague familial association who wants to "give you a

hug"--a ruse for getting her unsuspecting victim close enough to incinerate with flammable

breath smelling like meatloaf. Beware. Fire aunts are known to carry pairs of exceedingly

large incendiary bombs strapped to their chests. Your basic fire aunts.

Thirst drove him to the cabin, where he found the cement floor writhing with dying

insects of all varieties. The smell of the fumigants filled the air. His head was already

zinging from the speed. He felt for a moment that insects were crawling on his skin. Fire

aunts! His scalp tingled, vigorously, as if his hair were abandoning ship, forming a queue
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that terminated at the gang plank--the tip of his quivering nose. His hands began to shake, to

tremble, to vibrate like a motel bed. Magic fingers.

Work would prove difficult in this condition, he told himself.

He started in on the twelve-pack of Bud. Went to work on the new sculpture. Meth

monsters lurked in every corner. He'd heard about them: speed freaks see things coming at

them out of the corners of their eyes. Meth monsters, he thought. No one, it is said, not

even your speed freak of powerful vision, has ever eyed one straight on. They won't stand

still for it. Soon as you turn to face them, they're off. He stopped work occasionally to

investigate suspicious shadows, flashes of movement. Nothing.

He fmiished the beer in a fit of agitated sadness. He wanted more beer. He wanted

to stop shaking. He wanted his scalp to behave. How could he escape this condition? Was

there an antidote for crystal, something to counteract the effects, to stall this Crys?

Antidote, Rafe thought. Doting aunties. These women must be the character foils of

the dread fire aunts. Sure, there it is. More women of vague familial association, with fire-

fighting equipment. These doting aunties, then, must be pursued, must be sought out in the

bush, as it were.

He left the cabin to find Kenny and Mary Belle, specifically to find Mary Belle and

the antidote. He envisioned muscle relaxers of epic proportions, magical capabilities. He

hopped in the runabout and pointed its bow toward the swimming beach.

Throttle, steering wheel, waves, water, sky. He was back to naming. Sun. He took

off his shirt.

Weekend lake traffic was heavy. Power boats vied with sailboats. Fishermen vied
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with water skiers. Canoers vied with kayakers. Automobile tire innertubes vied with eighty-

eight-cent inflatable rafts. American crawlers vied with backstrokers. The lake's normally

calm surface rocked like the North Atlantic. Waves and boat wakes ran in all directions,

crisscrossed, collided, ran together, formed merger waves, mega waves powering toward the

banks with awesome determination. Windsurfers vied with jet skiers in the pursuit of these

waves, which they used as jumping ramps. Flashes of brightly colored fiberglass hurtled

through the air in front of Rafe's boat. America at its leisure.

Arriving at the swimming area, a large cove surrounded on three sides by heavily

wooded land, Rafe killed his engine and dropped anchor about fifty yards from the beach,

just outside the "Swimmers Only" zone demarcated by a chain of orange and white plastic

buoys. The area was already crowded with concert goers, musicians, support personnel.

The parking lot, a large asphalt white-striped surface occupying a place where the timber had

been cleared, was full. Cars lined both sides of the road leading through the woods toward

the highway. A large bandstand had been erected on the beach, over it a forty-foot banner

with the slogan ROCKING FOR THE WILDERNESS. Other signs, the size of highway

billboards, rose above the milling crowd: SAVE OUR PLANET. VOTE FOR CLEAN AIR

AND WATER. PROTECT VANISHING SPECIES. WHO MADE THIS DAMN MESS?

Some of the billboards had been sold as advertising space: TOP QUALITY LUMBER CO.

SAYS LET'S PROTECT OUR NATIVE FORESTS. BENNY BONDS CHEVROLET,

OLDSMOBILE, BUICK, GMC, SUBARU, MAZDA, VOLVO, ISUZU SUPPORTS

ENERGY CONSERVATION.

Rafe sat on the gunwale and searched the area for Kenny and Mary Belle. Nothing.
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Too many people. A sea of flesh and Day-Glo colors. Looking toward the open water, he

noticed the evening angler coming into the cove, a guy he often saw fishing the bank when

he was on his way home from the dump. The fisherman steered right toward Rafe's boat,

didn't stop until directly alongside. Rafe waved.

"Afternoon."

The fisherman nodded sullenly. He dropped anchor and began assembling his fishing

gear: fiberglass rod, chrome reel, large multi-compartment tackle box. Rafe had never seen

the guy this close up. His weathered skin had the quality of authentic bomber-jacket leather,

a bomber jacket that had seen duty in both theaters of operation, a bomber jacket that had

gone down behind the lines and spent some time in a POW camp. The fisherman was

skinny, thin legs and arms, but with a paunch that bulged even further when he got into his

elevated casting chair on the bow of the boat and went to work. Head down, cap bill

covering his eyes. He brought the rod straight over his head to cast. Ziiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiing--

plop. Ohran-ohran-ohran-ohran....

The cove was quickly filling up with boats, people dropping anchor to laze in the sun,

drink beer, copulate under the dash of their boats, showing their support for the

environmental crusade.

"It's a little crowded to fish here, idnit?" Rafe said to the fisherman. "I would sure

think you'd find all this traffic disruptive to your pursuit of game fish."

"This is my spot."

"Oh, I see. But I thought you fished the other side of the lake, along the bank. I see

you there evenings."
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"It's Saturday."

"Right. Of course. This is your Saturday spot. I guess the fish bite better here on

Saturdays, huh?"

"This is my spot. I fish here. This is where I fish."

"Fine. I just hope all these people out here today don't keep them from biting for

you."

"This is my spot."

Near the bandstand, environmental action groups had set up booths under large

placards bearing their logos. Representatives were on hand, passing out fliers, selling

bumper stickers and T-shirts. World Wildlife Fund. Greenpeace. The Cousteau Society.

The Environmental Protection Agency. Republicans for a Kinder, Gentler Wilderness.

Young Democrats Representing the Real People in Support of Our Native Wildlife. Other

groups had come out to support environmental causes and passed out leaflets as well: The

ArkLaTex Baptist Association. The Three States Area Christian-Marxists, The East Texas

Bowling League, The Judeo-Existentialists of Northwestern Louisiana, The Cubist House

Painters South-Central Chapter. The Neo-Classical Dadaists. The Non-Violent Boxing

Coalition. The Negro-Nazis. Fliers of all shapes, sizes, and colors floated languidly on the

breeze.

Rafe shook his head, and continued searching the area for Kenny and Mary Belle.

Nada.

The fisherman caught a rubber boot. A couple of pounds. He threw it in his live

well and hurled another cast. Ziiiiiiiiuiiiiniiing--plop. Directly between two ski boats filled
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with college kids playing frisbee from boat to boat. Ohran-ohran-ohran-ohran....

"Impressive," Rafe said. "No disruption of your natural rhythms. Like these people

weren't even here. The arc of your cast. The placement of the lure. The rhythm of your

reel in. Damned impressive."

"This is my spot. I fish here. This is where I fish."

There was a huge recycling effort being made at the event. Dumptsters marked

PAPER PRODUCTS, WHITE GLASS, GREEN GLASS, BROWN GLASS, ALUMINUM,

CARDBOARD, and PLASTIC formed a line to the left of the bandstand. Beer, wine, and

soft drinks in recyclable containers were on sale at concession trailers parked on the beach

for this event. Long queues had formed where these products were sold and people

consumed these environmentally friendly products as quickly as possible, went back for

more. Showing their support.

A carnival atmosphere prevailed.

Carnival, Rafe thought. Carn. Evil. Carnage. Carnivorous. Chile con care.

Wolf Brand Chili. How long's it been since you had a steaming hot bowl of Wolf Brand

Chili. I'm eating one right now! Well, that's too long.

Again, he searched the area for Kermy and Mary Belle. Impossible. A sea of tits,

ass, bulging Speedo swim suits, voluminous beer bellies.

A young bearded man in camouflage fatigues stepped up to the mike. Feedback

seared the air, reverberated off the waves.

"Testing, testing--"

More earsplitting sonic mayhem.
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"Welcome, land lovers, to the first annual Rocking for the Wilderness Free Concert!"

A round of earth-trembling applause.

Rafe wiped his brow with his bare hand. The sun was unrelenting. He took out a

bottle of sun block, 98, and began applying it to his arms and shoulders. If Kenny and Mary

Belle were here they hadn't sighted his boat, he guessed, or they would have made some

effort to signal him--if for no other reason than to escape the muddling humanity. He

wanted a beer but was afraid to leave his boat long enough to buy one from the

concessionaires.

The recycling dumpsters began to fill. Recyclable aluminum, cardboard, and glass

mounded, glittered garishly in the sunlight.

"Wouldn't happen to have a cold beer?"

"This is my spot. Been fishing here since 1964. This is where I fish. Saturdays."

The Sweet Hot Pigs took the stage first. Long hair, electrified acoustic guitars,

penny loafers. They looked and sounded, amazingly, like a cross between the Party Dog

Soldiers and The Gruesome Tongue Lashers. Rafe got the feeling, as he watched them play,

that he was the only one listening. The rest of the crowd seemed to keep its attention

elsewhere, specifically on the concession stand queues and lines for the port-a-potties, of

which there were 37 by Rafe's count. He noticed a large number of people going directly

from one service to the other. Working to the front of one line, receiving service, walking

across the beach, in front of the bandstand, without looking at the band, intent on the object

ahead, taking up a position at the back of another line. To satisfy his own urges, Rafe found

two empty beer bottles in the floorboard of the boat, peed in one, held the other over the
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side and let it fill, took a long drink. Lake water, gasoline, outboard motor oil, fish

excrement.

The fisherman reeled in a bunch of conservation fliers. Over three pounds, easily.

The size of the crowd continued to grow. More boats, more cars, more trucks

bearing recyclable soda, beer, and solid foodstuffs.

The recycling dumpsters neared capacity. Cardboard, brown glass, green glass, clear

glass, aluminum.

The Penetrators played a lively set featuring covers of songs by Cosmic Penis Envy,

The Subcutaneous Boils, Pelvic Thrust, etc. Their renditions were solid, professionally

delivered.

A helicopter began to circle the beach and swimming cove, creating turbulence on the

water, waves of hot air blowing across the surface, rocking the boats, making the electrified

sounds from the bandstand fade in and out between the chopping of rotor blades. The

helicopter had ACTION 3 NEWS on the side in large blue letters.

The fisherman reeled in the hubcap off a '62 Studebaker Hawk. A five-pounder,

easily.

"Wow!" Rafe said. "Could I have that?"

The fisherman threw the hubcap in his live well.

"This is my spot. I fish here. This is where I fish."

Ziiiiiiiing--plop. Ohan-ohran-ohran-ohran....

Quart bottles, half-gallon, tall boys, longnecks. The recycling dumpsters began to

overflow.
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The increased ambient noise, caused by the addition of the helicopter, called for

drastic measures from the bandstand. It called for Rap. N.W.A.W. (Niggers with

Automatic Weapons) stormed onto the stage, shouting into the mikes, razzing the crowd,

pointing fingers. They started their set with an original composition: "Baby, I Wanna Blow

Your Head Off."

No one was listening. Moving from line to line to line. Buy a Greenpeace T-shirt.

Get in line for beer. Drink beer in port-a-potty line. Piss. Buy a hot dog. Get in port-a-

potty line....

A lifelike football tackling dummy. A forty-pounder, easily, the state record, no

problem. Zimmig--plop. Ohran-ohran-ohran....

Recyclable cans, bottles, cardboard, and paper from the overflowing dumpsters began

to creep down the beach and into the water. Rafe saw an unopened beer can in a neoprene

insulator float up near the boat. He grabbed it, popped the top. Tepid Coors.

There was a problem developing on the bandstand. The Northeast Texas Feminist

League was taking offense at N.W.A.W.'s "Bitch, I'm Gonna Split You Down the Seams."

A fight ensued. The Skully Chapter of the NAACP tried to intervene. Members of the

NRA opened fire on them. Screaming. Mass hysteria. People on the beach ran for the

water. The TV helicopter came in lower for close-up shots, the cameraman hanging off one

runner, mini-cam pressed to his eye.

Rafe hauled in his anchor and began looking for an opening, a path of any width at

all, between the accumulation of motorized and non-motorized floatation devices: the boats,

the canoes, the inflatable rafts, rafts made of lashed-together recyclable beer cans.
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The distinctive rear spoiler off a '69 Dodge Daytona, a fifty-pounder, no problem.

Ziiiiiiiiiiiiiing--plop. Ohran-ohran-ohran-ohran....

"Keep your head down when you cast."

"This is my spot. I fish here. Nobody's running me off. This is where I fish."

The only thing for Rafe to do was nudge the bow between crafts, to force his way out

of the cove. Air and water turbulence was ferocious. The noise, deafening. Bullets

whistled overhead.

He scraped a sparkling new competition skier's tow boat, hard, trying to get past it.

Loss of paint, loss of fiberglass. He leaned over his gunwale to apologize. A menage a

trois was in progress in the bottom of the tow boat. He waved and pushed down on his

throttle.

Environmental awareness pamphlets floated all around him. Cardboard, paper,

aluminum, green glass, brown glass, clear.

He nailed the throttle. The boats ahead saw him coming, like a bull in a china closet,

a bull on steroids. They got out of his way.

In a few moments, he reached the open water and headed for home. Trembling like a

motel bed. Magic fingers.

At three in the morning, he climbed into bed, another piece complete. What a

weekend.

Wired even tighter than the night before, he stared at the ceiling. His eyes were held

open with springs--he just knew it. Close them: boing! He felt complacency sinking in and
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didn't know why. He was happy with the world. He forgave everybody everything. It was

damn tough to be here, so cheating--in all its various forms--was allowed.

After a half hour, he could feel his body relax, settle into the mattress. Complete

release.

Release. Re-lease. Re lease. Re...lease. Re......lease. Re......

II.

He's in an urban bar. The warehouse district. He's on a barstool. People with tie-

dyed hair are slam-dancing in the next room. He sees the band through the doorway:

armadillo on guitar, possum on drums, a six-foot turkey buzzard at the mike. They're

playing speed metal.

A girl in a black mini-skirt that just covers her ass sits at the barstool next to him.

World-class cleavage. Erect nipples. She looks vaguely like every woman he's ever known:

a little Lori Bookout, a little Chardonnay, a smattering of Mary Belle, some Opal. Her

hair's dyed bright green, the color of kiwi fruit.

They get talking. She drinks Southern Comfort. Prefers Braque to Picasso. Likes

the Dead Kennedys. She lives close by, above a small art shop.

It's a short walk.

On the couch, they explore each other's body with their tongues. Her body tastes

like milk and kiwi. He comes. More exploration. He comes again.

They sit with their feet on the coffee table, sipping Coke.

He feels warm, happy. Until the pounding at the door. She pushes him into the
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bedroom and goes back to open the door as he peaks through the keyhole.

There are two of them. Big. Ugly. Shaved heads. Black leather. Their metal

regalia clanks and clatters. They grind like machines. One slaps her face and she lands on

the couch. She covers her face with her hands. The two thugs take off their pants. They

pin her to the coffee table. They force themselves inside her, simultaneously. One, in her

mouth, as he straddles her neck. The other, while crouched between her legs. They curse

her, as they slam against her body.

He stands back from the keyhole. Hesitates a long moment. He tries to think what

he might do, then hears the sounds become more violent. He opens the bedroom window.

There's a fire escape. He climbs onto it and feels he'll get away. He starts down, his

nervous shoes fumbling with the steps. A loud clang! A screech of metal as the structure

breaks loose from the wall and swings, then gives way. He falls....

III.

Rafe awoke with wet underwear, his mouth tasting like it was stuffed with dry,

gummy oatmeal. He looked at his clock radio. 5:37, the colon blinked viciously. He was

afraid of sleep now, and dragged himself to the shower, jittery from the speed, feeling thin

and beaten from lack of sleep and lack of good food, and from too much work with sparking

metal, from his dreams. An environmental awareness concert? A trip to an urban bar?

What was real?

After the shower, with nothing else to do besides maybe sit on the dock and think, he

tore the plastic off his chemistry set: Microscope, beakers, test tubes, various colored
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liquids, various powders, litmus paper. Above all else, Rafe didn't want to hurt himself. It

had been a bad weekend--in many ways, and one of them was his body's relationship with

chemicals. He read the directions, written on the third-grade level. Not too difficult to

comprehend: he bore down and did the best he could.

At seven-thirty, he left for Orlan's.

At eight-forty, while Rafe was up on the tower with his sketchbook, Orlan came out

on the front porch. He leaned against a roof support, smoking a cigarette, and didn't speak

to Rafe, or wave, or acknowledge he was there. Rafe remembered then he hadn't called at

eight to say he was opening shop. He expected Orlan to at least say something about that, to

hurl an insult, spit in the dirt, threaten his life. But: nothing, silence, a man in khakis

smoking, gazing across his property at the swell of pine trees on the other side.

Ten minutes later, a black cabover with a dazzling chrome bumper came out of the

trees and toward the gate, its engine winding loud in low gear. Rafe looked at Orlan, who

showed no surprise but checked his watch. The semi pulled a flatbed trailer with a new

bulldozer chained on top. A plain, gray Ford pickup trailed along behind the rig, driven--as

Rafe soon learned--by Orlan's new Cat operator. The trucks eased through the gate and

stopped, placing the bulldozer level with Rafe's eye. Bright, gleaming yellow, so new the

paint looked wet. Like a Tonka toy on Christmas morning. The idling cabover gurgled

through its upright exhaust pipes, venting black grainy smoke and acrid diesel fumes. Rafe

flipped the page in his sketchbook and began drawing.

Orlan and his new dozer man came around the back of the semi.
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"Rafe!" he yelled. "Look here, this is Frank Duchesne and he works for me now."

Duchesne was in his mid-thirties, short and stocky like a high school nose tackle,

with dark, close-cropped hair and a dark beard shaved flush to the skin but shading his lower

face anyway. He wore neat gray khakis and work boots fresh out of the box. Rafe nodded

to him. Duchesne nodded back and kept his eyes still, looking at Rafe a moment. He

almost grinned, Rafe thought.

The truck driver, a towering young Indian with long black hair hanging below his oily

dozer cap, wearing jeans and black cowboy boots, placed a pair of ramps behind the trailer,

then walked around its perimeter unfastening the chains and come-alongs holding the Cat.

Duchesne climbed on his new machine and cranked it: a fast bark, followed by an efficient,

rhythmic clatter. He eased backward down the ramps and waited for Orlan to climb up

beside him. They rumbled off to the dump.

"Men and their toys," Rafe said to the truck driver.

The Indian smiled. "What are you drawing?" he said.

Rafe showed him his quick sketch of the truck, a cross between a Peterbilt and an

Apache on the warpath. Smoke, fumes, war paint, Winchester rifle, feathers.

"You got it all wrong."

"It's just a quick sketch."

"I'm Sioux."

"My mistake."

"Burl Frazier," the man said, extending a hand.

"Rafe Holland."
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"Here's my card." Burl pulled out his wallet and took out a business card. "If you

decide to try again, I'd like a copy of the drawing."

"Sure thing," Rafe said.

Rafe helped guide Burl turning his truck around and driving back out the gate. He

watched it trail away and looked at the business card in his hand: Native American

Trucking. Burl "Sitting Burl" Frazier. He put the card in his wallet and went back to his

sketchbook.

At first, the sound of Duchesne's dozer, grinding and groaning in the background,

accompanied Rafe's work. Then it kept him from it. He caught himself staring blankly out

into the clearing-where, in his mind's eye, Stick and his ghost dozer were running head-ons

with Duchesne and the new Cat. Like a pair of rams in mating season. Duchesne was

winning.

Kenny came through twice with loads from the plant. Their conversations were brief,

because Rafe didn't know where Orlan was hiding.

"You look worse than yesterday," Kenny remarked, leaning out the truck's cab.

"Thanks to you," Rafe was sketching the Stick vs. Duchesne battle now.

Kenny laughed. "Up late, were you?"

"All night, every night."

Kenny ground his gears and pulled away. After he was gone, Rafe started thinking

about the buried dozer and speculating about how much Kenny might know. Not good, he

told himself. It doesn't look good. But maybe I'm just trying to create a television movie of

the week. Maybe Stick's death was just an accident and Orlan buried the dozer for insurance
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purposes. No murder conspiracy. Just a bunch of good old boys taking care of business,

after their fashion. Simple fraud.

He sketched Duchesne's face from memory. A first impression. The short hair.

The irrepressible whiskers. The philistine grin. The ram's horns. Fangs.

After work, once Kenny and Duchesne were out the gate, Rafe walked down to his

boat and removed the fiberglass engine cowling. He studied the motor for a moment, got his

tool pouch from under the front seat, with a twelve-inch Crescent wrench in hand, swung at

one of his four carburetors. Direct hit. Smashed air-intake grate. He removed the

carburetor with a phillips screwdriver, carried it to his pickup, and after locking the gate

behind himself, drove to Jerry Earley's boat shop.

IV.

Jerry's shop was at the end of a commercial-zoned dead-end street on Skully's lake

side. A large, square metal building. Harvest gold. Three mechanic's bays with overhead

doors. An air-conditioned office. Trailered power boats lined the blacktop parking lot,

bordered by a four-foot white picket fence crowned with concertina wire. Ski rigs, bass

boats, day cruisers.

Rafe found an empty spot to park his truck, picked up his vandalized carburetor off

the floorboard, and walked toward the shop. He could smell the axle grease and gasoline.

Heard the radio blasting a Beach Boys' song. The sun was still out.

A fuchsia-colored jet boat with a tapered nose like a shark occupied the first bay, the
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only door open. Jerry stood beside it, one elbow resting on the gunwale, wearing clean blue

jeans and a pale green short-sleeve shirt. He had a stethoscope in his ears with the sounding

pad placed on the boat engine's intake manifold. One of his mechanics stood on the opposite

side, up to his armpits in the glittering, chrome-slathered engine, which rose from the craft's

tail section--in all its high-intake, fuel-guzzling glory--like a shrine. Its shape suggested the

Taj Mahal. Except of course for the chrome exhaust headers curling away to the rear.

Instruments designed to produce lowered back pressure. And an incredible amount of noise.

Horns.

Jerry saw him come through the door, maintained the concerned quizzical look on his

face, came forward and extended his hand. "Rafe," he said, by way of greeting, entirely

serious.

"Hello, Jerry. Hard at work, I see."

Jerry nodded, motioned him over to the jet boat.

"I think I got it," the mechanic said, straightening up from the jet boat. He was a

young guy, wiry reddish-brown hair, freckles, pudgy cheeks. His voice was slow, deep--

didn't go with the freckles.

"Wayne," Jerry said, pointing to him. "Rafe." Pointing to Rafe. "All right, Wayne,

let's give it a shot." Jerry put the stethoscope on the intake manifold again.

Rafe watched the mechanic as he moved toward the front of the boat, reached across

the steering wheel, turned the key. He worked the throttle lever with his left hand.

The engine fired a bark like a double-barreled howitzer. It caught on the second try.

As he pulled on the throttle, revving it, the noise became enormous, like the growl of a
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weightlifter making his lift, like Atlas groaning when he heaved the earth onto his shoulder

in the cosmic clean-and-jerk. Rafe felt the concrete vibrate under his feet, heard the shop's

thin metal roof rattle overhead.

Jerry waved the Indian "How" sign and the mechanic shut it off.

"All right, Wayne, good work." Still entirely serious. "Accomplished, well planned,

thoroughly thought through. Sensitive, Wayne. There's a heightened sense of awareness in

your work, an attention to microscopic detail, a feeling for the subtleties. We'll see you in

the morning."

The mechanic nodded, rolled his eyes, and walked around the back of the boat. Rafe

watched him go.

"My new help," Jerry said.

"Oh?"

"Came in here yesterday. Said he had some experience with jet-boat engines. I gave

him a job, Rafe. Took a chance on him. This is what sustains me--giving bright deserving

young people an opportunity." There was a definite sparkle in Jerry's eye when he said this,

a twinkling that made the eyes stand out against the heavily bearded face, the curtain of long

straight whiskers.

"What were you doing up here on Sunday?"

"It's a twenty-four hour job, Rafe. My corner of the universe, my cosmic

assignment. These boats mean a lot to people. They mean a lot to me."

"Yeah, I noticed your parking lot was full. You must be raking in some serious cash."

"I do a lot of charity work, pro bono, young families with heavy mortgages, limited
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recreation time. There's a need there, a gap. And this is what sustains me, Rafe. Did I say

that already?" He had the quizzical look again, not focusing on Rafe, thinking to himself,

pondering his own consciousness.

"Anyway," he continued, "what brings you out? What's the need here, Rafe, bottom

line, net net? You're sacrificing your art to come here. I sense that. You're sacrificing

your art time, your sculpting space. So what is it, Rafe, that we're sacrificing art for?"

"Carburetion, Jerry." He held up the damaged component.

"Sacrificing art for carburetion," Jerry said, taking it from him and turning it over in

his hands, gingerly. "I'm not surprised. It's fairly common. An aging unit, one that's seen

a lot of duty, logged the hours. There's a wearing down, a slackness forms, the machine

begins to lose its cohesiveness. Come into my office, Rafe. Let's talk about this."

They went into the shop's small, sanitized office. Fluorescent lighting, various kinds

of ivy and other potted plants, a large fish tank gurgling softly in one corner. The walls

were covered with charts, tables, schedules. Customers' names were listed, type of craft,

symptoms, diagnoses, treatment programs. They sat at Jerry's dark veneer desk, the

carburetor resting between them, nestled in a red shop rag, on top of Jerry's desk-pad

calendar: "Rolly-Quirkson Pharmaceuticals."

"How are things out at the dump?" Jerry asked. "Your professional life, personal

life?" He had taken out a small pad and pencil, begun making notes.

Rafe leaned back in the institutionally cushioned chair. He was suddenly in no mood.

"I guess Orlan filled you in on the accident, Jerry. I want to know what you know."

Jerry nodded. "Yes, Rafe, we all need to know. These things need to be out in the
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open. We need to talk about it. Support one another. I was devastated to hear about the

accident myself. I sought immediate counselling, of course. I hope you did. Did you,

Rafe? Well, anyway, you're here now. Let's get to your problem. First--" he was

scribbling copiously on his pad now "--we have the carburetor. Obviously abused,

dysfunctional, scarred. What can you tell me about this, Rafe? What was the sequence of

events? What's our situation? Recap for me."

"I got a busted carburetor, Jerry. Listen, what do you know about Orlan Gits? Is he

mixed up in some sort of government payoff involving Marvin Ferguson? What do you

know about Ferguson?"

Jerry nodded significantly and made notations on his pad. Rafe tried to look over the

top to see what he was writing.

"What are you writing?" he said.

"You're projecting, Rafe. Blocking. Diverting, creating diversions."

"Jerry, this is Rafe. I'm sane, innocent, and not suffering here. I'm in no danger.

I'm a rock, Jerry. But these other people around here. Orlan Gits, Marvin Ferguson,

possibly Lori Bookout. Possibly Kenny Mims. Perhaps something to do with Mary Belle

Candy. What do you know, Jerry? Speak."

"Displacing. Serious displacement. Advanced stages."

"Are we talking nuclear waste, Jerry? Radioactive waste? Government payoffs?

How far does it go? What are the levels?"

"Paranoia. Chicken Little Syndrome."

"What's your involvement, anyway? First I see you talking to Orlan, then Ferguson.
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What's the deal?"

"Backlashing. Finger pointing."

"Okay, Jerry, fix my carburetor. It's suffering. It had an altercation with a large

Crescent wrench. Multiple fractures, contusions, lacerations."

Jerry swiveled parallel to the desk and fingered the carburetor's shattered air grate.

"I'm glad you're ready to face this thing, Rafe. You've taken a big step. Let's talk about

what happened to this carburetor. Let's find the root problem here. We'll have to look into

your other problems, of course. This is the way. This is the recovery path."

Rafe stared at the wall.

"Now, what's the unit here--'68 Evinrude?"

"69," Rafe said.

Jerry nodded.

"It's worked out well. Being able to take the boat back and forth from Orlan's to the

cabin." Rafe put his feet on the desk, relaxed, like he was on the shrink's couch. "I depend

on my craft, Jerry. It's my support unit."

"Good. Now, how are we going to get you to work in the morning?"

"I can park the truck in the woods out by the road in front of the cabin. Walk the

rest of the way."

"Good. Willingness to sacrifice."

After a short pause, Jerry swung to his feet. "Follow me," he said.

They went back into the shop, to a water-filled barrel beside the workbench. A

makeshift frame stood beside the barrel, with a Mercury outboard engine mounted on it and
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the engine's lower unit submerged in the barrel.

"Ninety-horse Mercury," Jerry said. "Recently restored, rejuvenated." He rubbed

his fingers over the motor's cowling.

"Uh-hunh."

"It would insure your getting to work on time."

"Yeah, well, I'm poor," Rafe said.

Jerry raised one foot and propped it on the workbench. "But you're family," he said.

"You're part of the community."

"Uh-hunh."

"I'll take the Evinrude as an even trade."

Rafe thought about it a second. "You'll never get rich this way."

"Let's just say I'd appreciate the opportunity to do you a favor, to help out. And,

frankly, Rafe, I can see from the condition of this carburetor, that old motor of yours, it

needs some serious therapy and rehabilitation."

"But a gimme motor, charity, I'll feel guilty."

"Maybe, but I won't," Jerry said.

"Oh."

Rafe found this a troubling turn of events. le wasn't sure what to do. He took the

motor. They decided to go to Grandpa's house where Rafe's boat trailer was parked. They

had to have Jerry's emergency repair tow boat to haul Rafe's craft to the ramp, so with

Jerry's rig trailing behind his pickup, they took both their vehicles to the house. Jack wasn't

home. They hooked Rafe's empty trailer to his pickup and headed for the lake, Jerry in
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front. His bass boat's engine was a large V-six outboard. A shining black Mercury. In the

trailered position, the motor hunched over the boat's transom, stainless-steel propeller raised

behind and marking dead-center of the rig's low, wide stance, sparkling to Rafe's eye in the

late afternoon sunlight like the evening's first star. Or like a diamond-tip drill bit. Or a

Kung Fu star, a weapon. A rotary scalpel.

V.

The summer he was fifteen Rafe became an avid water skier. Jerry had a ski rig

then, and the three of them--Rafe, Jerry, and Jack--took it out most weekday evenings when

the lake was calm. They'd ski until dark. Or Rafe would ski. Jerry drove the boat. Jack

lounged in the observer's seat smoking grass. They had a blast. Rafe thought it was a great

life: sleep late, watch the morning movie on cable, tinker with his soldering iron afternoons.

In the evening, ride his slalom ski until he was too tired to climb unassisted into the boat.

He called it doing the wa-TER-ski. It was like a dance, a dance on water. Water dancing.

Cutting a rug. Carving the surface. Sculpting in liquid medium.

They seldom went to the lake on weekends: heavy traffic made the water too rough to

ski. But one Sunday in early August they did take the boat out. Jack's new girlfriend,

Wanda, talked them into it. She was a woman five or six years younger than Jack--in her

late twenties. Auburn hair, freckles. A 5'9" tomboy full of jokes, fun, energy. She taught

phys ed at Skully High, where she met Jack, the marching band's repairman. He liked fun.

Fun was good with Jack. And Jack's penchant for fun was the thing Wanda found attractive

in him, Rafe guessed. Rafe had himself developed a great appreciation, a deep admiration
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for Wanda. She told off-color jokes. She flattered his art. She knew how to solder. She

could ski. To Rafe at fifteen, this was what a woman should be.

When they got out on the water and Wanda took off her shorts, revealing her thin,

white bikini, Rafe thought he'd not be able to stand it.

Legs, he thought. Triangles. A confluence. A coming together.

The words long, length, vertical expanse were, he felt, just plain ill-equipped,

inadequate to describe Wanda's legs, which were bronzed from spending afternoons beside

the pool at her apartment complex. They were championship legs. Gold-medal favorites.

World-record contenders. Nobel Prize winning legs.

But from the beginning of the excursion, they had problems. To wit: the boat's

rectifier went out and they had to pull crank the motor--not an easy thing to do. Rafe had to

turn the ignition key--to get what spin they could from the starter--while Jerry yanked the

pull-start cord. Their timing had to be perfect. Most of the time they just left it running.

Jack was soon drunk, sloshed beer in his bag of grass and tried to dry the stuff on the

windshield, yelled vague insults at the park ranger's passing boat. Threw the life jackets out

as they cruised wide-open across the lake. He'd brought a half dozen battered, irreparable

brass horns on the trip for everyone's amusement: a French horn, two trumpets, two

trombones, a tuba.

After Rafe and Wanda had each skied a turn and given up on the choppy water, Jerry

found a shady cove and they dropped anchor and floated around the boat on the safety

cushions. Jack tied together his musical instruments with a nylon rope fastened to a cleat on

the deck, making a musical chain, a chain of sound, a brass-horn stringer. He threw the
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glittering thing overboard, then jumped in after it and went along the line, blowing soggy

notes between swigs of beer, as he floated on his cushion.

Jerry, always a moderate drinker, drank only soda pop. Rafe could see he was trying

to be the responsible one, understanding but responsible.

Around seven, the lake traffic started to thin and they decided to try more skiing.

Rafe took a turn, then Wanda. She was good, much better than Rafe. She had a lot of

experience and great form. From the back of the boat, Rafe watched and admired her

graceful athleticism. It was that she found a certain comfort on the ski, he decided.

Relaxed. Making smooth, sharp turns. Shooting out an impressive spray. Zipping across

the wake and using the crest like a ramp, so that the ski came off the water and Rafe could

see the air under it. Then landing with a small splash, staying in control. He could see the

muscles taut in her pretty legs, the gray tint of triangle in soaked white bikini, the triangular

confluence, the ram's head, the place where the horns came together.

When she finally tired and threw up the rope, he gave her a standing ovation.

"Like wow!" It was all he could think of to say, as Jerry eased the boat up close, to

where she floated in the water.

She grinned big, her hair streaming in her face, raised her clasped hands. Her legs

scissored gently just under the surface of the water.

Rafe leaned over the transom and extended his hand. "Here, I'll give you a hand."

She put her hands on the transom. "Let me just rest here a second."

Jerry rose from his seat. "Magnificent," he said, "wonderful, tremendous."

Jack blew water out of a trombone. "You know the phantom killer in Texarkana,
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back in the forties--he tied a high school girl to an oak tree and a butcher knife to her

boyfriend's trombone slide, then blew notes at her throat. This could be that same horn."

He laughed and started to put it to his mouth. "Here you go, baby. In honor of your

performance and clinging bikini."

A sour note, followed by laughs all around.

Jerry pulled Wanda's ski out of the water. Rafe started reeling in the ski rope.

"Hold on. I'll try the trumpet," Jack said, standing up, attempting to reach across the

seat. A wave sent him reeling into the dash, and then into the throttle lever, which worked

also as the boat's drive shifter.

The force of the engine's thrust tossed Rafe out of the back of the boat and into the

water. When he came up, gasping for breath, he got a mouthful of diluted blood. Wanda

was screaming.

Jerry jerked around and slammed the shifter into neutral. In another flash, he was

back of the boat and hauling Wanda out of the water.

Rafe watched as her legs dragged across the transom, covered in blood, a long, open

gash in the bronze skin. Things were happening quickly. There was a huge ugly tear in one

of Wanda's legs.

Jerry became a man in charge of a situation. Wrapping her with beach towels, he

packed Wanda's lower half in ice from the cooler. He pushed Rafe down in the floorboard,

beside her. She put her arms around him and he held on, started to cry and tremble next to

her tears and shuddering. Pressed his face into hers.

The engine gurgled, gurgled, heaved, and then Rafe felt the nose of the boat rise
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behind him, felt the whole world thrust out of that bloody, milky place in the water, plane

out, skitter gently on the shallow waves, the white foaming wake receding behind. He saw

the engine's black power head begin to tilt forward, toward him, as Jerry trimmed it out to

get all the speed the motor could produce. He felt the wind start to race around his ears,

faster, then faster still. He heard the engine's growling hum turn to a sort of insane scream

as the prop came closer to the surface, saw the rooster-tail appear above the surface of the

wake, curling away from the boat twenty-five, thirty feet into the air behind them, like a

giant white horn.
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April, 1959

There was a dogwood in the yard which she could see from her rocking chair beside

the living room's picture window. Its blooms were spent, ready to fall, and litter the yard

with flecks of white. It was beautiful two weeks ago, the round canopy perfectly shaped, like

a single flower with a hundred white petals.

She pinched the stone on top of the gold band on her finger and stared at the bottle of

bourbon on the counter. She'd brought it down two hours earlier. An hour later, she got a

highball glass from the cabinet and placed it beside the bottle. In another hour she might

pour the drink. Let it sit. And just before he came home, she'd pour it out, into the sink,

and wash the glass. Put the bourbon away.

No drinking, he said. No drinking until after the baby comes. The little doctor. The

little shrink. The more it grows, the more I shrink, shrink, shrink. The more I shrink, the

more I want a drink. A drink, a drink. I cannot think. The more I think, the more I stink.

Stink, stink, stink. Maybe I'll ask for a mink. A blinking minker for the stinking

drinker....



FISHEYES

I.

Once he'd towed the boat to Jerry's shop, Rafe drove back to his cabin's driveway

and bumped and bounced through the weeds to the first clump of trees. Lori's Corolla was

parked there, behind the small stand of pines, hidden from the road. He locked up his truck

and walked to the cabin.

She was in a lawn chair on the dock, wearing jeans, t-shirt, and hiking boots. A red

bandanna tied around her neck. There was something different. Something wasn't exactly

the same. He couldn't place it.

BFD had obviously been playing host. He was beside himself with hormones.

Dancing around on the dock, barking, panting, showing off. Lori threw his ragged frisbee in

the lake and he raced to the end of the dock, leaped, splashed down, swam around a

moment, then climbed out onto the bank with the plastic disk in his mouth.

"Evening," Rafe said.

BFD came running, barking gleefully. He reared up on his hind legs and propped his

front paws on Rafe's chest.

"Don't pretend you missed me," Rafe said to him. "Get down. Go on."

"A tender scene," Lori said. "The homecoming. A man and his dog."

"He'd prefer a woman. Somebody about like you. Want him?"

"What a tough guy. He'd give away his best friend?"

208
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"He's here to control the rodent population." Rafe fumbled with the screwdriver in

his door lock. It usually popped right open. Today, it was uncooperative and it took a

moment before his fumblings met with success. "Want a beer?" he called over his shoulder.

"Sure." He heard her yell it as he walked through the main room.

He returned to the dock with the beers, handed her one--unopened--and sat down in

the other lawn chair, popped his top and drank.

Lori looked at her can a second, then gingerly snapped it open, took a sip.

Rafe looked out across the lake, waiting for her to make conversation. She remained

silent.

After a moment, he asked, "What brings you out?"

"Oh, so I need a reason?"

"You do have one, right?"

He could feel her staring at him. He broke down and looked her in the face.

Pretty. The bandanna covered her tender throat. The thick blond hair was a little

tousled, forming a neat frame around her face, leaving a sculptured space between itself and

her shoulders. Her eyes were big. Her chest seemed rather flat. He had to admit, the chest

seemed a little flat, under the weather maybe.

"I guess I shouldn't have expected much. But I expected more than this," she said.

He felt himself melting into his lawn chair. He felt his face sag, felt the anger

draining.

"I tried to call."

"When?"
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"Saturday afternoon."

"I was visiting Mother. Why didn't you leave a message on the machine?"

"Didn't know who'd be around when you played it back."

She shrugged, wrinkled her nose, shook her head.

"Called back Sunday morning."

Her eyes got bigger, mouth began to form an "oh."

"Round ten, I guess it was."

She started to explain but he cut her off.

"Seemed like you were busy."

She watched him a second.

"Classical music in the background. Bolero, I guess. I'm no expert."

She was beginning to steam a bit herself. Rafe fumbled in his shirt pocket for a

cigar.

"Stringed instruments, woodwinds, that melody. What's the word--haunting? That

haunting melody. I'll admit, it affected me to. Sexy music."

"Don't jump to conclusions, Rafe."

"I'm not jumping. No jumping here. Do I seem to be jumping. Believe me, I'm

locked on the ground. I'm a land lubber. I'm rooted--"

"You're a fuck."

"I'm a fuck? Now, I get it. I'm a fuck. I should have known. I feel so used,

though. What about Ferguson, Marvelous Marv? Is he just a fuck too?

"No, not that kind of fuck, Rafe. You're definitely not a professional fuck. You're
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a--I hate to tell you, Rafe. You're an amateur fuck. If I wanted to get professionally

fucked, believe me, it wouldn't be you."

"Ferguson huh?"

"I wouldn't know about his qualifications."

"Wouldn't huh?"

"Nope."

"Well, please, by all means, fuck whoever you like. Me, I stay here--"

"Whomever, Rafe. Fuck whomever you like."

"That's what I'm saying, babe. Fuck whomever you like. Don't mind me."

He had the cigar in his mouth, felt his pockets for a light.

"But, I mean--he couldn't be any good, could he? That big fat ugly neck. Like

yucko. Must be hung like a horse, huh?"

She jumped up and started off the dock.

He tackled her in the grass.

She slapped him three times, hard, before he got his tongue in her mouth.

"I just have one question," he said, pulling away from her face, still pressing her to

the ground. "What happened to our tits?"

"Our tits?"

"The tits."

"I traded them in."

"For what?"

"Okay, I gave them away. I had a reversal, a simple procedure. Here one minute,
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gone the next. I did it on my lunch hour. Sometimes I take two hours for lunch, Rafe. It's

amazing you know, medical technology. You wouldn't believe the procedures they perform

these days."

"But I rather liked them. The tits."

"Male pressure for women to look like Barbie dolls, Rafe. I was giving in. It's sick.

I was an object of sexual desire. I was the sum of my parts."

"Incredibly firm. That's the first thing you notice when you get them in your hands,

or even just see them in the right light, under certain clothing. The incredible ripe

watermelon firmness. The size, of course, too."

"Silicon, Rafe. It's bad business. Chemicals, alien fluids set loose in your body.

It's bad, very bad. And the pain of the operation. Of course, there's pain with the reversal,

and a continuing pain afterwards which is magnified now by you putting your big galoot

weight on me. Could you just get off me, please."

"What about saline? They've got saline now."

"Get over it, Rafe."

They lay on the bed in his tiny room, looking at the black sky at an angle through the

window. There was no moon, but the stars were out, bright.

"Where are my panties?"

"In the yard," Rafe said, still looking through the window. "Unless BFD carried

them off somewhere and buried them. He's like that."

"Have you got a long t-shirt or something? I'm hungry."
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"You mean you'll walk around here in the light with nothing on but a thin t-shirt, the

t-shirt I select for you to wear?"

"Sure."

"Are you on the pill?"

"Yep. "

He was strangely saddened by this. "How long?"

"T-shirt, Rafe. T-shirt."

He rolled over, like he was trying to sleep. "Look in the second drawer there,"

meaning the small dresser against the wall.

She got up, found a shirt, and padded out of the room.

He stared at the wall, listening as each of her sounds explained itself. She was in the

bathroom, lowering the seat, peeing. She was walking out, flicking off the light behind

herself, going into the kitchen. Now in the refrigerator, now the cabinet, the refrigerator

again.

"What the hell do you eat?" she yelled.

"This and that." He still didn't feel like getting out of the bed.

"So I guess baloney is this, and kiwi is that?"

"A genius."

"Want a sandwich?"

"Please."

"Were those the last two beers?"

"Yep."
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"Is the milk good?"

"Should be. But there's a bottle of I.W. Harper in the cabinet."

A pause. "'Oh, I see it. How are you taking yours?"

"Neat."

"Oh, come on."

"Okay, with ice and water."

He spread some towels on the workbench for them to sit on in their long t-shirts.

Between them Lori placed a plate of sandwiches, cut into triangles, and some sliced kiwi.

She chewed deliberately, sandwich held at breast level.

"You have any idea what's in baloney?" she asked.

"Nobody does," he said. "It's one of life's little mysteries. And I like it that way.

If you don't know what it is, it can't hurt you."

She nodded, looked around the room, studied the art work.

"Impressive," she said.

"Oh, you're just saying that."

"No. I wouldn't."

"Not even for me?"

"You're the one artist I wouldn't say it for."

"Want to model?"

"What parts would you add? Wings? A tail? You'd give me horns, wouldn't you?"

"I was just kidding. I wouldn't even attempt it."

"I didn't flck Ferguson, you know."
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"None of my business."

She stopped chewing and stared into space a moment.

"What do you mean?"

What do you mean? he thought. Very little. A man of slight meaning. A low mean

average. A mean mean. Eenie meanie miney moe.

"None of my business," he said.

"Take that back."

"All right, I take it back."

"You didn't come running when you thought I was fucking him, though, did you?"

"You know me."

"Yes, that's why we're not married."

"Don't kid yourself."

"Don't kid yourself," she said, grinning at him.

"Spend the night?"

"I've got to be at work pretty early."

"We'll set the alarm for five, shower, hike to the cars, and go to Old Main Street

Cafe for eggs and coffee."

"Carry me to bed."

She felt like a big lump of silk in his arms.

The next morning, they enjoyed, thoroughly, their hike to the cars. Birds. Shuffling

animal sounds in the undergrowth. Air cool and thick with the smell of vegetation. They
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drove downtown to a cafe on the square, parked in the alley behind. The chrome and

formica tables were occupied by old men drinking coffee and smoking cigarettes. Six thirty

a.m. It smelled like coffee and cigarettes. And frying bacon, eggs, milk. Institutional

chinaware clattered in the background. Rafe ordered the Texas-Big Breakfast: Steak, eggs,

hashbrowns, two strips of bacon, biscuits and gravy, coffee, a glass of milk. He added a

small bowl of fruit. Lori called his order and raised him a stack of pancakes.

"My, aren't we a big girl these days," Rafe said.

"Breakfast is my meal."

"What comes later? Puking? The old splurge and purge?"

"Hell no. This stuff has to be paid for."

She was mildly distracted, looking around the room. Rafe followed her eyes.

George Whittelmacher sat in the corner booth reading a newspaper. It looked like The New

York Times. Definitely not The Skully Times Picayune Sun. His name must not have

appeared there, his own paper.

Their waitress came over with coffee. Rafe felt her studying his movements as he

heaped in the sugar. He fumbled a bit. Nervous for some reason. Well, he thought, I

know the reason.

"Sugar?"

"I take it black."

I take it black. I take it back. Take it back.

"Recall our discussion last night?" he asked.

"Which one--the physical thing, or the verbal thing?"
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"The verbal part."

"Yeah?"

"When we lurched into the part about Ferguson?" He hoped he could just hint in that

direction and she'd take over.

She rolled her eyes and frowned. "I told you about that."

He lifted his cup with two hands and held it in front of his mouth, sipped

occasionally. "Nnn-yeah, well, you said something about it."

"No, Rafe, I did more than that. I cleared it all up for you--what you were worrying

about. Remember?" She grinned. The grin a mother gives her six year old when he

washes his hands before coming to the table.

Whittelmacher came toward them with his paper. Rafe noticed first but Lori quickly

turned to see.

"George.

"Morning, Rafe," George said, folding the paper under his arm. He wore the same

reddish-brown outfit he'd worn that day at Walter's. Eyes going this way and that. "Lori."

He nodded to her.

"Hi, George."

"You left in a bit of a hurry last time I saw you," Rafe said, remembering

Whittelmacher's hasty escape when Orlan came charging in the golf cart.

"Well, yes, Rafe." Dragging out the words. "Your boss may be rabid. And of

course nobody wants to get bitten."

Lori chuckled at this, staring into her coffee cup.
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"What about the Little League deal?" Rafe asked.

Whittelmacher showed confusion. Then, "Oh, that. No, nothing there. Looked

promising, but nope. Dry run."

Rafe looked at Lori. She was suppressing giggles--or trying to. Whittelmacher

noticed.

"How are things out at the plant?" he asked her.

"Oh, you know," she said, looking up at him now, smiling confidently. "The same

old stuff. National defense. Bombs. Bullets. Associated hardware."

"Yes, well, you'll let me know, won't you-if there's something I should know

about." Whittelmacher looked from Lori to Rafe, back to Lori.

"You bet, George," she said, then smiled at him in a way that would have run off an

officer in the Gestapo, or anybody.

He waved to Rafe, nodded to Lori, and walked out just as the waitress arrived with

their brimming plates. It took a minute to get all that food laid out in front of them.

"George been nosing around at the plant?" Rafe asked while breaking open a biscuit.

Steam rose from the doughy halves. He slathered them with gravy.

"He's harmless," Lori said, buttering her pancakes.

"What's he think is going on?"

She shrugged.

"What are you-CIA?" he said.

She laughed and started mincing her eggs. Ignored the question.

After a moment, she said, "Let's play hooky."
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Rafe hesitated. "'They're going to start teaching us algebra today," he said.

Algebra. Algae bra. Distasteful, he told himself. Stupid, silly, adolescent. Just stop

it. Quit it. Cease with the equation.

He looked at her shoulder, where the thin, laced strap of her brassiere just showed

through. He remembered laying it, gingerly, in the grass last night after taking it off, the

scar at the base of each breast, on the underside.

"Sculptors need trigonometry" she said. "Don't miss that day. Algebra you can

miss."

"What will you be missing?"

She shrugged, pinched a strip of bacon and poked it half-way in her mouth. "Nada,"

she said, chewing.

Rafe thought about it a minute. He might lose his job. That was a good reason to do

it.

"Shall I phone this Orlan Gits person for you?"

"Why you?" Rafe said.

"You could be home sick. Vomiting. Diarrhea. Some fever. I could be at the drug

store buying you medicines and ointments. Just phoning to explain you won't be able to

make it."

Rafe chuckled at this. He speculated as to what Orlan would say to her. It wouldn't

be compassionate. It wouldn't be flattering to Rafe.

"Shall I call this Marvin Ferguson person for you?" he asked.

"I'll take care of that."
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"I'll take care of mine, too."

He rose and walked over to the pay phone, against one wall, near the kitchen. While

it rang, he watched through the kitchen door. There was a young Mexican cook, flipping

eggs, deftly, enjoying his work. A man of certifiable talent, marketable talent.

"What?" Orlan barked.

"Orlan, Rafe."

"Well, what?"

Rafe pictured him rising from the table, walking over to the kitchen window--

stretching the phone cord-parting the curtains to look for Rafe in the gatehouse.

"I'm broke down in Shreveport."

"What the hell you doing over there? It's a goddamn work day, son. Goddamnit--"

Goddamnit. Shit!

"--Goddamnit. Shit!"

"Came over last night to meet with some-some people in the art business, the

business end."

"I'll dock you ever hour you're late."

"Fair enough."

"Well-goddamn it. What time you going to get here?"

"I don't know, Orlan. It's the carburetor. She's fucked, I think. May have to have

a new one. Mechanic may have to call around to find me one. Could be all day."

Orlan hung up on him. He walked back to the table.

Lori's conversation was longer. Rafe finished off his bowl of fruit while he watched
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her talk. She looked into the kitchen a second, wrapped the metal phone cord around one

finger, nodded, looked over to Rafe, didn't smile, and looked back to the phone.

She came over and sat back down. "Done," she said.

"It took some talking, huh?"

"I'm having female troubles this morning, Rafe. Works every time."

"What now?"

"You name it." She fiddled with her bowl of fruit.

"Your place is closer," he said.

"Let's leave the bump and grind for later. We've got all day."

"I just thought you might like to change," he said, sorry she thought he meant sex.

"I'm fine," she said. "I borrowed your tooth brush. Shook the clover out of my

panties. I'm adaptable. I can adapt to situations."

"Well, what then?"

"Let's do some dope," she said.

"Let's do some dope?" He was incredulous.

"Sure, why not? I feel like going a little crazy. Who's your connect?"

"What makes you think I've got one?"

"Just guessing," she said.

Mary Belle was planting geraniums in new redwood flower boxes hanging below her

upstairs windows. Bright reds. Coral. Some fuchsia-colored blooms. The mule stood just

outside the door, chewing a cud.
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"Like vis-i-ta-tion," Mary Belle hollered from the window. "Like come on up."

Lori petted the mule. He didn't flinch or move or even swish his tail. The morning

sun was already bright, making his gray-brown hide shine a little. Warm, almost hot, Rafe

imagined, to Lori's hand. The mule stared at Rafe.

"Shall we go up,"' he said.

Lori followed.

Mary Belle opened the door before they reached the top of the stairs, hair pulled back

and tied off in a tumultuous red clump behind her head. She wasn't wearing tie-dye. She

was wrapped in a thin, white, knit sack: a dress of sorts, which looked like it had been

applied to her skin rather than slipped over it. Heir boobs bounced freely, the areolae

showing, big as silver dollars, like the eyes of an enormous fish. Potting soil smudged her

mid-section. She held a small gardening spade in her muddy hand.

The strong chemical smell Rafe noticed on his first visit whooshed down the steps. It

smelled like the mini-packet they gave him Sunday had tasted. Caustic, industrial, acidic.

"Morning, Mary Belle. I didn't know if you'd be up. This is Lori. Lori, this is

Mary Belle Candy."

Mary Belle nodded, smiled.

Lori smiled, nodded.

"We're playing hooky," Rafe explained, as they entered the room. "Kenny'll have to

play in the sandbox without me."

"Like cof-fee?"

"Uh--not me," Rife said, looking toward Lori, who was browsing the room. "Lori?"
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"None thanks--hey, this is great,'' she said, petting one of the six-foot teddy bears.

She turned toward Mary Belle and grinned.

"Cap-tain Kang-uh-roo."

"The dancing bear," Lori said, nodding affirmation. She walked across the room and

bent down for a closer look at one of the healthy marijuana plants under the window.

"Beautiful," she said, fingering one of the lacy leaf clusters. "Sensimilia?"

Mary Belle cocked her head back and smiled faintly. "In-di-cus."

"All girls?"

Mary Belle grinned big now. "Plucked the males."

Rafe was looking from one to the other, like watching a tennis match.

"Red-haired buds?" Lori served.

"Pur-ple," Mary :Belle volleyed.

"Pine-scent?"

"Skunk."

Lori was looking out the window now, taking in the scene outside. Rafe saw a

chance to break into the conversation.

"Yeah, Mary Belle, we were--well, since we're playing hooky today. We--ah."

"Get high?" she said, raising her eyebrows for punctuation.

"Well, gosh, it seems kind of early," he said, looking toward Lori. "Is that what we

want to do?"

"Let's get some for later," Lori said. "Crank?"

"Oh, I don't know. Not me," Rafe said. But Mary Belle was already on her way to
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the back room.

Lori followed her.

Rafe found himself alone in the room. He looked about, remembered his last

experience here, decided he'd rather pee than sit in a bean bag.

Moments later, he was checking doors off the hallway, looking for Lori and Mary

Belle. He found a makeshift passage--made by someone's knocking out the back wall of the

hall closet, Grandpa's trick--leading to the silo's interior. He stepped into the closet and

peeked inside: fluorescent lights, a refurbished fire escape descending to the silo floor. And

there on the floor: a chem lab. An awful stink. A failing exhaust pipe ascending to the top

of the cone. Large chemical drums lining the perimeter of the silo's circular base. His eyes

began to burn. Nose hairs made a quick retreat. He felt like he was looking down at the lab

of--who? Frankenstein? Dr. Jekyll? They seemed small-time compared to this. It was

huge, elaborate. Ominous. A chemical-industrial complex large enough to--

Mary Belle grabbed his arm and drug him back into the hallway.

"I got lost."

"Like be more care-ful."

She flipped a light switch inside the closet and Rafe saw the great, soft white light go

out inside the cone-shaped cavern. She pulled shut the inner plank door, closed the closet

door.

In the living room, Lori held a packet of white powder in front of a lamp bulb,

turning it over against the light. Impressed, she whistled a sharp note.

Mary Belle flipped on the stereo and the same whiny guitar poked around the corners
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of her livingroom. Rafe resigned himself to a bean-bag and plopped down, crossed his legs.

Lori and Mary Belle, sitting halfway across the room, in clashing bright vinyl-covered blobs,

talked vaguely of plants and chemicals. It was eight-fifteen in the morning. Rafe was

watching another conversation, like a tennis match.

II.

Jack and Opal arrived once in the middle of the night. Rafe was seven. The

headlights of their '52 Chevy reflected off the garage's white-washed outer wall and shined

in his dormer window. He climbed out of bed in his flannel pajamas and bare feet and

peered through the curtains. Jack stood outside the car in dark clothes, his image visible

from the reflected glow of the headlights and the interior dome light. Opal leaned over the

seat back, gathering their things.

"Jack!" She yelled. "Luggage!"

"What's the hurry? I'll get it later. Let's go in and see if they're up."

"For Christ's sake, Jack, it's the middle of the night. And you forgot to turn off the

lights."

"You're right there by the stupid switch, Opal."

She slung herself around, reached over the steering wheel, and slapped at the dash.

The headlights blinked off.

Grandpa turned on his overhead. The light swept across the hall and into Rafe's

bedroom. Rafe kept his eyes on his parents--Jack standing defiantly in place, Opal glowering

at him through the car's open door--but he could make out by the sound of it that Grandpa
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was kicking around for his house shoes, pulling on his robe, mumbling about the noise. Jack

took another step toward the car.

"I'm anxious to see them, aren't you?" he said.

"What the hell is that supposed to mean?" she screamed back.

Jack threw his hands in the air and cocked his head back. Rafe could see his thinning

scalp even in the dim light.

"What's the damn commotion, Rafe?" Grandpa stood in the doorway.

"It's Jack and Opal," Rafe said, still staring down at his parents.

Grandpa didn't say anything for a moment.

"I've been busting my ass behind the wheel of that goddamn car all night," Jack

yelled. "I'm in no mood for this." He jerked open the back car door and began grabbing

things from the back seat. "Here!" he said. "I've got my hands full now. Can we go in?"

"We won't need your trumpet tonight," Opal said. "You want to put that back and

grab a suitcase?"

Jack threw the trumpet case hard against the fender, busting open the latches. The

trumpet's pieces popped out and fell in various attitudes on the side yard's glistening grass.

"Better come on back to bed, Rafe," Grandpa said.

Rafe turned to look at him. He was tying the belt of his robe now and nodding for

Rafe to climb up onto the high four-poster.

"You can see them in the morning. At Breakfast," he said.

"They'll be here?" Rafe asked.

Grandpa turned into the hall and headed for the stairs. "Yeah, I reckon," he
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grumbled. "There's no telling how long we'll have to put up with them."

When Rafe came downstairs the next morning he found Jack and Opal's belongings

piled in the back foyer. It was an impressive heap. Musical instruments and books of

poetry, clothes made of fake animal skins, hats of various shapes, styles, and sizes--both

genders. A bird cage with a cardboard cutout of Pat Boone stapled to the perch. An

extensive collection of Louis Armstrong records. A fully lifesize replica of the South

American anaconda in durable rubber. A plastic ice chest with the words "When you're out

of Schlitz you're out of beer" emblazoned on the outside, and on the inside three Kraft

mayonnaise jars filled with formaldehyde and the shriveling bodies of white laboratory rats.

An accordion file stuffed with restaurant menus. A picnic basket with nothing in it

whatsoever. Six boxes of matchbooks with "Jack and Opal, September 13, 1957" inscribed

on the covers. Corning Ware. Spaghetti noodles. Origami. A pirate's cutlass. The half-

eaten remains of a watermelon.

Rafe studied the heap warily.

Afterwards, he went into the kitchen where Grandpa was hunched over the newspaper

with a cup of coffee.

"Where are they?"

"They're here," Grandpa said. "You want your breakfast?"

"Is that pile going to stay out there?"

"Sort of ruins your appetite, don't it."

"It smells."
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"Yeah, I think it's the snake. You go on out to the front porch and I'll bring you

your cereal."

"What are we going to do with them?"

"They'll get antsy and leave soon enough, Rafe. But, you know, it might be fun to

have them around a while. They can be entertaining, in a strictly semi-professional way."

"Can I keep the rats?"

Grandpa had reached for a box of cereal in the cabinet and stopped now to scratch his

chin. "Nah, Rafe. Better let them take that stuff. And, come to think of it, go wash your

hands."

Jack emerged from the bedroom around one in the afternoon. Rafe had posited

himself across the hall, sitting Indian-style on the floor, and was there to greet him.

"My goodness, Rafe, you--you. How are you?"

"Fine."

"Come give me a hug."

Rafe rose to his feet and shuffled over to him. They shared an awkward embrace.

"How have you been, Rafe?"

"Fine."

"Good. Good."

They stared at each other a moment before Jack, rubbing his head and stretching,

said, "Well, Rafe, I guess I'll go on down and have some breakfast."

Rafe nodded reassuringly.
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Jack headed down the stairs. Rafe repositioned himself on the hall floor and waited

for Opal.

She appeared some twenty to thirty minutes later, her face glowing like she'd just

given herself a vigorous scrubbing. She was a small, slight woman with outsized features--a

wide mouth, protruding nose, big brown eyes. She was wearing a granny dress with a floral

print and infantryman's camouflaged jungle boots. Opal was a poet.

"Rafe!" she beamed. She really did seem excited to see him.

Rafe got to his feet and smiled sheepishly. Opal pulled him close and held his head

against her dress. From this angle he could see what the combination of floral-print cotton

and combat boots looked like to the wearer.

Jungle wear, he thought. Camouflage, foliage, flowers. Interesting.

Opal assumed a crouched position so that she and Rafe were face to face.

"So tell me, Rafe. How have you been?"

"Fine."

"How's school?"

"Fine."

"Do you have any girl friends?"

"Twelve."

"Wow, that's pretty impressive. How do you keep them all happy?"

"I give them money.

"You're a smart man, Rafe."

They smiled at each other a moment, in silence.
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"Hey, wait a minute, Rafe. I've got something for you."

She went back into the room, returning shortly with a sketch pad, a small canvas, and

a box of water colors.

"You like to draw, don't you, Rafe?"

"Sure."

"I mean it's something you like doing, isn't it?"

"Sure."

"Well, here, you take this. It's--it's. Well, just see what you can make of it."

"Thanks."

III.

"Tanks. Big, like, fish tanks. Hy-dro pon-ics."

"Terrariums. Isn't that what they used to call them?"

"Yeah, but it's--it's not the same thing ex-act-ly." Mary Belle took a puff off a joint

and held it out for either one of them to take.

Rafe realized he was staring right at her areolae, the fish eyes--unsuccessfully

blindfolded. He waved off the joint, as did Lori. Mary Belle continued to smoke it, like an

ordinary cigarette.

"It's wa-ter, see. And like, like--"

"Like those drip irrigation systems, huh."

"Well, like, sort of. But, it's the fish tanks, see, the fish tanks...."
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IV.

Opal started making talk about taking Rafe to an arts and craft show in Monroe.

"I'm going to take Rafe to an arts and crafts show in Monroe," she said.

They were in the kitchen, the four of them, like a family. Opal had suggested she

and Rafe play a game of gin rummy and he was now beating her soundly. The possibility

had crossed his mind she was letting him win--silly discards, a way of playing right into his

hands, laying down before she could really gin and tipping her hand. She had her long wavy

brown hair pulled back in a bun--unusual for a woman just off the piano bar circuit, but

there it was--and she was wearing a plain, thin, white cotton dress and no bra. She looked

like the picture of Emily Dickinson Rafe had seen in Miss Wadsack's office. Like Emily

Dickinson at Woodstock.

"Go," Jack said from behind a six-month-old copy of The New Yorker. "But when he

winds up artsy, or crafty, don't come complaining to me." He chuckled softly, self-satisfied.

"What do you want with an arts and crafts show?" Grandpa asked while pouring

I.W. Harper into his coffee. He was obviously more curious about this culture spree than

Jack.

"It would make a good day trip," Opal said. "Mothers do things like that with their

sons--I think." She looked as though she weren't sure, searching the men's faces for

approval, fidgeting.

Jack lowered the magazine to look at her. Grandpa, raising his coffee cup, stopped

midway to his mouth. Rafe looked from face to face, from face to face.
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"I could look around. Rafe might want to buy something."

Jack and Grandpa kept staring, then turned in unison toward Rafe.

"How bout it, Rafe?" Jack said. "Wanna buy something?"

Rafe, all eyes on him, felt the pressure of the moment. His family had come together

for the first time in his life, and they wanted to know what he intended to do. He stalled,

feeling he held them on the edge of their seats.

"Yes," he said finally, "I will buy something."

Saturday morning, Rafe and Opal took the Chevy to Monroe. It was a big car and

Rafe and Opal were small people already nervous about their first excursion. It didn't seem

fair, Rafe mused, as he looked around the car's interior--it was like a big fish tank. A tank

for big fat fish. He had to sit on the edge of his seat and rest his chin on the dash to see

what was in front of them. Even then, the world didn't start, it seemed, for another quarter

mile, the length of the hood. What if he was called upon to navigate? What then? He'd

have to crawl out onto the hood, straddling the hood ornament like a saddle horn, holding the

map in one hand and indicating the direction Opal should steer by pointing with the other.

This, he knew, was a dangerous maneuver.

Opal stalled the engine trying to back out of the driveway. Grandpa and Jack were

watching from the front porch. Jack laughed. Grandpa showed concern.

"Tough clutch," Rafe said. He was up on his auto lore, and he was feeling a great

deal of sympathy for Opal. He wanted everything to go well, and afterwards, for her to feel

she'd showed him a good time. He wanted her to feel she was tops.
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"I'll get it, Rafe. You hang on," she said.

Opal cranked the engine again and nailed the accelerator to the floorboard. They left

in a squall of tires, the carburetor sucking air for all it was worth, the aged chassis bucking

like a frightened pony, like a child's gitty-up steel pony on springs.

Rafe was thrown back against the seat. He looked over his shoulder to see Jack bent

double with laughter, Grandpa still showing concern.

They cleared the Skully city limit at eight-thirty and didn't stop until they'd crossed

the Louisiana line. Opal swung them into the gravel parking lot of the Sportsman's Lounge,

a state-line beer joint with severed catfish heads dangling the bar's "Welcome" sign at

highway's edge. The bar was reputed to have no locks on the doors--it never closed.

"I have to pee," she said.

Rafe was a bit shocked but tried not to show it. Opal pees? It had never occurred to

him his mother might use such a word. What word would you expect her to use? he asked

himself after a moment. Piss? Wet? Tinkle? He was glad, in the final analysis, his mother

didn't "tee-tee," like the girls in homeroom.

"What's the matter? Do you need to go too?"

Rafe shook his head intently. "I'll stay."

He watched her walk into the bar. She had to jump a puddle on the way, an act she

performed with the grace of a cat, leaving Rafe further amazed. What a mom. She really is

tops! The hair was still in a bun and had been since the day she'd suggested the trip. She'd

swapped the cotton dress, though, for a pair of mustard-yellow stretch slacks and a thick

wool sweater. She looked like Emily Dickinson at the laundromat.
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Gifted with an acute sense of smell, Rafe had a solid fix on the essence of curing

fishheads by the time Opal reappeared. The odor simply overwhelmed the Chevy's

outmatched lines of defence--mere steel, glass, and rubber. No match at all. He thought her

re-emergence would end this painful period in the olfactory danger zone; but Opal, her hair

let down now and drifting around her shoulders, went straight to the phone booth, which

leaned crookedly against the Sportsman's front wall. She dialed a number, then turned and

waved to Rafe while she waited for an answer. In a second, the connection apparently

made, she turned away from the car and held a five-minute conversation with some unknown

party.

Back in the car, she asked if Rafe would like something to drink from the

Sportsman's Lounge, saying, "They probably have some kind of soft drink. Big Red. RC

Cola. You want a candy bar?"

"No," Rafe said, still wondering why she'd made the phone call, and to whom. He

was suspicious about the trip now, and miffed that Opal thought she could pacify him with

RC Cola and chocolate candy.

Opal started the car and guided the column shifter to reverse. Rafe, bundled up in his

winter coat and stocking cap, his corduroy pants and wool socks, was conscious now of how

each of these items felt against his skin. And again, with the cool vinyl of the seat pressing

his butt, surrounded by the singular must of the car's spacious interior, he grasped some

sense of how small an entity he was in the world. Even Opal seemed to loom over him now.

She was nervous, but looming. She loomed nervously.

"Are you having a good time so far?" she asked.
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"Sure."

"You're going to meet someone new today. Would you like that?" She fumbled with

a cigarette and lighter.

Rafe couldn't decide. He'd thought when they left he was going to be Opal's center

of attention. Now he was sure he wasn't. But, on the other hand, he considered the

possibility it might be someone worth meeting. For curiosity's sake.

"Boy or girl?" he asked.

The Zippo was giving Opal a time. The flip-top wouldn't seem to flip for her.

"Uhhh--boy. Man. A big boy."

"Name?"

"Henry. Henry Duhon. But call him Henri. Can you pronounce that?"

Ornery, Rafe thought.

"Sure," he said.

"It's French you know."

Rafe nodded significantly.

"He paints." She had her cigarette lit now and was showing more confidence.

Rafe was getting a clearer picture. A couple of Grandpa's buddies were painters.

They were ornery too. Heavy drinkers. Falling-off-the-ladder types. He and Grandpa had

helped them once. They painted an entire house the color of aircraft aluminum, even the

bales of hay sitting on the back porch. When the owner of the house came home, she called

them a whole slew of French words.

So that's the kind of fellow we'll be dealing with today, Rafe mused, proud to be a
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young man of experience who knew what to expect.

V.

"Like lead a-zide."

"Lead azide," Lori repeated.

"Yeah, like that's one. And then there's a-noth-er one. Lead styph-nate. Sounds

like, you know, like dead-stiff Nate."

Lori nodded. "Is it deadly?"

Mary Belle nodded, toked on the joint. "In the wat-er," she said, blowing out the

smoke. "Dead fish-ies."

"Yeah?"

"Like bell-y up with their eyes o-pen."

VI.

The arts and crafts show was held in a large open field just off the highway. There

were a great many people already gathered on the grounds when Rafe and Opal pulled in.

The pickup truck was the vehicle of choice among the artsy-craftsies, great hulking masses of

battered steel with towering piles of saleable arts and crafts in the bed. Their leaf-springs

groaned rhythmically as they passed over the lumpy dust trails that led to the artists' and

crafts persons' respective stalls. Country folks, Grandma Moses fans, housewives. Tole

painters, paint by numberers, whittlers, popsickle stick artists, Reader's Digest Christmas

tree fashioners, pine cone sculptors. Their kids hung out the trucks' windows, clung to their
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running boards, rode atop the piles. There was also a large number of station wagons in

attendance, some panel trucks, a few Woodies.

"The arts and crafts craze," Opal said.

Arts and crafts craze, Rafe thought. He had the strange feeling he was in the

presence of some astronomically large and ominous force.

Henri was a small round jolly-Frenchman-looking man whose face was mostly

covered by a broad bushy mustache, wearing orange paint-spattered coveralls, tennis shoes, a

purple scarf tied in an artful knot around his neck. He sold his wares from the back of a

chartreuse-colored Ford Ranchero. His wares: the majority of them paintings of toreadors in

mid-ole. Bright oils on black velvet. Jesus was also portrayed--The Crucifixion, The Last

Supper. There were a dozen or so landscapes and sunsets in brilliant burnt hues. Rafe

recognized burnt versions of all the colors in his 16-piece crayola box. And there was a

single prophetic study of Elvis on which Henri, as he later explained, had spilled some paint

and made The King some thirty to forty pounds heavier.

He had an easel set up behind the Ranchero, where he was painting. A small crowd

had gathered. They followed Henri's gaze each time he looked away from the canvas and

off into the distance, mumbling their amazement at the way he transformed what he saw

there--the wall of a makeshift latrine constructed of spray-painted visqueen--into a brilliant

sunset in burnt sienna, burnt lavender, burnt aqua-marine, etc.

"Henri, I'd like you to meet my--my Rafe," Opal said.

Henri's crowd of admirers turned to stare.

"Rafe, this is Henri."
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The crowd turned its attention back to Henri, who raised his arms in pre-hearty-

embrace. Then, in unison, they looked back toward Rafe. He felt like running.

"Rafe, go and give Henri a hello hug," Opal coaxed.

Rafe had hoped he might perform the greeting operation from a distance, something

discreet, but realized now he'd have to play along. What kind of man is this, he wondered,

and why am I being asked to rub up against him? :Deciding to make the best of it, he called

on his voluntary muscles to propel him forward. They over-reacted. His gesture became an

awkward lunge.

Henri, apparently mistaking Rafe's sudden movement for enthusiasm, reciprocated

with an ungainly forward thrust of his own.

The crowd drew back.

Henri's armory of spare paintbrushes soaked in a pair of gallon buckets filled with

gasoline. The buckets rested on a folding wooden table beside the easel. On approach,

Henri accidentally hooked the table with his foot, projecting the buckets Rafeward. It was a

direct hit. Rafe was copiously doused with a thin acrid-smelling liquid, a liquid of a burnt

mottled green color. He was covered. Drenched.

The crowd gasped.

The gasoline passed quickly through Rafe's corduroy pants, the liquid's deep-

penetrating capabilities being then matched against the thin cotton of his underwear. No

contest.

He jumped. He danced. He twirled about.

The crowd applauded appreciatively.
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Rafe ran for the latrine, which he found to be, thankfully, uninhabited. He began

immediately to strip off the corduroys and defeated underwear.

About the time he'd got himself completely disrobed from the waist down, Opal came

sliding around the corner of the latrine's thin visqueen partition. Rafe stood still, his arms

hanging to his sides, naked.

Opal's gaze went immediately to his crotch. Upon seeing it, she let out a sharp

"Oh!" and covered her eyes. In spite of her hands, Rafe saw spreading across her face a

great bright redness. A sort of brilliant burnt blush.

Later, in a pair of Henri's boxer shorts, in paint-splattered overalls also belonging to

Henri, Rafe watched as Henri painted a picture for him. Rafe had chosen the subject: a

giant catfish. "A big mother," one bystander commented. "A monster," someone else said.

"The leviathan," said another. Henri's portrayal caught the big fish in mid-leap.

"Do catfish jump?" Rafe asked.

"Ours will," Henri said as he dabbed in the background touches. "That way we can

have this beautiful--" dab, dab, dab "--this beautiful sunset behind."

They ate lunch on Henri's tailgate. Pimento and cheese sandwiches. Lemonade.

Rafe sat between Opal and Henri.

"It's a good turnout," Opal said. "Lots of people here."

Rafe, chewing his sandwich, craned around to see her face. The look in her eye

suggested she was thinking of something else.

"Oui, oui," Henri said, "a big turnout." He had a distinctive Cajun accent.

Rafe whipped around to look at him.
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"You'll probably make some sales."

Rafe switched back to Opal.

"Hope so."

Back to Henri.

"Good for business."

To Opal.

"Profits."

Henri.

"Cash."

Opal.

"A bank account."

Henri, Opal. Opal, Henri.

"Little figures, keeping track of the numbers, carry the one, count the zeros."

On the way home, Rafe spent half the time turned around, elbows on the seat back,

admiring his oil-on-velvet catfish propped up in the back seat. The dash lights made the

burnt-sunset colors glow, made the eyes glow well enough Rafe could see them in the dark.

Opal smoked heavily. She sniffled. Her eyes glistened, the only features on her face

showing against the black of night.

VII.

They left Mary Belle's around nine, still traveling with both their vehicles. Rafe

followed. George Whittelmacher's car stood beside the curb a few blocks from the cotton
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gin. But no George. Odd, Rafe thought. What muck could he be raking down here?

They drove to Lori's apartment complex across town. Stucco walls. Suburban

landscaping. A near empty, smartly striped parking lot, dotted occasionally by Japanese or

European econo-sports. Timber Oaks they called this place--this place where they cleared

the oaks to build their apartment complex. Lori lived on the second floor. Her white walls

gleamed new. It smelled like new carpet. A school of brass fish Rafe made in art school

swam above the floral-print sofa. His Eyes of the World mobile, another teen-age piece,

swayed gently bellow the ceiling in one corner. And Medusa, a wall hanging he'd sent to her

via her father just two years ago, haunted the kitchen. One of the copper-tube snakes was

broken.

"I can fix that," he said.

"Wouldn't be the same."

"No. It would be better."

"Nope. Remember the nasty letter you wrote me last year. 'Dear Lori, I'd love to

come to Dallas to see you but there's not a decent art show going on there right now.'

Remember that?"

"Uh-oh."

"I was going to break all the fuckers off. Then I thought better of it."

"Realized I was just being honest and was dedicated to my craft."

"Realized you might actually make it someday, and Medusa will be worth some

serious cash."

"You're all heart. Have you met my agent? Mean bitch named Janis? It's knowing
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you two are over here keeps the Russians from invading."

"I'm going to change."

"Can I come?"

"Yeah, but not in me. Not right now. You sit on the couch. Admire your fish."

She started for her bedroom and Rafe grabbed her arm.

"Don't," he said.

She looked at his hand on her arm, then up to his face.

"Look, I'm--this is going to sound cheap--but I'm sorry for all the shit between here

and art school," he said. "I'm a little fucked up, you know. Or I was."

"Oh, well, that's convenient. What fucked you up? No burgeoning young female

artist turned up to be your love slave, one with thirty-six-inch tits and a deep, reverent

admiration for Rafe Holland. Did that fuck you up, Rafe?"

He let go of her arm and walked to the couch, dropped onto it. She looked at him a

second, then flipped on the stereo and went into the bedroom. Rafe was left to himself and a

cadre of strings: violin, cello, stand-up bass, etc. Rich, very rich.

In a moment, Lori returned in cut-offs and a new t-shirt--"The Houston Cat Show"--

and sat on his lap.

"This argument isn't over by a long shot," she said. "But it is for right now."

Rafe was glad of it. "Didn't know you liked cats," he said, looking around the room

for signs of one.

"I don't. But I thought I did for a while. Thought I liked fish, too. Betas. The

fighting fish. I had two of them, in adjoining bowls. They'd really stir up the water trying
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to get at each other. My siamese cat ate my little fishies, Rafe, and then he puked on my

bedspread. Need a litter box? A couple of fish bowls?"

Rafe laughed. "What was your cat's name?"

Lori formed her mouth like she was trying to smoke a big, fat Cuban cigar, but she

made no sound.

"Pardon me, didn't catch that name," Rafe said.

"That's it. That was his name." She formed her mouth again, made no sound. "Just

forming your mouth to make a sound and then not making it. That was his name."

"How could you call him to you?"

"Cats don't come when you call them, Rafe."

Later--after Chinese take-out, after losing to Lori at gin rummy, after slimy, baby oil

sex in the shower--Rafe sat up in bed.

"We forgot to do our dope," he said.

"Oh, yeah."

He reached over to the nightstand, where his half-fulled Lone Star stood next to his

emptied-pockets pile: loose change, a couple of folded ones, his pocket knife, key ring, a

six-count carton of Antonio y Cleopatra Grenadiers.

"Mind if I smoke?"

"Damn straight."

"You used to let me."

"Yeah, well."
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He studied the carton. Smiled. Read aloud: "Warning: This Product

Contains/Produces Chemicals Known To The State Of California To Cause Cancer, And

Birth Defects Or Other Reproductive Harm."

Lori, who'd been lying flat on her back with her eyes closed, had a small laughing

eruption.

"See, you don't have to worry about getting pregnant," Rafe said. "I'm probably

without zeros. One goose egg, maybe. A pair of fisheyes."

"Want me to get off the pill? Those chemicals are bad for my health. You are

concerned about my health, aren't you?"

He imagined Lori with a swollen stomach, a big, graceful curve--in the shower, with

the baby oil. He rolled over to kiss her and noticed, for the first time: on her nightstand was

a five-by-seven photo of the two of them in their prom-wear. He had shoulder-length hair,

weighed about one twenty-five. Lori probably weighed-in around ninety-three. If the purple

prom dress was soaking wet.

"That's a damn shame," he said.

"Yep. "

"You've kept it on your nightstand all these years?"

Lori's eruption was much larger this time. It took a good minute for her to subdue

the laughter.

Rafe plopped back on his side of the bed.

"Tell me what's going on at the plant then," he said.

She let off a few more chuckles, then rolled over and put her hand on his chest.
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"What makes you think something's going on?"

Rafe sighed. "You know, I guess I really don't give a shit. But, come, amuse me

with just exactly what Ferguson and Orlan, and Jerry, and Kenny, are up to. Be it nuclear

waste, missile silos, dead bodies. Be it zombies. Be it living creatures from the Paleozoic.

Really, I can cope with it."

"Jerry? Why'd you say Jerry? And Kenny?"

"Well, I guess they all know--whatever--don't they? Jerry was talking to Orlan.

Then Ferguson at the Scarecrow. And Kenny knows they buried that dozer. So, you know--

what the fuck, over?"

"How would I know?"

He stared at her a second. Then, "Look, you're making me out to be the bastard of

the world for not--caring, I guess. I don't know. But I care now. So how much do you

know? What's your percentage? What's your cut? Have you and Ferguson got a deal?

Who's in on it?"

She was upset by this. She was pissed. She slapped his face. Hard. The pain went

past his skin. His jaw throbbed.

"Stay out of it, Rafe. Just play dumb." She had her back turned to him now. "And

go sleep under your fish."

Rafe drove home.
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May, 1962

The little girl with tow-colored hair sat mantra-style on the floor surrounded by

brightly colored plastic toys. She didn't play with them. She played with one of her father's

briarwood pipes and got stale ashes on her pale blue dress, and some on her fingers and so

also in her mouth. It tasted like her father, just like daddy.

Her mother stood near the open window with a caramel-colored drink in one hand,

throwing shoes out onto the manicured lawn and yelling, "Daddy, daddy, you bastard, I'm

through," between mechanical laughs and mechanical drinks from the glass. Ladies' dress

shoes littered the green sea of lawn. Bright red pumps, black pumps, navy blue, taupe, pink,

white, pale blue.



SILO

I.

Wednesday morning, Kenny, who was always on time for work, wasn't. It was

unseasonably cool, low fifties. Rafe wore a heavy cotton windbreaker and stayed on the east

side of the guard shack, drinking coffee. Orlan drove his golf cart down to the pit soon after

Duchesne cranked up the dozer.

The phone rang at eight-forty.

"Hello."

"Rafe. "

"Are we playing hooky today, Ken? Is that what we're doing?"

"I'm in jail." Kenny spoke in a voice Rafe had never heard. Slow, deliberate.

Sober. "Ken?"

"I won't be in. Tell Orlan."

Rafe could here the industrial sound of jail in the background--mechanical, metallic,

hollow--mixed with the industrial sounds coming from the pit in the more immediate

background.

"Sure," he said. "Want me to get him?"

"No. Just tell him. If you don't mind." Rafe couldn't quite get over this voice.

Coming from Kenny. Hollow, mechanical, sober.

"Need some help?"

247
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"Tell me about your girlfriend?"

"Beg pardon?"

"Mary Belle says you and Lori Bookout came over yesterday morning?"

"Yeah."

"Well, Rafe, this morning, the sheriff's department came over."

Rafe watched a pair of squirrels race around a tree trunk in Orlan's yard. He could

see Mamie watching the same spectacle from her den window.

"And?" he said.

"At six o'clock this morning, Rafe. And I'll bet you they hadn't suspected for more

than twenty minutes she was up to something out there at the gin. They didn't even know

what they were looking for."

"They have a search warrant?"

"Oh yeah."

"I was with Lori until late last night. She didn't make any calls."

"They're open twenty-four hours here, Rafe. She could have called any time."

He paused a moment. "Yeah, well, Ken--this doesn't necessarily point to Lori."

"Who does it point to, Rafe? You just tell me, friend."

Another pause. "Need help getting bail, or--whatever?"

There was a long hum of phone line punctuated with the clattering on Kenny's end

and the grinding on Rafe's, and then, "I got no prospects, Rafe. I'll take any help I can

get."

Rafe promised to do whatever he could. Which was what? What could he do? He
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could get hold of the most can-do attitude he knew and beg a favor. He called Jerry's boat

shop.

"Rafe, I've got good news about your boat," Jerry said. "The transfer was a

complete success. We're still keeping an eye on it, of course. Letting it idle, charting the

vital signs, monitoring the situation."

Rafe watched Orlan motor toward the house in his golf cart. Squirrels scattered for

the woods.

"Yeah, Jerry, I'm coming by to get it tonight. But I got other problems."

"Oh?"

"Couple of friends of mine just landed in jail."

"Uh-oh."

"It doesn't look good."

"What can I do, Rafe. You just tell me. Anything, really, I'm serious about that."

"They need a lawyer and bail money."

"Say no more, Rafe, not another word. I'm on top of it. Now, who are the wrongly

accused innocents--what are their names?"

"Mims, Kenny. Candy, Mary Belle."

"Got it, Rafe. Now, listen, I'm going to need to know some things about them--

family life, personal attachments, emotional history."

"Bail, Jerry. They need bail money."

"All right, Rafe. I'll just pick these things up as I go. I realize you're busy."

"Many thanks."
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"You bet," Jerry said, just as Orlan reached the shack.

Rafe hung up the phone and walked out onto the platform.

"Well?" Orlan said with a cigarette clenched in his teeth.

"Kenny will not be in today. He seems to have been thrown in jail."

"For what?" Orlan took the cigarette from his mouth and held it in front of his face,

listening.

"I'm not aware of the charge."

"Well, it doesn't matter to me," Orlan said, turning to walk away. "He's fired. And

good riddance."

Jerry was, in the words of one of his mechanics, "gone for the day," when Rafe went

to pick up his boat. Rafe had felt all day like his nerves were trying to poke out of his skin.

He'd not heard from anyone since he phoned Jerry. "Gone for the day" didn't help his

constitution. He hooked on to the boat, hurriedly, took a quick glance at the new motor

gleaming smartly on the stern, and drove to Lori's apartment. She was not home, but,

strangely, her apartment door was ajar. He pushed it open and found the apartment to be in

shambles, turned upside down by someone looking for something. Like in the movies.

Like TV, he thought.

Everywhere--living room, kitchen, bathroom--complete disruption. His own artwork

grinning, corrupted, variously dismantled, showed through the confusion. Hideous, he

thought. Meanness. The place looks like a Jackson Pollack canvas. In Lori's bedroom, the

drawers were pulled out, her undergarments strewn about the room.
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The Garden of Earthly Delights, Rafe thought.

He waded through the mess, looking for a phone. He found it, plugged it in, then

searched for a phone book, found that, and started calling around. Mary Belle's: "Number

not in service." Jerry's: no answer. Kenneth Claudius Mims: no listing.

He drove toward Mary Belle's cotton gin while a thousand crazy theories fought a

battle royal in his head. With each momentum shift--stopping for red lights, accelerating on

green--he felt the boat trailer's weight push and pull against the truck. He forgot the theories

for a moment and pondered the more immediate absurdity: a man in coarse clothing, driving

a pickup, pulling a boat--he should be going fishing but he's not. He's looking for the place

where chaos is going strong, just about now, chaos, bedlam, a place swimming with it,

brimming. He sensed insanity was getting on remarkably well some place nearby.

He found it at the gin. The surrounding pasture held the showiest spectacle of the

spring. Absolute bedlam, beyond the most outrageous surrealist's most outrageous

conception of bedlam. In the six-o'clock sun, the hottest part of the day. Police cars, fire

trucks, narcotics squads. Various county and municipal officials. Ambulances. A mobile

burn Unit. A hundred or so bystanders: milling, running, stopping, gathering, separating.

They couldn't seem to decide whether they were at a picnic or World War III. Reverend

Whiteside had a van set up on the edge of the property, an electronic surveillance unit with

antennas, tape machines, scanners, long booms extending from the top, field mikes. The

van's side door was open and the Reverend and his wife could be seen inside, monitoring,

wearing headsets. The gin's same burning chemical smell charged the air. But much

stronger than normal. Exponentially stronger. Steam rose from the silo.
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Dante Hieronymus Bosch, Rafe thought. Boschian. Bosch by-gosh. The world is

Bosched. Botched. A botched canvas. Holy Hieronymus Bosch, Batman! The Boschleviks

are coming!

He parked in a vacant lot a block down and ran to the gin's gate, where he was

forced to stop by two Skully police officers. One of them, a skinny, young, clean-faced cop

holding a walkie-talkie in one hand, thrust out the other at Rafe's approach, and yelled into

his set:

"Somebody better call in back ups to close off downtown. We got more eyeballers

coming."

Through the milling crowd, Rafe saw that Kenny's VW, Jerry's pickup, and Lori's

Corolla were parked between the gin and the emergency vehicles. He kept looking that way

and found Lori, standing beside a cadre of special-unit cops near the gin's office door. They

were guys in solid navy blue jump suits, electronics strapped around their waists, wearing

ball caps. One of them put an arm on Lori's shoulder and started walking her away from the

building.

Just a few feet from Rafe, a voice crackled over the cop's radio: "Ten-four. Start

clearing your area."

"Ten-four," the officer responded. He clipped the set on his belt and started for his

patrol car. His partner, a handsome butterscotch-colored negro officer with a towering

chiseled physique, waved toward Rafe.

"All right, sir, if you'll just return to your vehicle. Please, sir."

"What's going on here?" Rafe protested.
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"Just return to your vehicle, sir. We're evacuating the area."

"My wife's in that building!" Rafe screamed with a sort of forced mania. "I've got to

save my wife! My wife! Good God, she's the mother of my children!" He tried to force

his way through the gate.

The officer put a hand on his shoulder. "Chemical fire, sir. Can't let you through."

"Chemical fire! She was coming to bake cookies, for Christ's sake!" Rafe thought

he sounded unconvincing, but he kept it up.

"Cookies, huh?" The cop was amused. "They're busting up an amphetamine kitchen

in there!"

"Amphetamines!" Rafe screamed and put his hands over his ears.

"That's right," the cop snapped. "And the sheriff's boys snafued it, so it's getting

real ugly. We'll be lucky if they don't blow up the whole damn town. Now, let's go, little

man. This way."

"But my wife! My wife!"

"Who the hell is your wife?"

"Lori Bookout. You know her? She's been lying to me!--Cookies! I should have

known. I'm sure you can sympathize, officer, can't you? I think she's with the dadgum FBI

or something. It's all top secret and we husbands are in the dark here. But I've got to save

her!" He tried again to force his way through.

"Please step back, Mr. Bookout. We're trying to evacuate the area. We'll get her

out. If she's really in there." His expression suggested he'd bought the mania part of Rafe's

act, but not necessarily the wife part, the FBI, the cookies.
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Rafe spotted Lori again, still walking among a huddle of special-forces people.

The skinny white cop leaned over the hood of his car and shouted toward the crowd.

"ALL UNAUTHORIZED PERSONNEL EVACUATE THE AREA IMMEDIATELY. WE

HAVE AN EMERGENCY SITUATION. EVACUATE THE AREA IMMED--"

Distracted by the bullhorn, Rafe had lost sight of Lori and was searching through the

crowd for her when the explosion tore off the gin's upper half. It was volcanic. The ground

seemed to shake. Liquids, gasses, solids--a death mix--spewed into the sky. A blast of

superheated air rolled over the lot. It was the jagged tin hurdling through the air that seemed

most ominous. Car-size shards, trailing smoke, spinning dipsy-doos and crazy spirals. Sky

writing.

The bullhorn skidded across the pavement and bounced into Rafe's shin. He thought

for a split-second it had been blown out of the cop's hand. But the cop had apparently lost

control of it when he jerked away from the blast and fell to the ground, where Rafe saw him

now. Their eyes met and the officer, who was lying beside his car, waved him over. Rafe

ran for the car and dove in beside him.

"Son of a bitch! Jesus!" the cop whimpered.

Debris fell for what seemed like several minutes. When Rafe felt it was safe, he

climbed to his feet and started toward the gin.

"Hey, get back here!" the cop yelled at him. "This area's not secured--get back

here!"

Rafe kept running, searching through the mayhem--which was extensive--for Lori.

The silo burned from inside, sending up an oily plume of black smoke. The adjacent
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building was also on fire. Firemen led people out its front door. Among those coming out

were a few men in plain clothes, some uniformed officers, and Kenny. He looked all in one

piece. Rafe found it hard to believe. Judging from the explosion and the amount of flame,

he found it hard to believe anyone was alive. There was at least one man, though, who

didn't look like he would survive: a police officer on the ground, attended by a paramedic.

He bled from the mouth and ears. Still alive, but already staring, blankly, toward the sky.

Jerry Earley was hunched over the man, too, giving assistance.

The mule heed and hawed and bucked all over the lot.

Rafe found Lori, next to a navy-blue van matching the color of the special unit

uniforms he saw her with earlier. A huddle of men in the blue jumpsuits surrounded her,

her blond hair standing out among them like a flag. Rafe pushed through the crowd and put

his hand on her shoulder. She hugged him. Cried. He wrapped his arms around her

shoulders. He felt her arms around his ribcage.

She had her breasts back, the big ones.

He felt a wave of regret for having left her the night before.

"Hold on, hold on," he said. "It's okay now."

She held tighter for a second. "It's a mess, Rafe" she said. "What a fucking mess.

They've got Mary Belle in jail. They're trying to make it look like she was some kind of

maniac."

He kept holding on, looking toward the sky where black smoke swirled menacingly.

It's a Bosch, he thought. What a fucking Bosch it is. The wise guy, the thug.

Why's he keep sticking his nose in. Why's he keep layering the canvas. It's sick. It's silly.
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It's adolescent. Morbid, ghoulish, foolish, bullish. Bull.

He let out a low sigh.

II.

Rafe woke before Lori and decided to break: his old habit of never reading the paper.

He found the morning edition, which had been flung into the flower beds, and sat in the old

porch swing with it spread on his lap.

George Whittelmacher saw it this way: "SKULLY NEWS EDITOR'S TIP LEADS

POLICE TO DOPE GIN"--a muddled, self-congratulatory journalistic performance showing

Whittelmacher's lack of savvy, though explaining--to Rafe at least--how the bust came down

in the first place. He thought about Mary Belle, having her breakfast in clothing furnished

by the county. He thought about Kenny, and decided to call him later in the morning.

Another headline read: "SENATOR YANCY PLANS WHISTLE STOP TOUR FROM D.C.

TO SKULLY." On page 6A, he found another surprise in the morning paper: "SKULLY

ARTIST'S WORKS ON DISPLAY IN UPCOMING SHOW"--a story no doubt taken from

one of Janis's press releases. It supplied some truths--mostly the particulars of the event,

dates, times, location--and some whoppers about Rafe, the scrap steel sculptor from Skully.

Janis had a tendency to exaggerate where he was concerned.

The next Rodin. The next Michelangelo. The East Texas Phidias.

th I.

Rafe and Lori sat beside each other on the cabin's porch steps. Two o'clock in the
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afternoon. Rafe and Kenny just hadn't bothered to go to work. Bif sniffed around in the

undergrowth at the edge of the woods, now rooting in the pine needles, now forcing his way

through a mass of vines, now stopped, digging. Kenny--in badly fitting khaki slacks, a blue

short-sleeve button down, penny loafers--lay on one of Rafe's lawn chairs at the end of the

dock, the chair laid flat, himself flat on his back and staring straight up. He'd been that way

the past forty-five minutes.

"Do you have any sunscreen?" Lori asked.

They'd been quiet for almost a half hour. Rafe held his silence a few seconds longer

before he answered.

"You mean for Kenny?"

"He's going to get his face blistered. I'm sure it is already."

"I think there's some in the glove box of the boat," Rafe said, about to rise to his

feet.

Lori stopped him. "I'll get it." She hopped up, walked briskly to the dock and out

to the boat. She was wearing a blue polka dot shorts outfit. BFD chased after her, stood on

the end of the dock wagging his tail while she rummaged through Rafe's junk in the glove

compartment. She found the brown plastic bottle and went over to stand beside Kenny's

chair. Rafe could see Kenny's head move toward her, just barely, maybe a few centimeters.

They spoke too quietly for Rafe to make out what was said. He heard cicadas, the chatter

starting in fragments, rising, rising, falling off. Sunlight glinted on the water behind Lori

and Kenny. She knelt beside him and began rubbing lotion on his arm, when she'd finished,

reached over him to the other arm, then rubbed lotion on his face.
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She left the bottle beside him and walked slowly back to the porch, BFD close

behind.

"Is he done?"

"Crisp."

"He'll be sick."

"He is sick." She sat beside him again. "His eyes are open."

Rafe looked down to the dock, remembered the injured cop outside the gin, his eyes.

"What's he say?"

"He says there's a frog on a lily pad across the lake who's not bothering anybody but

just sitting there, happy, eating the flies that come close to him because that's all he's got a

right to do. He says if you squint you can see it."

He overcame the urge to look, instead watched ants in two-way traffic on the bottom

step.

"I think he blames himself for Mary Belle being in jail. He blames himself for the

whole mess." Her voice trailed off.

"What do you say?"

"I squinted hard but I couldn't spot the thing."

"No, I mean in general."

"Some sweeping statement? A summing up, you mean? I'm not equipped, Rafe."

"Well, tell me this. What the hell's in that stuff Mary Belle was making that's so

explosive?"

"It wasn't that," Lori explained. "I mean that stuff got the reaction started, after the
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sheriff's boys started their bungling about in there. But it was gunpowder that caused the

explosion."

"Gunpowder. What was she doing with it?"

"Conducting tests."

"Tests?"

"Tests."

"Big tests, huh?"

"Well, Mary Belle can be very thorough," Lori said. "I figured that out right off."

"But what was she aiming at?"

"She was aiming at a lot, Rafe. But, listen, hadn't we'd better go fInd Jack, don't

you think, to tell him what's happened?"

Rafe tried to find the logic in this. There was no logic here.

"Jack?"

"Jack."

"It's in the paper. I'm sure he knows it by now. Anyway, why do you care?"

Lori hesitated a moment, then, "Rafe, I need to talk to Jack--never mind what about.

Let's go to town."

Rafe agreed to go since somebody needed to call Orlan, simple courtesy, but Kenny

insisted on staying put there on the end of the dock. Rafe went down alone to talk to him.

"Rafe, there's other things to consider," he said. "Other things to think about."

"Beg pardon?"

"What we were put here for. Is it to spend our life in service? To be constantly
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looking to improve the system? To find the need in others, to solve their problems?"

"Is it to better the aggregate whole?"

"--Well, I mean--"

"Think about what's the best way to do that, Rafe. Did you ever improve a situation

by sticking your nose in it? I'm simplifying. It's a simplification. But there's other things

to think about, other strategies, ways to go."

Well, I mean? Rafe thought. Well, I mean. I mean well. I mean well. I'm Manuel.

"What about setting an example? Cleaning up your own back yard, learning to keep

your own nose clean, policing your own area. I'm simplifying, sure."

I'm Manuel and mean well. I'm Manuel Meanwell. I come with a manual.

"Let he with teflon bullet-proof siding around his glass house cast the first stone. I'm

mixing allusions, okay."

Study the manual before operating Manuel Meanwell. Consult the text, for texture,

the texture of Manuel Meanwell's manual.

"It could be the natural course of events. Consumer-driven Industrialized techno-

popular petrochemical apocalypse. Who's to say? This could have been the idea from the

start. This could be human destiny. This is what we're supposed to do."

"You'll die without food. There's nothing in the house. Nothing real. Come on,

we'll go by the nutrition center."

"And science, Rafe. The boys with the 1200-function calculators. Name one river

they ever diverted that didn't eventually get screwed up. Rogue fish ruling the works, whole
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areas of delta dying, marshes so briny nothing will live in it. It's all more intricate and just

dadgum complicated than they know. There's even more functions on the cosmic calculator

than on the ones they got, Rafe."

"Of course there's baloney in there, you could eat that. Mystery meat, horse cock,

tube steak. Just help yourself, Ken."

"So we had a short run. The dinosaurs lasted longer. We can learn to live with that.

I'm speaking in the broadest terms, I realize."

Rafe and Lori hiked out to the truck alone and drove toward Grandpa's house. Lori

was quiet, pensive, sitting far over on the passenger's side of the cab, her elbow resting on

the sill of the open window. Again, Rafe couldn't help noticing the surgically enhanced

breasts.

"I can't help noticing the surgically enhanced breasts," he said.

"Yeah?" She stared straight ahead.

"Another two hour lunch?"

"You got it."

"How does one afford these procedures."

"Credit cards."

"I see. Well, thanks for thinking of me."

She turned to glare at him. "What makes you think I was doing it for you?"

"Well--"

"Never mind. It would be sickening to hear, I'm sure. The way you continue to
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flatter yourself, overestimate your influence. I did it for me, Bozo. I'm moody. Moods

come over me. I was in a mood."

"Oh."

"Sometimes I feel like a woman with enormous boobs, sometimes I don't--that's all.

I may have them removed tomorrow. I'm thinking maybe I'll get them to install zippers or

velcro, easy opening scars, put the blue edge with the yellow edge to form a green Ziploc

seal."

"Maybe you should request hydraulic inflators," Rafe suggested. "A simple pump

mechanism, a button. This is a system that's working well for sexually active older men."

"Thanks for the tip."

Arriving at Grandpa's old house, they found that Jack still wasn't home.
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September, 1965

A sunlit office inside the beltway. A room crowded with coarse, utilitarian furniture.

The smell of electronic equipment and stale cigarette smoke. Four young men, congressional

aides, struck pseudo-casual poses as they watched their mentor. The senator sat at his large

desk with a microphone in his hand. An elaborate tape recording system occupied a large

cabinet behind him. Multi-reel. A wall of/mobs, red, green and amber lights, meters, audio

tape.

He rested an elbow on his desk, held the hand out flat, palm down. "State of the art,

boys," he said. The hollow voice. The rotted out southern voice. "Wave of the future.

We're on the ground floor of this deal. Electronic surveillance, data storage, high-tech

espionage, code warfare."

The young men nodded their heads deliberately, stiffened their bottom lips, crossed

their arms. All four of them.

The senator rattled off orders in quick succession.

"Jolly Esporito."

"Yes sir." The clicking of heels.

"Get the blinds. Mango Mango, pull the phone plug. Test Pattern, better check that

closet for unfriendlies. Wax Paper Wrap, take off that coat and stuff it under the door."

He waited for compliance, then, "All right, boys, let's have silence. Here we go."

He put the mike close to his mouth, read from a prepared statement: "Red marl is on the
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beach. The green pasties will stop the gap. Milk cows in need are hurdling our lunar

terrain. Orioles blow smoke rings from the willows. I repeat. Orioles blow smoke rings

from the willows.

He let his finger off the mike button, stopped the tape, rewound. They listened to the

message on playback. The senator's oil drum voice was clear, marvelously intelligible. The

efficient, affected clipping of his speech. Marvelous. A technological marvel.

He stopped the tape. "The acid test." Played the message backwards: a series of

muddled screeches, drunken slurring, the precise, exact sound of the human voice in

reverse."

The senator stopped the machine, looked soberly at the aide to his immediate right.

"Esporito?"

"Absolutely tremendous, sir."

"M and M?"

"Brilliant. An unqualified coup."

"FTP?"t

"A milestone.

"Wax?"

"Exceedingly..." He hesitated. The other four men in the room turned to him,

accusingly, with menace. He looked to the senator, who lowered his head a bit and focused

his eyes seriously. "Exceedingly top drawer, sir."

Everyone relaxed.

"All right. Espi, you handle the codes. Everything goes through me. You got that?"
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A deliberate nod.

"Mange, rework the corporate address book. Code it. I want it all on tape. Five

Four Three, laundry list, groceries, dates, hotel room numbers, all personals. Wax, you get

Pentagon correspondence. Switch their codes to ours. Run them backwards through the

tape. Erase the original tape. I want--"

"But, sir!"

The senator swiveled quickly to his right. "What is it, T Pattern?"

"Well, sir, it's just that--well--"

"What?"

"I'll put it in a memo. One on one. Your eyes only."

Test Pattern looked to the floor.

"What? These boys?" the senator asked. "Listen, Testy, there's trust here. In this

room. The big T. That's what this office runs on, you got it? Loyalty, dedication.

Everyone's cleared, safe, spic-n-span. Speak openly."

"Well, it's just, sir. You think Wax Paper can handle the Pentagon stuff? With this

munitions plant deal. Shouldn't we put somebody else on it? Somebody with more

experience? Sorry, Wax," he said, looking to the aide in question.

"Pentagon's certified low-level," the senator said. "This is the training ground.

Military-industrial. If he can handle this-- " pointing to Wax without looking at him "--he can

move up to the bigs. He can play hard ball."

He looked around the room.

"Anymore questions?"
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In unison. "No, sir."

"I'll be at the Rosewood."

The senator got up and, kicking the suit coat from under the door with a deft flick of

the foot, walked out of the room.



FIRE ESCAPE

I.

"What?" Orlan said, answering the phone.

II.

"Orlan, it's me, Rafe."

III.

"You're fired."

267
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August, 1977

The senator sat behind his desk, dictaphone in hand. His trousers down around his

ankles. One of his aides crouched under the desk. Providing aid.

The senator pushed the RECORD button and put the machine close to his mouth.

"Memo. Personal memoirs to include following chapters: One. Traditional upbringing in

East Texas. Church of Christ, public school, working afternoons, Boy Scouts, marching

band, letters in sports, Debate Club, Key Club, Chess Club, Future Businessmen Club,

Future Barristers Club, Future Farmers of America, Future Mechanics Club, Young

Democrats Club, Young Republicans Club, high academic standards. Dedication to father,

mother, and rest offamily. Etcetera, etcetera. Two. Distinguished service career in Texas

Coast Guard. Top honors. First in class. Boot camp favorite. Risked life, put life on the

line, willing to sacrifice life for others. Loyalty to country, fellow guardsmen, duty. So on

and so on."

The senator's breathing became more pronounced.

"Three. Academic career. SMU. Degree in history. Fraternity, Sigma Tau--

hmmmm. Note: find out Greek letters offraternity. Law school. Law review. High--"

breathing harder, some trouble speaking "--GPA, dean's list, President's list, devoted to

scholarship, higher learning, so forth, so forth, so forth."

The senator lay his head back on the leather chair's back rest, kept the dictaphone to

his mouth.
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"Four. Early political career. The Texas Senate. Dedication to constituents, loved

by constituents, puts it all on the line for the voters, the people." Gasping for breath.

"Five. Goes to Washington, high moral and ethical standards, represents the people to

Capital Hill." Could barely speak. "Takes a hard line. Tough on crime." Sweat on the

brow. "Helps the poor--" a loud gasp "--and needy." A whimper. "Women's rights. The

environment." A loud, long sigh.

The senator dropped the hand holding the dictaphone to his chest, let his finger off

the button. The aide drew back into the desk's recess, leaned his head against its polished

mahogany surface.

"That will be all, Ferguson."



TURNING POINTS

I.

"Thank you," Rafe said, but Orlan had already hung up.

He went up stairs, looking through the rooms for Lori, and found her in Jack's room.

"He's gone," she said.

"Gone?"

"Gone."

"In what sense?"

"In the long-term sense. I checked his dresser. No underwear, few socks. The

closet's fairly cleaned out. And in the bathroom, no toiletry items."

"Dear Old Dad."

"You know somebody named Chardonnay?"

"We've met."

"Oh," Lori said. "Well, I think she's with him."

"How come?"

"I found their love letters. Seems she's just dying to go to San Francisco, Rafe."

"You're a quick study, aren't you?"

"You bet, Rafe," she said, putting a hand on his shoulder and leading him out of the

room. "But listen, I'm about to get hungry. Could you go to the store and pick us up

something? You need some money, Rafe? My purse is downstairs. Just take what you

270
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need."

He was descending the steps now, looking back up to her, where she stood at the top.

"What do you want?"

"Oh, just anything, Rafe. Steak. Chicken. Fish. Whatever. You dream it up.

Something elaborate and filling, you know." She made a flourishing gesture with her hand.

"Sure, all right."

He drove to the store with the sound of her voice Rafe, Rafe, Rafe echoing in his

head, and thought, What the hell is she up to?

II.

In high school, after they'd been dating a while, the idea of Lori's unclothed body, of

just what it might look like, its particulars, and the idea of lying equally unclothed beside

her, and of connecting their two bodies at strategic points--these things began to take up the

majority of Rafe's imaginative space. He'd heard that guys his age think about sex every

seventeen seconds. But this was a confusing statistic: how long is this average seventeen-

year-old male thinking about sex? Is he thinking about other things--dual exhaust systems,

ZZ Top, the final exam in woodworking class, etc--and then blip! SEX SEX SEX blip! and

then he's back to woodworking? Rafe had never stopped to monitor himself, but he felt the

seventeen-seconds SEX! seventeen-seconds theory was bogus. It seemed more likely that the

average teenage male thought about sex continuously--except for those short blips when he

thought about other things, which, okay maybe, were arranged at seventeen-second intervals.

He also thought that if he could ever actually have sex with some person other than himself
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he might stop thinking about it so much. He sometimes found himself in bed at night, his

tackle warm and vibrant in his hand, realizing he'd spent the whole day contemplating

various sexual scenarios involving Lori. Thinking back on his day he realized he'd gotten

out of bed, showered, eaten breakfast, gone to school, come home, fiddled around in his lab,

maybe produced a small piece of sculpture, eaten supper, and arrived in bed where he now

was--all while thinking about the simple act of completing the human circle with Lori.

Matching yin to yang. Rock to Roll. Welding rod to angle iron. When he wasn't thinking

about sex with Lori, he was wondering if she was thinking about it.

During this time he was thinking about getting Lori in bed, she was apparently

thinking about getting him into the insane asylum.

"Why don't we go to the insane asylum," she said.

"Is that what you call it?"

"Well, yes. What do you call it, Rafe?"

"But, I mean, it's where your mother is. And your dad being the doc and all-I

thought maybe you all had a different name for it."

They were in Rafe's Nova, driving the dirt roads around the lake on a gray, rainy

Sunday, a six-pack of beer between them. ZZ Top's "Tush" playing in an 8-track deck

strapped with duct tape to a piece of angle iron Rafe welded under the dash.

"Yeah, okay," Lori said. "Dad's got a different name for it. He calls it the facility.

I call it the insane asylum. It's a step up from calling it the nut house, don't you think?"

She was in a purple sweater in jeans. Skinny, all angles and straight lines.

"Well, yeah, okay. But do I really need to go there?"
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"It'd mean a lot to me."

"Really. Why?"

"It just would, Rafe."

He looked over at her, sitting there with her face framed by the long blond hair, the

hair framed by the car window behind her, the gray sky behind that.

"Well, okay. When do we go?"

"Visiting hours start at five, Rafe. It's an hour drive. You'd better step on it. And,

oh, we'll need more beer, Rafe."

"This seems rather sudden."

"I think that's how things are supposed to happen, Rafe. Gradually, you know, like

they're never going to come. And then BOOM!--" she slammed a fist into her other palm

for effect "--they happen all at once."

"That's some theory."

"Step on it, Rafe. Just step on it."

Just over the county line, they stopped in a small town named Righteous, Texas,

population sixty-seven, which had incorporated for the sole purpose of voting the town wet,

clearcutting a tract of virgin timber, and opening a string of liquor stores on a bee-line black

top running perpendicular to the highway. There was not a single home in sight. Rafe paid

a short black man five dollars extra to go in RIGHTEOUS A-l PACKAGE for a six-pack of

Michelob in the bottle. The guy was thin as a stork, with a scraggly gray goatee, tan Levis

three inches too long, duotone patent leather shoes. They sat in the Nova and waited for
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him. He came back out with the six-pack and a bottle in a brown paper sack for himself.

"Appreciate it, man."

"No problem, cuz."

They continued on their way, sipping Michelob, listening to music, watching it rain.

"I've been doing a lot of sculpting lately." Rafe said this peeking over at Lori out of

the corner of his eye.

"That's real good, Rafe. You keep it up." She was looking out the window.

"Nature stuff mostly. Birds, cattle, buffalo, woodland mammals, and what have you.

Some nudes."

"Nude cattle?"

"I'm not being funny."

"I'm sorry, Rafe. But you were talking about animals. I think it's great you're doing

nudes. It's artistic." She smiled at him and took a swig. "So who's doing the modeling."

"Just some girls in the business," he lied. "Pro's. I doubt you'd know them."

"Big boobs?"

"Huge."

Lori nodded significantly and looked out the window again.

Rafe pressed the channel button on the tape deck ka-lop, ka-lop, ka-lop to get the tape

back around to "Tush," for the fifth time. "Oh, Lord, take me downtown," he sang along,

"I'm just looking for some tush. Ba bomp ba bom bow, ba bomp ba bom bowwww!"

"So how about me?" Lori said. "Want me to model for you? I don't have huge

boobs or anything."
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"Yeah, sure," Rafe said. "It'll highlight my diversity."

The asylum lounged a half mile off the highway, on a large, wooded tract of land.

The grounds were immaculately kept. A red brick path meandered through the berms and

St. Augustine. Black men in white uniforms pushed the patients around in wheel chairs. In

the rain.

"Don't they know it's raining?" Rafe asked Lori as they idled toward the parking lot.

"The attendants do."

"Why don't they keep them inside?"

"It's disruptive."

"I see," he said.

They passed under the canopy of two overarching oaks and there before them was the

edifice itself. A sprawling, tan brick building in the post nineteen-fifties American style.

Brown trim, sleek, nonfunctional single-pane windows, circle drive partially covered by an

aluminum awning with thin, steel supports. It looked like a place for the chronically infirm.

They viewed it in silence.

Rafe parked his Nova in a visitor's slot and killed the engine.

"What do I call your mother?"

"Call her Mother."

"It works for me."

"But she's not my mother. Besides, I never called my own mother Mother."

"Yeah, I noticed you don't call Jack Daddy Daddy or Dad Dad or any of those. Why
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is that?"

"Does Jack look like a Daddy Daddy to you?"

"Good point."

A group of visitors, a dozen or so, stood under the awning just outside the building,

assessing the condition of their loved ones as the latter were promenaded along the brick

sidewalks in the rain.

"She looks real good," a man in a navy double-knit suit commented, pointing toward

the lawn. He savored a long draw on his cigarette, flicked the ash with great care into the

flower bed.

"Sure does," replied his companion, a silver-haired woman with baggy flesh hanging

from her upper arms. "Sure does. They're taking real fine care of her. Why, anybody

could see that. Anybody. She's happy as a loon--"

The man shot her a stem look. The woman gasped and covered her mouth.

Rafe and Lori walked in through the open double doors.

"You see why we needed the beer," Lori said.

Rafe nodded.

Fluorescent lights, long hallways, antiseptic smell, attendants in white uniforms,

charts, wheel chairs. Mrs. Bookout's room was on the second floor, the uppermost. They

stopped just inside the door a moment and watched. She was sitting in a straight-backed

chair facing an open window, with her slim back to the door, her healthy blond hair rippling

in lush waves about her head. She lifted imaginary drinks to her mouth with one hand, flung

imaginary objects onto the lawn with the other. Conducting a cheerful conversation, both
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parts.

"Where did you say? Old Shreveport Highway. Oh. Oh. Ohhhhhhhh! Ha ha! But

I can't see, darling. You people build the darn trees right in the middle of the road down

here. Hula hula hula hula. Whoopy! --Well, you're just drunk. You're just blind drunk.

A-ha ha. Oh, ho ho ho! Ha! Whoop! Whoop! Whooey! Give me some more of that

peppermint candy. Whoopy! Whoopy! Whoo--"

"Mother."

Mrs. Bookout stopped suddenly and jerked around to face them. She stared at them

without speaking.

Rafe was struck immediately by how young she looked. How clear and bright and

supple her skin was. Firm. Virtually free of lines. Free of any real signs of aging as far as

he could see. A straight thin nose. Symmetrical mouth. Blue, arching eyes, like Lori's.

Hair in bangs, lying gently tousled across her forehead and down to her shoulders on the

sides and back. She wore a bright tropical print sun dress, with thin straps over her tanned

shoulders, cut low in front so that the crevasse and curves and shadow of her cleavage was--

to Rafe, in his heightened state of sexual awareness--achingly apparent. The skin above her

breasts was also clear and tan and he followed it with his eyes up to the graceful neck, and

back again, and to the way her body made the dress curve in and back out on the sides.

Lori walked over to her, leaned down, put her arms around her shoulders. For a

second their blond hair meshed together. Amazingly alike. The two of them alike in most

ways, except, as Rafe had to admit to himself now, the greater degree of Mrs. Bookout's

sensuality, which was unmistakable. Undeniable. A magnetic force. She kept her eyes on
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him, while embraced with her daughter whose eyes were turned away. Rafe stared back,

recognizing that force in every feature. Eyes, skin, curves. It made him burn and ache to

look at her. Like the ache he felt when he saw a beautiful girl he'd never met and knew

he'd never meet and with whom he'd like, in his flashing romantic dream, to spend the rest

of his life holding in his arms. Except the ache was stronger now, which Rafe guessed was

because this woman needed and wanted someone to do just that. And he thought to himself,

I could be the one. If I had the guts to do it, I could be the one.

"Mother," Lori said, looking up, "I brought someone I want you to meet. This is

Rafe Holland. Rafe, this is Mother."

He smiled, walked over, held out his hand. Her skin was like warm silk.

Sex, Rafe thought. Sex. Sex.

Mrs. Bookout maintained a straight expression, no expression really, her eyes staring

straight into him.

Sex. Control yourself. Sex. You're a barbarian. You're barely in control. Sex.

Sex. Double-teamed. Menage a trois. A threesome.

"People say we look just alike," Lori said. "What do you think, Rafe?"

Sex.

III.

Rafe hadn't bought anything but baloney at a grocery store in so long the shopping

trip was like picking out a new car. He bought fish. Red snapper. Baking potatoes. Salad

makings. Paul Newman brand Italian dressing. He stopped by the liquor store and picked
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up two bottles of Johanne Egbert Michelsberg Spatlese. It came in an impressive green

bottle. Gothic print on the label. Distributed by Longhorn Liquors Limited, Arlington,

Texas.

He emptied his post office box on the way home. Texas-Louisiana Electric Co-op.

Butler Brothers' Butane. A friendly To-My-Loyal-Constituents form letter from Senator

Rayford Yancy. A letter from Janis:

Rafe,

Boy, did Ifuck up. Did I say June 15? 1 meant May 15. Please tell me

you've received this letter before May 15. Rafe, what can I tell you? I'm an idiot, a

numbskull, a knucklehead. We'll have to go with whatever pieces you've got. The bone

yard, Rafe. It's our only alternative. I'm sure whatever you bring will be loved by all.

CALL! IMMEDIATELY!

Desperately,

Janis.

Rafe shook his head in disgust, threw his mail in the floorboard of the truck, and

drove back to Grandpa's house.

IV.

The rain picked up considerably just as Rafe and Lori left the asylum. The beer was

tepid but still cool enough to drink. Rafe twisted the caps off two of them while stopped at
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the end of the drive, at the asylum gate, then he pulled onto the highway. They rode in

silence for the next few minutes, drinking their Michelobs and staring out through the

swatting wiper blades.

About ten miles from the asylum, they spotted their friend from the liquor store. The

man who bought the Michelob. He was hugging a telephone pole with one ann, holding a

bottle in a paper sack with the other, big smile on his face, rainwater running down his

cheeks. Rafe and Lori had both noticed him several hundred yards back, as he lifted the

paper sack to his mouth. Rafe slowed down to see that everything was all right. The man

raised the paper sack in salute.

"He's going to wind up in jail," Rafe said. He pulled off onto the side of the road,

just past the spot where the man stood.

"What can we do about it?"

Rafe shrugged. They were both turned back, looking out through the rear window.

Rafe put the car in reverse and backed up even to the pole.

"Roll down your window," he said.

The black man watched them, still smiling. He didn't leave his spot.

"Everything all right?" Rafe yelled.

The man saluted with the sack again. "You got it, cuz."

"Need a ride some place? We'll be glad to give you a lift, you know."

"I'm good right here," the man said. "Me and this ol pole. Shiiiiit."

"You'll catch pneumonia out here," Lori said. "We'll give you a ride some place.

Come on."
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The man smiled bigger. "Where I'm gonna go, baby?"

"The cops'll get you," Rafe said. "You'll get thrown in the hoosegow."

The man let go of the pole and cupped his crotch. "Motherfucker can hoosegow

this," he said, taking a few steps away from the pole and looking over Rafe and Lori's heads

like he was in front of a large studio audience. "Motherfucker can COME ON DOWN! on

this."

Rafe and Lori laughed faintly.

"Goddamn police take me in, they motherfuckers can feed me," he said, going back

to the pole. "Give me some motherfuckin dry clothes," he said. "I drink this wine till

then." He smiled again and took a long draw off the bottle.

They sat watching him another second, then Rafe threw the shifter to Drive. They

waved to the man at the pole, who lifted the sack just slightly this time, and then they pulled

back onto the highway.

After a moment, when they were back up to cruising speed, Lori drank the last

swallow of her beer, set the empty bottle in the floor board, and said, "She wasn't always

like that, you know."

It took Raf& a second to realize what she was talking about. "No. I didn't think so."

"I've got pictures of her when she was younger. She was really pretty and--and

intelligent-looking and sort of cool, you know."

"Yeah?"

"Yep.

"Yeah, how did she and your dad meet?"
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Lori let out a short laugh, a sort of grunt, and looked out the window. "Well, they

met on the couch. She was losing it, I guess, already. But it wasn't her fault-I mean it's

never, you know, the crazy person's fault they go crazy. But in her case it was somebody's

fault." She looked straight at Rafe now, "A certain senator. He fucked her up, Rafe. He

took her sanity away from her like it was something cheap that didn't mean anything. Not to

him anyway. Some people might say it would have happened even if she hadn't met him.

But she did meet him, Rafe. And he turned her out."

Rafe watched her, kept quiet.

"And one good turn deserves another--don't you think, Rafe? Turn about's fair play,

right? Turn the other cheek--so your face doesn't give away how you're planning revenge.

Turn them inside out is what to do, idnit, Rafe?"

He was thinking of an answer when Lori slapped him on the shoulder.

"Turn right there."

"Where?"

"Down that dirt road right there." She pointed toward a muddy, red lane, running

perpendicular to the highway, leading into the woods.

Rafe got the Nova shut down, with a little skid on the wet pavement, and turned it

into the red mud.

"Where we going?" he said.

"The back way."

"It's getting dark. You sure you know where we're going?"

"You bet."
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"I mean, what if we get lost or stuck or something?"

"You'd just hate that, wouldn't you." She slid across the seat, right next to him. Put

one arm around his neck, began rubbing his chest with the other hand. She rested her head

on his shoulder.

The road was badly rutted. The car bounced around, splashed through puddles.

There was no house or car in sight and it seemed a strange place to be on a rainy night.

Rafe had to keep both hands on the wheel to keep them out of the ditch. Lori unfastened the

top buttons of his shirt, rubbed her fingernails across his chest. He felt himself go stiff in

the crotch, all the while worrying they were going to wreck, get stranded.

"Why don't you pull over there," Lori said.

"Where?"

"In the turnaround there. Under that big tree. Sort of pull back behind it."

Rafe eased the car into the turnaround and then into the grass and behind the tree.

"We're bound to be stuck now," he said, putting the car in Park and turning off the

ignition.

"Is that what you're worried about?" Lori challenged, as she climbed into the back

seat.

V.

"Honey, I'm home," Rafe yelled, coming in the back door of Grandpa's house with

his arm load of groceries.

There was no answer, no sound at all in the house. He set the grocery sack on the
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counter and walked into the living room. "Lori?" Nothing.

He walked down the hall and climbed the stairs, calling Lori's name as he went and

still receiving no response.

In Jack's room, he found that Lori had been snooping around again: some of the

drawers in the dresser were open, the bed spread was folded back on one corner. The bed

itself was pulled away from the wall. At the base of the wall the panelling was peeled back

to reveal a hidden compartment and a lock box that had obviously been extracted from it.

Rafe had never known anything about either of these. Inside the lockbox were some papers

belonging to Grandpa: his birth certificate, marriage license, insurance papers. A report

from the hospital diagnosing three types of cancer. Rafe studied it a moment, felt a familiar

illness returning in his gut. He replaced the statement, closed the box and slid it back into

the hole, closed the paneling and tapped in the tiny nails on the trim piece with Grandpa's

old boot jack.

After further inspection, he conceded that Lori was indeed gone from the premises,

and that, as she hadn't left a note, she didn't care for him to know where she'd gone. He

took his sack of groceries and drove out to the lake.

Walking out of the woods, after lugging his fish dinner all the way from the road,

Rafe found Kenny in the yard with BFD. Stripped down to his underwear. He was cooking

squirrel on a spit. Three freshly cut and honed lances jutted out of the turf nearby. Rafe

stopped before the fire and stared at him a moment. His face was blistered, red and pink.

He had deep scratches on his arms and legs. His lips were chapped, cracked. Bare feet
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caked with mud and dried blood.

"How goes it, Ken?"

A hoarse grunt.

"Beg pardon?"

Kenny raised one hand and made the Indian "How" sign.

"I brought us some fish and potatoes. Salad. A bottle of Paul Newman's Italian

dressing. You haven't eaten have you? Ken?"

Kenny pointed to the two squirrels on the spit. He reached over and twisted one end

of the stick to let the raw side cook. BFD, who'd been sitting quietly by, barked once,

licked his chops, kept his eyes on the spit.

Rafe left them by the fire and went into the cabin, where he unwrapped the fish and

placed them in shallow tin pan, smothered them in Italian dressing, put them in the oven.

He'd never used it and determined after a few moments of stupid silence--in which the

muffled explosion of ignited gas on flame-spreader plate did not happen--that he needed first

to light the pilot, in the process of which he learned he must needed first to turn on the gas

valve behind the stove. He got it going, then realized he didn't have any tin foil to wrap his

potatoes with and so placed them in his freezer for safe keeping. He tossed a salad, left it on

the counter and went to his workbench to figure out what to do about the show while his fish

cooked.

The five large pieces of reared stallion loomed impressively in one corner of the

room. The two new pieces looked--slight. Well, maybe not too slight, Rafe hoped. Well,

okay, damned slight. Questionable, low show-stopping potential for sure. If they were
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reared stallion loomed impressively in one corner. The bone yard? The five large pieces

loomed.

Rafe re-read the directions to his Mattel Young Scientist Chemistry Set again and

began making some experiments on pieces of U.S. Army Ordnance cast offs that had made

their way, tortuously and by unusual means, to the storage space under Rafe's workbench.

Artillery shells that had wallowed in the dump's muck before Rafe rescued them under cloak

of night. Said shells were covered with a coating of fine gray dust. And it was this dust

Rafe wished to know more about. He mixed it with various chemicals and longed for Mary

Belle's expertise. Kept working with his vials and liquids until he detected the unmistakable

odor of burning fish and flung himself toward the kitchen. Blackened redfish. He threw the

pan and all into the garbage. Resigned himself to tossed salad, found a roach crawling in

tossed salad, tossed tossed salad. Made himself a baloney sandwich.

Rafe worked alternately on chemical and artistic projects deep into the night. The

sounds of his work--clinking of vials, rasping of acetylene torch, gurgling of liquids, pinging

of ball-peen hammer, sparking of arc welder--were accompanied from outside the cabin by

the sounds of Kenny and BFD's work. Rustling of brush. Howling at moon. Whimpering

of frightened wildlife. Gnashing of teeth. Thudding of heavy objects. Ripping, crunching,

tearing of feather, bone, fur. The twisting in live flesh of sharpened lance tips. Turning

points.
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May 12, three days before Rafe's show

The senator pushed the call button on his intercom. "Sylvia."

"Yes, Senator."

"Cancel the railroad deal, the AmTrak, the whistle stop thing."

"But, Senator-"

"Make airlines reservations to New Orleans."

"But, Senator, the plans, it was all quite involved. A lot of money has already been

sent. The press releases have gone out. The public--"

"Listen to me, Sylvia. I'm old and tired. I want to go to New Orleans. I need it,

Sylvia. Can you understand that?"

"Well, yes sir, but--"

"That will be all, Sylvia. Just do it."



SHOW PIECES

I.

"Ken?"

Kenny and BED lay sleeping in the grass in Rafe's yard. Before them was a large,

smoldering pit, approximately eight feet by eight feet square, about three feet deep, its

bottom filled with glowing hickory wood coals. Above the pit was an elaborate barbecuing

rack comprising some twenty spits made of small limbs scraped free of their shoots and bark.

Skewered on the spits: plucked and skinned birds, mammals, and reptiles of various species

smoking fragrantly in the morning air.

"Ken, I'm going to need your help. Kenny? Can you hear me, Ken?"

Nothing was left of Kenny's underwear now but the waist band and a few ragged

scraps of cloth. His early morning erection ran perpendicular to and across the waist band

and pointed in the direction of his glazed, cracked face and enormous smile.

Rafe nudged Kenny's leg with his foot. "KENNY! Wake up, damnit."

Kenny rose to a sitting position and rubbed his head.

"Ken, could you maybe put some clothes on long enough to go into to town with me.

I need your help with a few things."

Kenny opened his mouth and tried to speak but managed only unintelligible croaking

sounds.

"Let me get you a glass of water, Ken. I'll be right back. And, say, I might could

288
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bring you, you know, some underclothes and stuff. Some old cut-offs. Would you wear

those, Ken?"

Kenny shook his head and pointed across the yard to the edge of the woods. A

collection of small hides, stretched across frames made from lopped off tree branches, were

drying in the sun.

"Hunh," Rafe said. "You guys had a busy night. But, I don't know, Ken--think

those hides are ready?"

Kenny rose to his feet and started off toward the collection. Rafe, shaking his head,

went inside to get a pair of underwear--at least--and a glass of water.

Kenny sat on the passenger's side of the cab, in an outfit of multi-fur design, a

collage piece in the grand caveman style made of rabbit, squirrel, and raccoon hides, a strap

over one shoulder, narrow upper, and a short but somewhat more substantial lower section.

The hides were still wet, not entirely free of their former owners' fluids and inner workings.

Avant-garde, in both the visual and olfactory senses.

Retro-garde, Rafe thought. Is that a word?

BFD rode in the bed of the truck.

"I don't mind telling you I'm a little worried, Ken," Rafe said.

Kenny didn't respond. This was highly irregular, Rafe felt. He was genuinely

worried. A guy like Kenny. It was difficult for him to stay quiet. He had to expend energy

to keep himself from talking. If he were completely exhausted, Kenny would be incapable of

silence. Rafe knew this, and these facts made the situation seem all the more serious,
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prompting him to take action. What he had in mind was trying to coax Kenny into

conversation.

"What I have in mind is trying to coax you into conversation," he said.

Still no response.

"I have a theory," Rafe said. "Well, I have a number of theories actually. Want to

hear them?"

"Good. When I was a kid, I had this strange feeling sometimes that the whole world

was involved in a conspiracy that didn't include me. This sounds egotistical, I realize. But

it really didn't come out of an overestimation of myself, Ken. I'm sure of that. It was

insecurity. I felt like everybody in the world knew something I wasn't supposed to know.

And the reason I wasn't supposed to know, Ken, was--what? What do you think was the

reason I wasn't supposed to know the big secret, Ken?"

"Naivete. Yeah, I know. It's a surprising thing. To think the whole world is

concerned enough about your welfare to shelter you. These people all over the world from

different cultures and backgrounds and ideologies coming together over this one issue. And

just to shelter one little young man from the truth."

Rafe hesitated while they bumped over a railroad crossing, looked over to Kenny to

see if he was getting any response. Kenny stared straight ahead.

"And like, sometimes I'd come upon a group of people, a group of people I'd never

seen in my entire life. Let's say at a restaurant, people at a table in a restaurant. This could
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all be happening in Rhode Island somewhere. And when I approach, they all stop talking.

It's like someone says, 'Shhhh, look, there he is. 'There's the guy. Act casual.' It's

incredibly egotistical, I understand. But it was like I was meant for something. You know

what I mean, Kenny? It was like I was being saved for something really important, some

grand purpose. I was the guy. I was the one. Unimaginably self-centered, I know. But the

rest of the world was already--how shall I say this, corrupted. Corrupted or cynical or

dirtied up in some way, and I was the only pure dumb naive clean one left. Even other kids

knew about it and were keeping quiet. That's how important it was. Now, that's weird,

idnit, Kenny? Don't you think that's weird?"

They stopped first at Lori's father's house. Lori wasn't there, but she had been.

"She took a trip," Dr. Bookout said. He had come to the door in his slippers, shirt

sleeves rolled up one notch, wearing his reading glasses and smoking a pipe. His hair was

turning that peculiar shade of gray that sandy-haired men develop in later life. His shoulders

were a little stooped. The supercooled air of his home's interior swept around his body and

into Rafe's face, carrying the smell of cooked vegetables.

"A trip?" Rafe said.

"Train trip," the doctor said, puffing on his pipe. "AmTrak. She took a flight to

Washington and had tickets to ride home on the AmTrak. Said she needed some time to

think and had found out when she came up to visit you in Rhode Island that time that a long

train ride gives you time to think. This is not unusual, Rafe. Many people have found this

an effective method for relieving the tension of their daily lives, sorting through their
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problems, getting in touch with emotions, finding--"

"Excuse me, Dr. Bookout--"

"--outlets for their frustrations, coming to terms with their identity. And of course

the gentle rhythmic sensual extremely soothing motion of the train is reminiscent of that

initial ride we all take, Rafe, in our mother's womb. It recreates the womb, if you will, so

that--"

"Dr. Bookout."

"Yes, Rafe."

"A police car seems to have stopped in front of your house."

"Oh, yes, here they are. I've been expecting them."

"Oh?"

"It's the darnedest thing, Rafe. The house was broken into apparently, and the only

thing missing is an old .38 revolver I kept in my nightstand. They didn't take a thing else.

But it's gone. There's no question."

"I'll be seeing you, Dr. Bookout. Tell Lori I came by."

"Sure thing, Rafe."

Rafe drove them toward Grandpa's house to make some phone calls.

"Okay, Ken, here's another theory," he said. "I guess the first one wasn't really a

theory, was it? More like a recollection, a moving backward, a retracing of the mental

steps, wouldn't you say?"

Kenny eyed a squirrel that scurried across the road in front of them.
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"But this one's a bona fide theory, I think you'll agree. Now, you take a guy like

Jerry Earley. I mean, what is it with that guy? This is the question one asks. This is what

you think. The answer is, he's attracted to disaster. He's one of those people who smells

disaster coming and runs to meet it. He knows who's in trouble, Ken. You can bet on that.

He puts himself next to them. He gets close to them, and has no idea why--not really. And,

well, this is the bulk of my theory. What do you think?"

Kenny turned in his seat and kept his eye on the squirrel.

Rafe's first call was to Sitting Burl, the truck driver. He had a job for him. Kenny,

who'd been scouting in the back yard with BFD during Rafe's phone conversation, made the

next call. After a hard day and night as a native--with the requisite howling and war

whooping--his vocal chords were ravaged. He might just sound a good bit like Ferguson,

Rafe guessed. Enough like Ferguson, anyway. And Rafe speculated that if Kenny were

asked to impersonate someone, to act as someone else, he might speak. He dialed the

number and got Kenny going by having him read his opening from a prepared statement.

"Orlan, Ferguson here," Kenny said. "Listen, they's a nooker bomb in the dump. It

got slipped in on one of those last loads while the boys wadn't looking."

Perfect, Rafe thought. The sense of loose gravel in the throat. The directness of a

man in charge. The intonation. The stylized pronunciation. Perfect.

"Yes, Orlan, I know it was only supposed to be your standard normal-type

conventional gunpowder, but, well--

"Yeah, Orlan, the danger to you, your wife, and property is immense. Hugely

immense, Orlan. The pit at the dump ground's going to be the size of--oh, Lake Texhoma is
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a good ballpark figure I think. Of course you knew risk was involved with the money we

pay you.

"Ho-ho-hold it now, Orlan. Now, that's uncalled for. Now, let's just clean up that

nasty talk right now. Let's be Christian about this deal."

Rafe stood in awe of Kenny's prowess. An artist at work.

"Why's it going to blow up? Well, that's a good question, Orlan. And let me say

strictly for the record, I can't say that it will or won't. But listen, now. The way we figure

it, they's two detonators to that thing, Orlan. And we got it straight from Washington--now,

listen up, Orlan, this could be significant--the KGB's got one remote control detonator and

the CIA's got the-othern."

Rafe noticed a flicker in Kenny's eye. Pride in his own work.

"Yes, I know, Orlan. Hell of a goddamn mess. But listen, here's what you do. You

get your wife and just whatever else you can round up--and I mean quick, Orlan, cause this

is volatile stuff, now--and you pile in that Ford Crown Victoria of yours, and you just keep

driving till you see the big mushroom cloud in your rear-view mirror. Have you got that,

Orlan?

"No, I don't believe I'd stop off at the bank if I was you.

"Yes, I know it's bad, Orlan. Makes all our grand endeavors seem, well, like

shifting in a bottomless pit, don't it? But, listen, I'm in Canada right now myself. Didn't

bring anything but some blue jeans and Dan Post lizards.

"Yep, I'm heading for the north tip of Alaska, Orlan.

"Why? Cause it's as far as I can get from your place, Orlan. Which is where your
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self-preservation-minded induh-vigil would be in such a case. Fall out's hell, Orlan. I'm

here to tell you.

"Okay, Orlan. I'll see you there.

"Bye, now."

Before going to the dump, they waited a while to give Orlan time to clear out--about

fifteen minutes. Once there, it took Rafe about ninety seconds to learn how to operate the

new Cat, which now had a good deal of its bright yellow paint scraped off the scoop tines

and was covered with a layer of the dump's gray dust. Rafe had watched Stick operate the

old dozer closely enough to take right to it. The machine cranked on the second turn and

climbed right up out of the pit. He drove it down the gravel road and out the front gate with

Kenny and BFD trailing behind in the pickup. They followed him down the farm-to-market

road to his driveway with the flashers on the truck blinking, for the sake of safety.

Rafe drove the Cat sitting up straight, high in the saddle, hands firmly gripping the

controls, the breeze blowing against his face, the dozer's enormous engine noise blasting in

his ears. The weather had turned hot after the brief cool spell, softening the asphalt road

surface, allowing the dozer's steel caterpillar treads to make a choppy mess. Corrugated

asphalt, from Orlan's drive to Rafe's.

Kenny pulled the pickup into the shade, and he and BFD watched as Rafe went to

work on his new driveway. Pine, oak, elm and redbud saplings, weeds, vines, woodland

grasses: he plowed them all flat, scraped down to the dirt in violent sweeps. The dozer

snorted explosively out its exhaust pipe. He made it to the cabin in a little over three hours,
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the cleared red mud of his refurbished driveway gleaming behind him. He then turned the

dozer over to Kenny, who climbed aboard it and headed off toward town with BFD riding

shotgun.

II.

Burl backed his flatbed semi trailer all the way to the cabin. At Rafe's suggestion,

he'd brought a motorized hoist to lift the pieces of the iron horse onto the trailer bed. The

stallion was in ten sections now, rather than five. Rafe had cut each section in two, at

various angles, and he'd welded on armor-piercing shells as base supports for each new

section. Some of the shells came from the bone yard, where Rafe noticed that the vines

which had been in contact with the shells were now mysteriously dead. Yellowed, hanging

limp, dried up.

He'd made a sketch of how the sections of the iron horse were to be arranged in the

gallery. A seemingly random arrangement, this is what he was shooting for. The head here,

with its newly installed diesel locomotive eyes. Next to it, a rear flank. The front legs of

the upraised stallion turned in an opposite direction from the head. The stallion's underbelly

as a single piece, featuring the barrel chest, the exaggerated penis, etc. Randomness.

He and Burl started out for New Orleans. He had the sketchbook in his lap and was

trying to draw the new sketch the truck driver had suggested.

"I might want to use some input, here, Burl. What should the drawing include?

What are your thoughts motif-wise?"

"I'm a Sioux," Burl said. "It should be a Sioux Indian Peterbilt truck. Make the
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Indian a Sioux. An Indian of one of the Sioux tribes. A Sioux Indian."

"You're pretty definite on its being a Sioux we depict, then?"

"Near as I can figure."

"All right, well, talk to me. We're brainstorming here. Storm that brain. I want to

hear wind whipping, rain lashing, thunder, lightning."

"Think Dakota territories," Burl said. "Think Sitting Bull. Think Little Bighorn."

Little Bighorn, Rafe thought. Little get together. Little skirmish. Clash of cultures.

The white guys get it. Custer's last stand. His Waterloo. His Appomattox. The end.


